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JOINT HEARINGS ON THE IRAN-CONTRA
INVESTIGATION

Testimony of Tomas Castillo

EXECUTIVE SESSION

FRIDAY, MAY 29, 1987

HOUSE SELECT COMMI IT E To INVESTIGATE
COVERT ARMS TRANSACTIONS WITH IRAN

AND
SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON SECRET MILITARY

ASSISTANCE TO IRAN AND THE NICARAGUAN OPPOSION,
Washington, DC.

The Select Committees met, pursuant to call, at 9:09 a.m., in
room 2141, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman HAMILTON. May I have your attention, please. I just
-wan't to-in III-d u hatboo we get underway-with the witness

that this is an executive session. I announced yesterday that the
transcript will be released tomorrow within 24 hours after we meet
today.

May I suggest to you that in asking questions today you try very
hard not to use names where possible.

Now, I recognize that creates a bit of a problem in asking ques-
tions, but where possible don't use names, use titles or some other
reference that would be other than names.

The exhibits are classified. They are not to be taken out of this
room and they are not to be quoted.

The statement of the witness is also classified. It is not to be
taken out and not to be quoted and members of the two committees
are not to comment on testimony until the transcript is released
tomorrow.

One other announcement. That is the White House counsel has
requested permission to be present. I have no objections to that and
I understand Chairman Inouye and Vice Chairman Rudman have
no objection to it and Mr. Cheney has no objection to it, I am ad-
vised.

So we will permit him in.
Are there any other questions before we proceed?
Let's brinF the witness in.
The meeting of the joint hearings of the Select Committees will

come to order.
(1)
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Our witness this morning is ITomas Castillo]. (Mr. C4atillo], will
you please stand to take the oath?

[Witness sworn.]

TESTIMONY OF TOMAS CASTILLO
Chairman HAumToN. You may be seated. You may proceed.
Mr. BARDADORO. (Mr. Castillo], when did you become Chief of

Station [deleted]?
[Mr. Castillo]. I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds

that it would be inconsistent with my fifth amendment privilege.
Mr. BARBADORO. Mr. Chairman, [Mr. Castillo] has asserted his

fifth amendment privilege and declined to answer further ques-
tions. I would request the chairman inform him of the immunity
order.

Chairman HAMILTON. [Mr. Castillo], I am hereby communicating
to you an order issued to the House Select Committee by the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia. The order provides in
substance that you may not efuse to provide evidence on the basis
ofyour privlege against self-incrimination.

It provides that evidence obtai-ni- f'romyou under the order may
not be used against you in any criminal proceeding. A copy of the
order is at the witness table. Pursuant to the order, I direct you to
answer the questions put to you.

Chairman INoUYE. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Chairman Inouye.
Chairman INOUYE. [Mr. Castillo], I communicate a similar order

obtained by the Senate Select Committee which is also at the wit-
ness table and i do direct you to armwer the questions put to you.

Chairman HAMILTON. The immunity procedure is complete. If
you have an opening statement, [Mr. Castillo], now would be an ap-
propriate time to read it.

[Mr. Cuatillo]. I do, Mr. Chairman, and I appreciate the opportu-
nity.

Mr. Chairman, and members of these Select Committees, I have
exercised my constitutional privilege not to testify without benefit
of immunity concerning my participation in the matters which are
under investigation by these committees.

I have done so on the advice of counsel and because I became
persuaded that it was the only way in which I could be accorded
every possible measure of fairness under the law. Media specula-
tion, which has been grounded on few facts and an extraordinary
amount of entirely misguided and irresponsible supposition, has
convinced me that my decision was both prudent and correct.

Having said that, I appear before you today with a sense of peace
that I have been true to my conscience andto my profession. Ac-
cordingly, I am fully willing, indeed eager to testify as to the facts
of my participation in the matters under inquiry.

I hope I will be able to convey to each of you a clear understand-
ing that I and the other men and women of the CIA's clandestine
service, both those under my command at the station in (deleted],
and those at CIA headqarters who supported our efforts, per-
formed our duties in the best tradition of the service. To the best of
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my recollection neither they nor I ever intentionally violated any
law of the United States in spirit or otherwise.

To the contrary the deliberate persistent and resourceful efforts
over a 2-year period of my superiors, as well as those officers who
served under me, in particular given the constraints and changing
national policies under which we were required to operate, are a
testimonial to the high standard of conduct which this country ex-
pects of its intelligence officers.

If there were any lapses they resulted from decisions made under
the pressures of fast moving events, from the characteristic can-do
attitude of the clandestine service, of clandestine service operations -

officers or simply from emotional concerns for patriotic Nicara-
guans whom the United States has supported, albeit intermittent-
ly, in their efforts to pursue the ideals of peace and freedom, which
we in this country not only enjoy, but often take for granted.

I believe that it would be grievously harmful to the morale of the
CIA officers who were [deleted] working with the Southern Front of
the Nicaraguan Resistance to suppose, without any basis in fact,
that they ever engaged in a conspiracy to violate the laws of the
United States.

These-honorable men and women were placed in an extremely
difficult situation, which was not of their own making.

Specifically, they were required as an integral part of their
duties as intelligence officers, to gather intelligence, and to carry
out political action operations in order to hold together the many
diverse, even opposing factions within the Resistance.

The very fact that the resistance [deleted] is more focused and
politically and militarily viable than it has ever been is a remarka-
ble accomplishment [deleted].

You may question whethe-r my-off --a--I-un-r- b h
legal constraints of the Boland Amendment. -Of course, we did-or
we thought we did-notwithstanding the fact that there were no
lawyers assigned to my station and the cable guidance from law-
yers on these matters was understandably terse and narrow and
did not pretend to address every eventuality.

The application of the Boland Amendment in humane, rather
than legal, terms in the field operational environment led us to feel
that we were in the middle of a minefield with each step becoming
a critical decision. My officers and I tried diligently to adhere to
the constraints of the Boland Amendment as we understood them,
and I believe we were-and I believe we generally were successful.

In addition, we in the field were impacted greatly by the political
considerations, which attended the various incarnations of the
Boland Amendment, considerations arising out of political sensi-
tivities here in Washington, which were difficult for us to appreci-
ate.

While we were doing our best to keep the faith with the legal
constraints of the amendments and at the same time carry out our
duties with respect to the Nicaraguan Resistance, we were facedwith political dimensions of a broad issue of support for the Nicara-
guan Resistance.

Those dimensions adversely affected our operations on several oc-
casions. 1'. was-it often seemed to us that the next upcoming vote
in Congress on support for the Resistance was the most important

.9
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consideration governing the perceptions of what activities were
permissible regardless of the urgency or necessity of a beneficial
operational action. I can recall CIA lawyers disapproving certain
operational activities which were acceptable under the terms of the
Boland Amendments themselves because of a possible negative po-
litical impact at home.

You can imagine my difficulty in trying to reconcile such deci-
sions with the duties of my office. Regardless, as Chief of Station, I
was directly and specifically involved in all of the operational ac-
tivities concerning the Nicaraguan Resistance, and the officers
under my comnand followed my guidance.

Therefore, I am fully and unequivocably responsible for all of
their actions.

As you will learn from my testimony today, my association with
Lt. Col. Oliver L. North came about as a result of our respective
positions and because of the coincidence or our interests concerning
the political and military status of the Nicaraguan Resistance. --

Throughout this relationship, Colonel North never asked me to
undertake any unlawful activity, nor did he ever inform me of any
sale of arms to Iran or any diversion of funds to the Resistance.

Given the events of recent months, I am eternally grateful that
he did not. I hold Colonel North in high esteem, because, in my
judgment, he has been faithful to his country, his duty, and his
word, and loyal to his beliefs and his comrades.

I admire his intellect and his commitment to the human beings
who comprise the Nicaraguan Resistance. He is my friend, and
whatever happens he will so remain.

The press has speculated extravagantly concerning my possible
involvement with Director William Casey in connection with the
Nicaraguan Resistance. I met with Director Casey on a few occa-
sions during my tenure as Chief of Station, (deleted]. I briefed him,
as did mly officers, on station operations, as it was our duty to do
so. That is all.

During those briefings, Mr. Casey never suggested or implied-
nor did I ever infer-that he expected me to undertake activities
which would violate in any way the laws of the United States.

I wish to close this statement on a-close this statement-excuse
me. I wish to close this statement on a personal note.

Since my return to Washington in January, I have experienced
some of the worst moments of my life. [Deleted]. Their absence, the
imposed isolation, the interruption of my command, the unfounded

ress and media speculation about my participation in possible vio-
lations of the law and the possible irreparable damage to my
career, which I cherish and have dedicated the last 20 years of m
life to, are all factors which have made the last months very dif1f-
cult.

On the basis of my actions as Chief of Station, [deleted], over the
last 2 years, it should not have been so.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
BrS'he prepared statement of Tomas Castillo appears in appendix

Chairman HAMILTON. You may proceed with the questions, coun-
sel.

Mr. BARBADORO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Sir, your true name is [deleted], correct?
[Mr. Castillo]. [Deleted).
Mr. BdMAADORO. And during your time as Chief of Station in [de-

leted], you were also known by the name of Tomas Castillo, is thatright?r.t Castillo]. Yes, sir.

Mr. BARBADORO. To facilitate the declassification of your testimo-
ny, I am going to refer to you as Mr. Castillo in your testimony
today, and I would also ask you in your responses to my questions
to refer to CIA officals wherever possible by their title so that it
will be intelligible when the testimony is declassified.

You were Chief of Station in (deleted] from July, 1984, until Jan-
uary 1987, correct?

Mr. CASTILLO. No, sir, I am still officially assigned as Chief of
Station.

Mr. BARBADORO. When were you asked to come back to Washing-
ton?

Mr CAsTiLLO. In December, late December, 1986.
Mr. BARBADORO. What is your current status?
Mr. CASLnw. I am on administrative leave, and actually on TDY

from [deleted].
Mr. BARBADORO. And you have been since December of 1986?
Mr. CAsriLuO. Since January 5, 1987.
Mr. BARBADORO. Can you tell us what your prior assignments

were with the Central Intelligence Agency?
Mr. CASTLw. I entered on duty on April 24, 1967, completed a

period of training, received my first permanent overseas assign-
ment to [deleted] in 1968, where I spent 2 years.

Subsequent assignments include [eleted]. T'ere were inte rttent
periods of assignments at headquarters.

Mr. BARBADORO. What was your assignment immediately prior to
becoming Chief of Station in [deleted]?

Mr. CAmSLw. Chief of the [deleted] Branch, Central American
Task Force.

Mr. BARBADORO. And who was the head of the Central American
Task Force at that time? Was it Dewey Clarridge?

Mr. CAmSruTo. No. There were three Chiefs of the Central Ameri-
can Task Force. [Now CILA'], [deleted] and [now C/CATF1t--excuse
me, I worked only for [now C/LA] and [deleted].

Mr. BARBADORO. Dewey Clarridge was the Chief of the Latin
American Division at that time?

Mr. CASTiLLO. That is correct.
Mr. BARBADORO. When you arrived in [deleted], what was the

condition of the Southern Front military forces?
Mr. CAmILLO. July 1984, when I arrived, the Southern Front, a

loosely-a loose term to describe a disarray of rag-tag units mostly
under Eden Pastora, [deleted], and a number of small units under
the ostensible leadership of Fernando Negro Chamorro were what
consisted the Southern Front.

Mr. BARBADORO. Is it fair to say that there weren't more than a
[deleted] troops in the Southern Front at the time?

*Chief of the Latin American Division of the CIA.
11 Chief of the Central American Task Force of the CIA.
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....... Mr. CASL. Well, if one counts the hangers-on and the various
people that claimed they were associated with both of these organi-
zations, it might have been as high as (deleted).

Mr. BARBADORO. And it is also true, isn't it, that the Southern
Front troops were operating largely independent of the FDN
forces?

Mr. CASTiLLO. Completely.
Mr. BARBADORO. They had different sources of supply, different

commanders and they fought alone, is that right?
Mr. CASTIUMO. Prior to my arrival, the CIA had supplied Eden

Pastora and he, in turn, shared some of his supplies with Fernando
Chamorro. All of the supplies until that time to the best of my
knowledge came from CIA.

Mr. BARBADORO. I am sorry. I wasn't clear. The supplies went di-
rectly from CIA to Southern Front forces; they did not go from CIA
to FDN to Southern Front?

Mr. CAmILLO. That is correct.
Mr. BARBADORO. Is it fair to say that virtually during the entire

time you were Station Chief in [deleted] that you were prohibited
from resupplying the southern troops yourself because of the
Boland Amendment?

Mr. CAmSLwO. That is correct.
Mr. BARBADORO. I want to focus on the period of July 1984 until

July 1985 and ask you some questions about that period.
During that time did you provide any military assistance to the

Southern Front forces?
Mr. CAmLwLO. No, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did you provide them with any intelligence in-

-formationor-militarydvice?
Mr. CAzLrw. No, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did you provide any assistance whatsoever to

the military arm of the Southern Front forces during that period?
Mr. CASTLLO. I would need to explain the answer to that ques-

tion.
Mr. BARBADORO. Go ahead.
Mr. CASmLLO. My view of my responsibility was to develop the

southern political organizations in concert with the efforts being
made here in Washington and in [deleted] and in Miami to bring
together the Nicaraguan Resistance under one unified leadership.
In that context, Negro Chamorro, for example, had a political orga-
nization, and a fine reputation among the Nicaraguan people as a
democratic anti-Somoza leader and a ero.

So he was obviously included in our efforts to bring together an
amalgamation of all of the diverse elements not only in the south
[deleted] where they were based, but also in the-with the FDN
[deleted] and the FDN leaders, such as Arturo Cruz, who were in
Miami or Washington. All of us were pulling together with-hm
people and out of that came the obvious necessity that there was a
military side to the Resistance effort.

This was mostly handled by the leadership such as it existed at
that time to encourage their combatants, their Nicaraguan compa-
triots to fight as best they could under these constraints.

We, in turn, encouraged the leadership to seek every means that
they could to put pressure on the Sandinista regime. So there
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wasn't military advice, per se, but there was certainly encourage-
ment on the part of all CIA officers to bring as much pressure as
possible in the political area against the regime.

Long answer to a short question. I apologize.
Mr. BARBADORO. I understand. Let's turn to a different subject.
You met Colonel North in August 1984, at a Chief of Stations

meeting [deleted], didn't you?
Mr. CA Lw. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Do you know how Colonel North got to that

meeting?
Mr. CASmuO. No, I don't.
Mr. BARBADORO. Wasn't that a meeting principally of CIA offi-.

cials?
Mr. CASTLLO. Well, there were more of us than others.
Mr. BARBADORO. Do you recall any non-CIA officials other than

Colonel North at the meeting?
Mr. CASmILo. I think there was a State Department official, but

I can't recall.
Mr. BARBADORO. Do you know what Colonel North was at the

meeting to do?
Mr. CAs'rILO. It wasn't explained to me.
Mr. BARBADORO. What contact did you have with Colonel North

at this meeting?
Mr. CASILTO. Well, during the several days that we were there,

each of the Chiefs of Station would present an overview of his sta-
tion's activities, operations problems and then in the evening we
would have dinner or attend a cocktail party hosted by one of the
[deleted] station officers. And at one cocktail party introduced
m1f onl-Norhand of cu,_ he was fmiliir with the

problems, the situation that I was experiencing in [deleted], and so
we chatted about that.

Mr. BARBADORO. Did ou discuss the problems of supplying the
Southern Front with Colonel North at that meeting?

Mr. CAsrIJJO. Only in terms that the nonsupply was having a
devastating effect on the troops in the field, as our intelligence
was-was indicating, and-but that was not really news to him be-
cause we would routinely report in disseminated intelligence re-
ports the condition of the field troops as we learned of them.

Mr. BARBADORO. Did he suggest to you at this meeting in 1984
that he might be able to do something to help in the resupply
effort?

Mr. CAsrILLO. No, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did he say anything to you at this meeting

about how the Contras were being funded?
Mr. CATrILLo. No, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Is it fair to characterize this meeting with him

as being brief and primarily a social meeting at a party?
Mr. CAS=LO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. After that did you have subsequent meetings

with him?
Mr. CASmLLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. What was the purpose of those meetings?
Mr. CASLrw. Just to keep in touch with someone that I felt was

influential in Washington and who was in a position to understand



the circumstances or the difficulties of the political problems
among the Nicaraguan groups.

Mr. BARBADORO. Mr. Castillo, is it fair to say that over time
starting from the time you met him in August until, say, the begin-
ning of 1986, that you gradually developed a friendship with Colonel
North?

Mr. CAmnLLO. Oh, yes, sir.
Mr. BARBAORO. And in fact that friendship got to the point

where your family and his family actually vacationed together in
February of 1986, [deleted]?

Mr. CA sLO. That is correct.
Mr. BARBADORO. So in addition to speaking to him in your capac-

ity as Chief of Station and his capacity as an NSC staff member,
you gradually became friendly with him and would speak to him as
a friend as well?

Mr. CASTLLO. Certainly, yes.
Mr. BARBADORO. I want to go back to the questions I asked you

about the Southern Front and ask you about Commander Cha-
morro and his troops to fight during that period of time I was
asking about?

Mr. CASrLLw. Well, it really wasn't encouragement to fight. It
was really encouragement to [deleted] go into Nicaragua, where if
they claimed they were fighters is where they should be. And so it
came about because of continuous large numbers of problems that
we were experiencing with the [deleted] government-because of
the presence of these people who were not very covert in their-in
protecting the fact of their presence in [deleted] and there were a
number of incidents on a continuing basis that the [deleted] offi-
cials would bring to my-attention- and-to the attention-of-otherde-
leted] officials, and so wherever I had contact with them, for what-
ever reason, [deleted], I would encourage them to seek some means
to leave [deleted] where we felt-we, CIA, felt-that the primary
value to the program was the political side.

In other words, [deleted] presented a better environment for the
political declarations to be made, access to [deleted], where there
was relative tranquility, modem conveniences, daily flights to the
United States and so forth, and that is what the political side
needed.

However, this was being put in jeopardy by Negro Chamorro as
well as Eden Pastora, and their shenanigans creating a decision for
the [deleted], who were really trying to abide by the stated neutral-
ity.

In explaining this to Negro repeatedly would come the sugges-
tion that they should get out of [deleted] and into Nicaragua.

Mr. BARBADORO. To summarize, it posed a political problem for
you to have these Nicaraguans in [deleted], didn't it?

Mr. CAmTLLo. Most definitely.
Mr. BARBADORO. And you tried to encourage them to get to Nica-ragua and to fight to get them out of [deleted]?

r. CAs mO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. And there was a reluctance on the part of Negro

Chamorro to go into Nicaragua to fight?
Mr. CAmLo. Yes, sir.
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Mr. BARBADORO. In fact, you had to be constantly encouraging
him to get in there and fight, right?

Mr. CASTLLO. Yes, sir. I know of only one occasion when Cha-
morro actually went into Nicaragua to fight.

Mr. BARBADORO. Could you describe that?
Mr. CASrLwO. It occurred in 1983 when he appeared in a joint

attack with the FDN [deleted]--near the [deleted] Nicaraguan
border-and he attacked a border post about 30 meters inside Nica-
ragua and when he came under heavy attack, he immediately re-
treated to [deleted].

Mr. BARBADORO. And he called you from a pay phone, didn't he?
Mr. CAsTnLLw. And he telephoned me at CIA headquarters--
Mr. BARBADORO. In Washington-he called you from a pay phone

in [deleted] and what did he ask you to do?
Mr. CASTrMLO. Send mortars.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did you do it?
Mr. CASTILLO. Of course not.
Mr. BARBADORO. And that was the only occasion on which you

were able to get Mr. Chamorro to actually go into Nicaragua to
fight?

Mr. CAsrILLO. Well, that is the only occasion that I know that-
of his going in. Later on he dia go into [deleted]-excuse me-into
Nicaragua just south of Lake Nicaragua-that small strip of
marshland where there there were no-there was no concentration
of- Nicaraguan forces, and it was only several kilometers inside
Nicaragua along the southern shore of Lake Nicaragua.

Mr. BARBADORO. In addition to the problems you had with Negro
Chamorro, the CIA had problems of a different sort with Eden Pas-. .. . ... tora, is that right? .....................

Mr. CASTILLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. And the agency made a decision that they didn't

want. to support Pastora and wanted to get Pastora's troops to fight
independently of Pastora, is that right?

Mr. CAnSTmuO. Well, sir-no, that is not right.
Mr. BARBADORO. Why don't you explain?
Mr. CASTILLO. It was Pastora's actions, his own actions which cre-

ated the situation in which CIA really had no other choice but to
withdraw support and contact with him. As a result of that with-
drawal, he began making claims in public that the CIA and the
KGB had cut a deal with the Sandinistas to abandon the Nicara-
guan Resistance. And he used to repeat this allegation to his com-
manders inside, to others who would listen to him, and generally
he was a disruptive, unpredictable element in the political sense.
Every --, including myself, believed that of all the Nicagaruans,
he is th most charismatic, the most natural leader, both in the
military sense and the political sense, but there were other traits
and characteristics of his personality which made it impossible for
him to lead a broad spectrum of Nicaraguan Resistance.

The problem we were facing with CIA, in trying to bring these
diverse elements together, was the fact that he had an internation-
al reputation, could call presidents or prime ministers of leading
social democratic countries, receive their audience, an audience
with them, on short notice.
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At the same time, we were trying to get Arturo Cruz, Alfonso
Robelo to make appointments themselves with these same leaders.
The demagoguery that Eden Pastora projected was not at all help-
ful to this overall Nicaraguan Resistance movement.

On the military side, he exaggerated the size of his forces, their
accomplishments, and I might say that there are two-there were
two Members of the Senate who almost lost their lives because of
an erratic action on the part of Eden Pastora.

Former Senator Hart was in the Sandino Airport terminal with
another Senator-why do I remember Senator Hart?

Mr. COHEN. He is probably a little more popular right now.
Mr. CASTiLLO. And Eden Pastora sent a small aircraft with a

bomb, and as I understood it, I was not involved in the military
planning at that time, as I understood it, the bomb was to strike a
secret facility in Manapa that was occupied by a foreign power. It
was an intelligence facility.

And this pilot, who had been a-if I am not mistaken, chief pilot
of the Nicaraguan Airline, came over-when he approached and he
dive-bombed an airliner from his former employer at Sandino Air-
port, he lost his life doing so, because the shock wave of the bomb
caused the plane to hit the tower over the terminal.

But that was just one example, among many, of the difficulties
that we experienced with Eden Pastora.

Mr. BARBADORO. Both you and your superiors at CIA headquar-
ters thought at that time it would be a good idea to build up the
Southern Front military forces, didn't you?

Mr. CASTILLo. Well, in the long-range view--
Mr. BARBADORO. This was a good idea to have a strengthened

southern force?
Mr. CASTILLO. It would have been natural for the Southern Front

to exist, applying military pressure on the Sandinista army, to re-
lieve pressure from the-against the FDN.

Mr. BARBADORO. So it was a good idea to build up the Southern
Front?

Mr. CASTILLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. It was also a good idea, you thought, to unite

the Southern Front with the FDN, isn't that right?
Mr. CAmSILLo. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. But is it fair to say that in the-once the Boland

Amendment came into effect, you had a problem and that problem
was you weren't allowed to supply these Southern Front forces that
were fighting in southern Nicaragua?

Mr. CASTILUO. Well, sir, with the Boland Amendment these
people had to exist, make it on their own until, if it came about,
there would be a reinstitution of their funding. That didn't make
the plan that they had of unification of the military effort or any
of the other political activities--that didn't change.

What changed was the way we had to deal with them. We no
longer had any leverage. We could no longer apply the influence as
a result of being able to give them that support, or at least the sup-
port that came through us and apply that leverage in political
areas.

In other words, my primary responsibility was the development
of a Democratic pluralistic political program with them to advise
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and guide them on gaining-telling their story to the world, that
these were Democrats, that they were trying to rescue their revolu-
tion. Obviously, there are many individual parochial interests that
these Nicaraguan politicians have.

Our difficulty was with Boland, we were no longer able to influ-
ence that direction, especially in terms of unification.

Mr. BARBADORO. I don't mean to cut you off, but isn't it true that
you were trying to get the Southern Front troops inside Nicaragua
fighting, and one of the problems you faced was how were these
troops going to be supplied once they got inside Nicaragua?

Mr. CAsrILwO. No question.
Mr. BARBADORO. And you couldn't supply them because of the

Boland Amendment?
Mr. CASTILLO. That is correct.
Mr. BARBADORO. And because they were independent from the

FDN, you had problems getting the FDN to share their more abun-
dant supplies with these forces.

Mr. CA'rLLO. Correct.
Mr. BARBADORO. When did Ambassador Tambs come to Costa

Rica?
Mr. CASTILLO. July 1985.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did you have a conversation with him shortly

after he arrived there about the Southern Front?
Mr. CASTILLO. Yes.
Mr. BARBADORO. What did he tell you?
Mr. CASTILLO. He [deleted] told us that his mandate was the cre-

ation of a Southern Front.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did he say who gave him that mandate?
Mr. CASTILLO. It is my impression he said Colonel North.
Mr. BARBADORO. And he said-he gave you the impression that

he wanted to open up a Southern Front both politically and mili-
tarily, didn't he?

Mr. CASTILLO. That was my impression.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did he have any specific plans as to how he was

going to open up this Southern Front?
Mr. CASTILLO. No.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did he ask you for any advice as to how to open

up this Southern Front?
Mr. CASTILLO. No. But I think that needs explanation.
Mr. BARBADORO. Let me try to do it this way.
In your mind, at that period of time, you realized that if the

Southern Front forces were ever going to be supplied there would
be a need for an airstrip in Costa Rica to resupply them; isn't that
right?

Mr. CASTILLO. Yes, that would have been one element.
Mr. BARBADORO. And I am not suggesting that you gave instruc-

tions to Ambassador Tambs about the airstrip. Would you agree
that you may have had some discussions in a general way with
Ambassador Tambs about the need for an airstrip if the CIA were
ever to get back in the game of resupplying the Southern Front
troops?

Mr. CASTILLO. Yes.
Mr. BARBADORO. Ambassador Tambs has testified-I believe I am

summarizing it correctly-that he got his instructions from you to
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go to the President of Costa Rica and get permission to have the
airstrip built.

Did you ever give such instructions to Ambassador Tambs?
Mr. CASTILLO. Regretfully, I must disagree with Ambassador

Tambs'-
Mr. BARBADORO. What is your version?
Mr. CASTILLo. From the time he arrived for approximately 1

month, [deleted], I briefed him on the current state of the Nicara-
guan situation, both internally and in Costa Rica-internally in
Nicaragua and Costa Rica, as well as all the other activities that
we were involved in.

These discussions were frequent throughout that month as he
was learning his job and meeting Costa Rican officials and reading
things in the press.

[Deleted]. I think at this point it is fair to comment that my first
impression of Ambassador Tambs was that he is a very forceful, ar-
ticulate, dynamic individual who perhaps felt the constraints of his
position, and whereas he would have liked to have been more in-
volved in action, which, of course, he could not be.

He felt very deeply the need, because at that time we were al-
ready a year into-or rather, the Resistance forces were already a
year into their period of deprivation, and certainly my reports on
their condition were not at all encouraging.

Furthermore, during that month, we each had many discussions
or conversations with [deleted] officials who constantly complained
about the activities of Pastora and Chamorro's forces (deleted] just
over the border from Costa Rica, and the reaction of the Sandinis-
tas as a result of that presence.

They did cross the border. They did attack Costa Rican patrols.
So, about 1 month afterwards, Ambassador Tambs had occasion

to meet with deletedd. [Deleted] they had discussed how to get
these people [deleted] into Nicaragua. And the obvious conclusion
is that they had to be supplied, and how do you supply thesepeople?Well, this coincided with [deleted] great preoccupation about

what was clearly an aggressive Sandinista attitude toward Costa
Rica in that they were making these attacks across the border.

And the result of that conversation is how the airstrip came
about.

Mr. BARBADORO. Is it fair to say the short answer, though, is you
didn't tell Ambassador Tambs to go to President [deleted] and get
permission to have this airstrip built?

Mr. CASLw. That is correct, sir. - -
Mr. BARBADORO. Could you turn to exhibit 1, please, and tell

me-exhibit 1 is a table dated 13 August 1985. Could you tell me
who wrote that?

Mr. CASLLuw. I did.
Mr. BARBADORO. And who did you send it to?
Mr. CASTiLLo. Headquarters.
Mr. BARBADORO. And headquarters-that means that cable would

have gone to the Chief of the Central American Task Force [Cl
CA TM.

Mr. CAsLw. Yes, sir.
Mr. BRADORO. Among several other people?
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Mr. CASTILLo. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. And this cable describes that meeting on August

12th (deleted]?
Mr. CASTILLO. Yes, sir, based on his relating of the conversation.
Mr. BARBADORO. And this-what the cable says is that Ambassa-

dor Tambs obtained permission [deleted] to build the airstrip to re-
supply the Southern Front troops; isn't that right?

Mr. CAsTiLeo. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. It also makes reference to [deleted]?
Mr. CASmLLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. You got a response to this cable, didn't you?
Mr. CASrxuo. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. And is that response contained in exhibit 2?
Mr. CASLruw. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. What did that response tell you?
Mr. CASrLuO. That headquarters was pleased [deleted]. It also

said that the station, advised the station that neither CIA nor DOD
can become involved either directly or indirectly in assisting [delet-
ed] in implementing this new policy, and that while we were au-
thorized to share information with the Resistance, it would be per-
missible to brief them on this new [deleted] policy.

Mr. BARBADORO. Is it fair to say that it was your understanding
as a result of that cable that you couldn't be involved in assisting
in the construction of the airstrip?

Mr. CAsiLLO. That is correct.
Mr. BARBADORO. You were speaking with Colonel North off and

on around this time, weren't you?
Mr. CASTLLO. That is correct.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did Colonel North ask you [deleted] to have this

airstrip built?
Mr. CASmLLw. No, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did he say anything to you about the need to

have an airstrip built?
Mr. CAsrLnw. We may have talked about it in terms of what the

Resistance needs to be resupplied, but not in any specific way.
Mr. BARBADORO. Colonel North's travel records show that he

made a one-day trip to Costa Rica on, I believe it was August 10.
Do you recall that trip?

Mr. CASTLLO. No, sir. [Deleted] I don't recall it.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did you ever go to visit the site of this airstrip?
Mr. CASTILLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Where was the airstrip to be located?
Mr. CASTLLO. On a peninsula on the northwest quadrant of

Costa Rica in an isolated area [deleted].
Mr. BARBADORO. Is that known as the Santa Elena Peninsula?
Mr. CAmSTLLo. Correct.
Mr. BARBADORO. Is that airstrip-has it been referred o asPoint

West?
Mr. CASTIuLo. Yes.
Mr. BARBADORO. Who chose the site of the airstrip?
Mr. CASTmLUO. [Deleted].
Mr. BARBADORO. When did you go to visit the airstrip, the site?
Mr. CASTILLO. My best recollection is within 10 days, 2 weeks, or

so after [deleted].
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Mr. BARBADORO. And how did you come to visit the site?
Mr. CASTLLO. On that day before I visited the site Ambassador

Tambs [deleted] introduced me to a person that I had only heard of,
but did not know, Robert Owen.

Mr. BARBADORO. What did he tell you about Robert Owen?
Mr. CA Lw. That he was a-I am using my own words-a

friend, collaborator of Colonel North's.
Mr. BARBADORO. And what did he want you to do with Rob

Owen?
Mr. CAniLLO. Well, after chatting about Owen-about the infor-

mation Owen had concerning the status of various Nicaraguan Re-
sistance groups that he was in touch with, the Ambassador men-
tioned [deleted] permission to build this airstrip and that [deleted]
had selected this site, and he suggested that Owen and I go up
there and take a look at it.

Well, I contacted [deleted] and asked him if this could be done
and he said he approved it, [deleted] the two of us to go up to the
site.

Mr. BARBADORO. Did anyone explain to you why Robert Owen
was going to look at the site of this airstrip?

Mr. CASTILLO. My recollection is that he would report back to
Colonel North about this site and the information that had been
given to him by Ambassador Tambs at that meeting that I had the
day before we went to the site.

Mr. BARBADORO. And when was it that you went to visit the site
of the airstrip?

Mr. CASTILLO. If this cable was written on August 19, which I
think is the date, then I would assume that it would have been
within 2 weeks of the writing of this-13th of August. So, I would
say sometime in late August 1985. But that is a guess.

Mr. BARBADORO. What happened when you got to the site of the
airstrip?

Mr. CASTILLO. The colonel and I walked around with Rob Owen,
who took pictures of the land. He did not have a camera with him,
by the way, and that morning-the morning we went up there, I
borrowed a camera from my wife, sort of a small little 35 mm with
a fixed lense.

With that he took the pictures, and he took the film back to
Washington with him.

Mr. BARBADORO. Did you ever learn what happened to these pho-
tographs?

Mr. CASTILLo. Yes.
Mr. BARBADORO. What happened to them?
Mr. CASTIL.o Colonel North told me sometime after that that he

had seen the film-the pictures, the photographs-and that he
thought it asan d I pace for a refueing-x-resupply_ base-loca-_
tion.

Mr. BARBADORO. Did he ever tell you that he had shown the pho-
tographs to other people?

Mr. CASTILLw. No.
Mr. BARBADORO. Sometime that fall, did you come to meet a man

who was identified to you as Mr. Olmstead?
Mr. CASmLO. Yes.
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Mr. BARBADORO. Did you get any notification that he would be
coming down to Costa Rica before he arrived?

Mr. CAmuIO. Yes.
Mr. BARBADORO. Who told you he would be coming down?
Mr. CASrLLO. Colonel North.
Mr. BARBADORO. What did Colonel North tell you he would be

doing in Costa Rica?
Mr. CASJLLO. That Mr. Olmstead would be contacting the owner

of the property and negotiate with him for the purchase or lease or
permission to use this property.

Mr. BARBADORO. When, approximately, was it that you first met
Mr. Olmstead?

Mr. CAmLnw. Within several weeks-10 days, several weeks
after Owen went back to Washington with the film.

Mr. BARBADORO. Mr. Olmstead has one eye, correct?
Mr. CAsrnLw. That is correct.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did you later learn his real name?
Mr. CATsLLO. Yes.
Mr. BARBADORO. What-
Mr. CA rILO. I think I learned-I think Colonel North told me

his name before he came down and then said that he would be
coming down-that is the only time he ever mentioned it, but then
said he would be using the name "Robert Olmstead."

Mr. BARBADORO. What did he tell you was the person's real
name?

Mr. CASTILLO. Haskell.
Mr. BARBADORO. What did Olmstead do when he got to Costa

Rica?
Mr. CASLLO. He contacted Mr. Joseph Hamilton.
Mr. BARBADORO. Who was the owner of the land on which the

airstrip was to be built, correct?
Mr. CASTLLO. That is right.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did he keep you informed of his negotiations

with Mr. Hamilton?
Mr. CASmLw. Yes, he did.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did he eventually buy or lease the land for the

airstrip from Mr. Hamilton?
Mr. CASnLLO. I understand that he did.
Mr. BARBADORO. Do you know what he paid for it?
Mr. CAmSLmO. No, sir. I have heard the term "50,000," but I don't

know how that sum figures into whatever the lease-purchase ar-
rangement was.

Mr. BARBADORO. You don't know the details of the agreement?
Mr. CAnLwO. No, sir, I don't.
Mr. BARBADORO. How many times did you see Mr. Olmstead in

Costa Rica?
Mr.-CAmmma. Three, maybe four-times for breakfast in the morn-

in r. BARBADORO. And it was your understanding that he was

down there, his primary role was to negotiate the purchase of the
land?

Mr. CAsTnuo. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. And once that land was purchased or leased, did

you see Mr. Olmstead again?
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Mr. CASruLo. No, sir.
Mr. BARDADORO. Did Colonel North later tell you that somebody

else would be coming down?
Mr. CzrumLw. Yes.
Mr. BARDADORO. Who was that?
Mr. CA STLLO. Rafael Quintero.
Mr. BARDAORO. And when did you first see Mr. Quintero?
Mr. CAzrmLO. As I recall, the negotiations between Mr. Olmstead

and Mr. Hamilton were rather protracted for a variety of reasons.
It seems to me that Mr. Quintero did not arrive in Costa Rica until
perhaps October, possibly even November.

Mr. BARBADORO. What was his role to be in regards to the air-
strip?

Mr. CABTmLw. Responsible for the construction of it.
Mr. BARBADORO. Who did you think Mr. Quintero was working

for?
Mr. CASLrw. Colonel North.
Mr. BARBADORO. And-
Mr. CA mro. Excuse me, that he was referred to me by Colonel

North. I didn't know whom he was working for or who was paying
his salary.

Mr. BARBADORO. Did you ever have any idea where the money
was coming from to buy and build this airstrip?

Mr. CAsrLuO. No, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did you ever ask Colonel North?
Mr. CASmLrO. No, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. When did construction get underway for the air-

strip?
Mr. C~Affo. I think it was in November 1985. It could have

been later. It could have been December. The fact that the area
was so isolated made it almost impossible to get any kind of grader
or bulldozer in and in fact Mr. Quintero, as he reported back to me,
or told me later, had consulted with [deleted]. He made an arrange-
ment with [deleted] who had accompanied Owen and I up to the
site originally in my visit up there.

Mr. BABADORO. That is [deleted]?
Mr. CA 'mLo. [Deleted]. They had to bring a bulldozer in about

20 kilometers over some of the roughest terrain in Costa Rica just
to get it in there and the purpose of it, of the__bulldozer was to ___
grade this strip.

Mr. BARBADORO. And when was the strip completed?
Mr. CATLLO. It was never completed.
Mr. BARBADORO. How long did construction continue on this

. CA=LL. Off and on until March of 1986.

Mr.-I B ADORO-ther than the1 ableJcontainedin-exhibit 1 did
you report anything about the construction of the airstrip to CIA
lawyers through normal cable channels?

Mr. CAmSLuO. No, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Do you recall a conversation with Assistant Sec-

retary of State Abrams about the construction of the airstrip?
Mr. CArmLo. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. When was that conversation?
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Mr. CASmLUo. I think he had just assumed that position when he
made a visit [deleted] but I cannot recall the date. It was sometime
between-between September and October 1985. But it is a guess.

Mr. BAIwADORO. Who was present during that conversation?
Mr. CASTILLO. Two station officers.
Mr. BARBADORO. And what happened in the conversation?
Mr. CASmLLO. At the end of the briefing that we gave Assistant

Secretary Abrams he turned to me and asked me about Point
West-"tell me about Point West."

I was, frankly, quite surprised that he would ask about Point
West because I did not know how he would have known that I
knew about Point West, since it was a-I thought it was a compart-
mented subject.

Mr. BARBADORO. And what did you say to him when he men-
tioned Point West?

Mr. CAm Hw. Well, I explained that [deleted]; what happened so
far; that I don't think at that time there had been-I don't believe
that the negotiation for the place had even been completed. I don't
think by that time construction had begun.

Mr. BARBADORO. Did he say how he learned of Point West?
Mr. CAzrxLwO. I asked him how he had learned about it and he

said that Colonel North told him about it. I then asked him if the
Chief of the Central American Forces knew about-also knew, and
he said he did.

Mr. BARBADORO. During the time the airstrip was being con-
structed were you reporting to Colonel North about what was going
on with the airstrip?

Mr. CASrLLo. No, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. You did not have any discussions with him

about it?
Mr. CASTLLO. No, I assumed that that was Mr. Quintero's re-

sponsibility.
Mr. BARBADORO. And the only trip you ever made to the site of

the airstrip was that first trip [deleted], is that right?
Mr. CASmLuO. To the actual site, yes. I went to a site nearby,

about 3 or 4 kilometers away, on another occasion, but not to that
site ever again.

Mr. BARBADORO. Other than that one trip that you made with
Rob Owen to the actual site, did you have anything else to do with
the construction of that airstrip?

Mr. CASrLLO. No, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Was there a reason why you didn't report on

the airstrip to your supervisors at CIA Headquarters?
Mr. CASmLLO. I felt that my position regarding what I considered

a rather sensitive activity was one of just passively monitoring it. I
felt that this was an activity in which the Ambassador had taken
an interest for the reasons I have already stated and that Ideleted]
had taken an interest because of an overriding concern about the
presence of these people [deleted], the Nicaraguan Res~itance [de-
leted]; and I felt that my position was one of observer rather than
active participant.

In other words, these people could have done all of this without
anything, any involvement of my own. I also considered the possi-
bility, and very strongly so, that once funding was resumed, that in
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fact CIA might take over this airstrip and use it in our own air
resupply operations.

Mr. RBADORO. Who did you think was going to be using this
airstrip while it was being constructed?

Mr. CASLLO. Oh, there was no question, once Rob Owen was in-
volved-because he, in my mind, was a private, connected to the
private benefactors-it was clear to me that Mr. Quintero, who also
represented private benefactors, and that this was being built by
private benefactors, American private benefactors.

Mr. BARBADORO. But it was being coordinated by Colonel North?
Mr. CAS mLw. Oh, yes.
Mr. BARBADORO. OK.
Mr. CAzmLO. So my involvement was one of, at least as I tried

to keep it, the sideline spectator in protecting the Ambassador's in-
terests so that he did not do anything which might be considered
improper, protecting [deleted] interest, [deleted], so I had public re-
lations interests there as well; and furthermore there was the
thought in my mind, and perhaps even at the Washington level,
that this site, although built by private benefactors, might one day
down the line be used by CIA air operations.

Now, what happened obviously, as the airstrip was never com-
pleted, [deleted] decided against its use, so nothing ever came of it.

Mr. BARBADORO. You mentioned that it occurred to you that the
CIA might end up taking over the airstrip, in fact didn't Colonel
North once suggest to you that he hoped the CIA might pick up the
tab for this?

Mr. CAsTmLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did there come a--
Mr. CASTiLLO. That was after, long afterwards.
Mr. BARBADORO. Sorry, what period of time did he suggest that to

you?
Mr. CAsTmLO. This was after the airstrip was being con-was in

the process of being constructed. My idea was that hopefully that
funding would be resumed earlier and that, in fact, we could take
over for the private benefactors and complete it a lot faster than
the rate that it was being constructed at that time.

Mr. BARBADORO. Did there come a time when Colonel North sug-
gested to you that he might be able to help in the resupply of the
Southern Front troops?M r_(n u es. ........... . . .

Mr. BARBADORO. When was that?
Mr. CASmLw. Early 1986.
Mr. BARBADORO. Was that in a telephone conversation or a face-

to-face visit?
Mr. CArLLO. I don't remember.
Mr. BARBADORO. What did he say that he thought he could do?
M1r " . .mo. I don't r ein e ..... .ing, of the ex

change, and so what I am giving you is my impression, and it is my
impression that he said that supplies could be delivered to the
Southern Force.

Mr. BARBADORO. Did he say how that was going to be done?
Mr. CASmLO. By air.
Mr. BARBADORO. Who was going to do it?
Mr. CASmLw. Private benefactors.
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Mr. BARBADORO. Did he specify who? -
Mr. CAsTiLLO. No. At no time did he ever s cify who.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did he suggest to you wha, your role could be in

assisting with this effort?
Mr. CAsrntLo. Passing information about drop zones and time

which we would obtain from the commanders inside Nicaragua.
Mr. BARBADORO. And how would you do that? How would you

obtain the drop zone information from the commanders inside
Nicaragua?

Mr. CASTILLO. I have to set the stage for that.
Mr. BARBADORO. Sure, do that, please.
Mr. CASLw. With the $27 million in Nicaraguan humanitarian

assistance and the $3 million in communications equipment, train-
ing assistance, we were able to provide the Southern Front com-
manders with some measure of communications equipment and
communications security, equipment and training. So we estab-
lished (deleted] a clandestine communications center [deleted].

But they were able-we were able then to establish communica-
tions between, secure communications between the commanders
who were inside Nicaragua, generally in an area [deleted].

As a result of this communications link, we were able to obtain
information about areas where they were and that they had under
temporary control, I would say temporary control means 48 hours
and no more, because of the pressure of the Sandinista military op-
erations, where an airdrop might be made.

Mr. BARBADORO. And once you obtained this information, what
did Colonel North want you to do with it?

Mr. CASTLLO. Well, to relay it to the private benefactors, who
flew the airplanes to make the deliveries.

Mr. BARBADORO. Did he tell you where they would be flying from
in this conversation?

Mr. CAsmrLO. At the beginning I don't think he did, but eventu-
ally I learned it was [deleted].

Mr. BARBADORO. You had received a KL-43 sometime--
Mr. CASLLuw. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. When is your best estimate as to when you got

it?
Mr. CA LmO. Late January, early February 1986.
Mr. BARBADORO. Who gave it to you?
Mr. CAs'rLu. Rafael-Quintero.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did Colonel North tell you that it would be

coming down?
Mr. CAsL'rw. Yes. It is firmly fixed in my mind that it was

Rafael Quintero that brought the KL-43 to me [deleted].
Although I understand Mr. Owen testified that he delivered it. I

have no recollection of that.
Mr. BARBAU6RO. [Dltd.-____S__________
Did you come to understand that you would be using this KL-43

to relay drop zone information from the Southern Front command-
ers to the private benefactors at [deleted]?

Mr. CASLwLo. That is correct, and the other way as well, when
the private benefactors decided that they could fly the airplane, I
would relay that through the Southern Front communications
center [deleted] to the commanders.
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Mr. BARBADORO. Who did you use this KL-43 to communicate
with?

Mr. CATmLrw. Colonel North and Mr. Quintero.
Mr. BARBADORO. No one else?
Mr. CASTILLO. No one else.
Mr. BARBADORO. Is it fair to say that normally if you were to get

communications equipment like that you would get it through CIA
channels?

Mr. CASTLLO. Sir, I have never been in a situation like this
before, so I really can't say except that obviously I was accepting
this equipment from the Deputy Director for Political Affairs of the
National Security Council. lhe equipment had a label on it saying
property of the U.S. Government. [Deleted] it came from ColonelNorth.

Mr. BARBADORO. Is it fair to say that it was without precedent
that you would get equipment like that from the National Security
Council staff as opposed to the CIA?

Mr. CASTIL. I can only speak from a personal standpoint. It
was the only experience that I ever had.

Mr. BARBADORO. And the only experience that you ever had
having a private citizen deliver this equipment?

Mr. CA LLO. That was asked of me in a deposition before. I took
a lot of faith in what Colonel North said and I did not know what
the security clearance procedures are of the NSC and I accepted
Colonel North's word as I think anyone in my position would possi-
bly have done, and so I assumed he was cleared by virtue of his
relationship with Colonel North.

Mr. BARBADORO. Did Colonel North tell you that you were not
supposed to tell anyone else that you had received this equipment?

Mr. CAmmuo. No, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. He never said don't tell people at the CIA about

it?
Mr. CA ZFLO. No, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did you tell people at the CIA about it when

you first got it?
Mr. CzrLLo. When I first got it, no.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did you tell anybody in CIA that you were going

to be working with Colonel North in passing this information from
private benefactors to Southern Front commanders and vice versa?

Mr. CAsxo. At the beginning, no.
Mr. BARBADORO. I am going to get to the point where you did tell

people, but I want to turn to something else briefly.
Turn to exhibit 6 and I only want to ask you about the first page

of the exhibit. You have been shown this exhibit in the last couple
of days, haven't you?

Mr CA Trjx_.o Yes, sir
Mr. BARBADORO. It is a KL-43 message from Colonel North. Did

North ever sign messages to you as Goode?
Mr. CASTiLLO. No, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did you know that he had used that name?
Mr. CASTLLO. He told me that.
Mr. BARBADORO. I want to first refer you to the second from the

last line in the message. The message says "please make sure that
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this is retransmitted via this channel to [Castillo], Ralph, Sat, and
Steele."

[Castillo] here is [Mr. Castillo], isn't it-you?
Mr. CAmSLLo. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did you ever get this message retransmitted to

you?
Mr. CAsmumo. No, sir.
Mr. BArBADORO. This message refers to a proposed resupply

flight involving an L-100 that would fly from [deleted] in (deleted]
to [deleted] and then that a C-123 would be loaded at [deleted] and
flown to the Southern Front commanders, and from the context of
the message, it would take place between April 9 and April 11. Do
you recall any proposed drop around that time?

Mr. CASTLLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. And it involved an L-100?
Mr. CASnLLO. Yes, sir. It involved a flight from [deleted] to [delet-

ed]. I didn't know that it had anything to do with [deleted] or
where it was coming from, that it was coming from [deleted]. I
learned subsequently that other flights came from [deleted], but I
didn't know w ere this one originated.

Mr. BARBADORO. I want to read to you starting from the second
line of the message, and I want to ask you some questions about
some things in the message. The line begins, "We had planned to
do a material drop from the supplies we are bringing into [deleted],
but the units headed by [deleted] and [deleted] cannot wait."

Those three names are Southern Front commanders?
Mr. CAsniLLO. Correct.
Mr. BARBADORO. The next line is, "Have therefore developed an

alternative plan which [C/CATF] has been briefed on and in which
he concurs." Do you know who [C/CATF] is?

Mr. CAsTiLLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Who is that?
Mr. CAsrILw. It is a pseudonym used by the Chief of the Central

American Task Force.
Mr. BARBADORO. The sentence says that he has been briefed on

the plan, and he concurs in the plan. Did you know that-did you
know whether [C/CATF], the Chief of the Central American Task
Force, was briefed on this plan and concurred in this plan?

Mr. CASTLLO. I don't know that he was briefed, by Colonel
North. However, he had information from me in staff channel traf-
fic that the Southern Front was expecte-d to receive a resupply by
air.

Mr. BARBADORO. Would he be in a position to approve a plan
such as that?

This message says he approved the plan. Your messages were
just to notify him and to request information?

Mr CAe'rIm- That is correct. My request to him did not ask for
approval. My request to him or to the-excuse me, headquarters,
was only for flight information to be passed to the private benefac-
tors. So it wasn t our plan for him to approve or disapprove.

Mr. BARBADORO. I will read the next sentence.
The L-100 which flies from [deleted] to [deleted] on Wednesday should terminate

its NHAO mission on arrival at [deleted]. At that point it should load the supplies
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at [deleted] which theoretically, (deleted], is assembling today at [deleted], and take
them to [deleted].

[Deleted] is the Chief of the Station in [deleted], correct?
Mr. CAsTILLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Do you know whether he was in any way assist-

ing the loading of resupply flights?
Mr. CASTILLO. I do not know.
Mr. BARBADORO. You have no knowledge--
Mr. CASTILLO. No knowledge whatsoever.
Mr. BARBADORO. In support of the resupply effort?
Mr. CASTILLO. No.
Mr. BARBADORO. Do you know whether this proposed plan was

ever put into effect?
Mr. CASTILLO. I know that an L-100 aircraft delivered 20,000

pounds of lethal material to the Southern Front commanders on or
about April--

Mr. BARBADORO. Tenth?
Mr. CASTILLO. Tenth.
Mr. BARBADORO. And you reported on that drop to CIA headquar-

ters in the normal intelligence reports that you file, didn't you?
Mr. CASTILLO. Yes, sir. When the equipment was delivered--

was picked up by the commanders and inventoried.
Mr. BA.BADORO. At the beginning of the message, it says, "We

had planned to do a material drop." Were you involved in planning
as to when to do drops?

Mr. CASTILLO. No, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Do you know if Colonel North was invovled in

planning to do drops?
Mr. CASTILLO. I don't know.
Mr. BARBADORO. Later in the message it refers to a drop zone co-

ordinate and also says where the aircraft should penetrate Nicara-
gua. Do you know where Colonel North would have gotten that in-formation?

Mr. CASTILLO. The drop zone information would have come from
the Southern Front commanders through the clandestine communi-
cations center in [deleted] by KL-43 from me to either Quintero-
no, to Quintero and presumably from Quintero to North. However,
that was a very precarious situation because the Scuthern Front
commanders could not hold a drop zone for more than 48 hours at
a time, so what was valid today might not be valid 3 or 4 days from
now.

When the commanders did convey this information to me I sent
on this occasion a cable to headquarters telling them that the
Southern Front commanders were expecting a resupply flight from
the private benefactors and requested flight information, flight
path information, vectors, based on the coordinates of the drop
zone and hostile risk situation based on headquarters information
which would be-passed to_ the-crew. -And-on this occasion,_ I did
that.

Headquarters responded with a lengthy and very complete cable
with all the information, and so I assumed in answer to your short
question, that Colonel North knew this information by virtue of
the fact that headquarters already had it and knew the coordinates
of the drop zone as it is stated in his message.
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Mr. BARSADORO. And both your request to headquarters and
headquarters' response, those cables are contained in exhibit 4, cor-
rect, which you have already had a chance to review?

Mr. CAsmruO. Yes. The first cable of exhibit 4 is my outgoing.
The second cable is headquarters' response with all of the flight
path, vector, hostile risk-no, excuse me-it has the flight path in-

rmation, yes. OK. Flight path information.
Mr. BARBADORO. I am going to get to those exhibits in a minute,

but I want to ask you a few questions about the resupply operation.
When did the operation actually get underway, when was its firstflight?fir.CATiLLO. This was the first flight--

Mr. BARBADORO. And-
Mr. CASTLLO. -of lethal supplies. There were one, probably two

earlier flights with nonlethal humanitarian supplies funded by the
$27 million.

Mr. BARBADORO. How many successful flights in total were there
from [deleted] to the Southern Front forces?

Mr. CASTLLO. To the best of my recollection, sir, including this
one, nine.

Mr. BARBADORO. The first one you have just described. When was
the last one?

Mr. CASTILLO. I believe it was September 23, 1986.
Mr. BARBADORO. And all but two of those nine drops occurred in

September. Is that right?
Mr. CASTrLnw. All but three.
Mr. BARBADORO. All but three, excuse me, occurred in Septem-

ber. Is it fair to say that there were problems in getting the oper-
ation functioning properly?

Mr. CASTILLO. Well, yes, sir, because the first one occurred in
April. The next two occurred in June, May, June or July, in that
space of time, and then there was the whole period of July-August
in which there were no flights at all.

Mr. BARBADORO. Were there also attempts that were unsuccess-
ful?

Mr. CASTILLO. Many.
Mr. BARBADORO. at was the reason why these attempts were

unsuccessful?
Mr. CAsmLLO. Mainly because of decrepit aircraft, unskilled

pilots, no equipment for radar or navigational equipment-may I
take a moment?

Mr. BARBADORO. Sure.
Mr. CA=STLwO. Drops, several drops that were made, parts of the

drops were never found. If there were eight bundles, maybe they
recovered five, possibly six. The only way that pilots could identify
the drop zone was if the people on the ground lit bonfires. There
was no-they had no ability to navigate right to the place wherethey-wereupposed to,-sothe way it would work is the comunica-
tions center in (deleted] would tell them the airdrop is due between
2:00 and 2:30 a.m., please light your bonfires 15 minutes before and
keep them burning for 15 minutes afterwards of the period when
the drop is expected.

Then the plane, if it got to the area at all, would circle, an ever-
widening circle, to try to spot the bonfires on the ground. Obvious-
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ly, if it is raining, this is a jungle, a rain forest or tropical .,ngle,
you don't always find wood that will burn, you don't have kerosene
or gasoline because of where they are located, so it was simply by
chance that they could keep the fires burning for an hour, andthen they would have to be big enough.

So if they saw it, they made the drop. This resulted in the fact
that later on in September, some of the drops were made in day-
time because that was the only way they could spot where the drop
zone was due to the fact that they didn't have navigational equip-
ment, which eventually led to the C-123, on which Hasenfus was a
crew member, to be shot down.

We would never have r,'n in CIA an airdrop operation in the
middle of the day in enemy territory and using the same flight
path six or seven times in a row.

Mr. BARBADORO. So there were problems in locating the drop
zones, there were problems with the equipment on the aircraft, and
there were problems with the condition of the aircraft, and all of
those problems caused the missions not to work very well, at least
until September of 1986?

Mr. CASTILLO. Yes, sir, or that was the case throughout the
period.

Mr;-BARBADORO. What was your role in these resupply flights?
Mr. CASrILLW. Passing information.
Mr. BARBADORO. You would obtain information from the South-

ern Front commanders and relay it via KL-43 to Quintero and
relay information from Quintero to the Southern Front?

Mr. CASTILLO. That is correct.
Mr. BARBADORO. You also for several nights requested flight

vector information, weather reports and intelligence from CIA
headquarters, didn't you?

Mr. CATrILO. For the first flights, that is correct.
Mr. BARBADORO. And in three of the four cases you received re-

sponses from headquarters with the information you requested?
Mr. CASTILLO. That is correct.
Mr. BARBADORO. And those cables with your requests and the

agency responses are contained in exhibit 4, is that right?
Mr. CASTILLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARHADORO. You also filed intelligence reports with head-

quarters of each successful flight that was made?
Mr. CASTILLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Those intelligence reports listed what was

dropped and to whom it was dropped?
Mr. CASTILLO. Well, it listed what the commanders relayed to us

that they had actually found.
Mr. BARBADORO. Could you look at exhibit 5? Are those the intel-

ligence reports for the flights that you filed?
Mr. CASTILLO. Yes, sir. I just happened to see a-one paragraph

here in which it says that [deleted] reported that three out of seven
bundles of supplies which had been airdropped to him had been
lost in the river because they missed the drop zone. It doesn't say
that, but that is why.Mr. BARBADORO. Did you say anything in these intelligence re-
ports about what your role was in the resupply operation?
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Mr. CAmStLO. No. That wouldn't normally be the case in an in-
telligence report.

Mr. BAIWADORO. How would you normally notify headquarters of
your role in an operation like this?

Mr. CAzmLO. Again, this was a rather unique situation. I report-
ed my role to the Division Chief designate, [C/LA], in April 1986,
after that first flight, and told him how I was doing it, and I ex-
plained to him that I felt that, first of all, I really did not like the
idea of being so involved in this situation simply because-not for
an reason other than I didn't have the time.

Thad so many other duties, and this really tied me down to have
to be up until 2:00 or 3:00 o'clock in the morning sometimes, coordi-
nating the drop zone and so forth.

And there was also-I wanted some specific reassurance on the
legality of passing this information, even though I was, and I still
am, convinced that this-that my activity was legal and proper ac-
cording to what was permitted at that time under Boland-under
the Boland Amendmet-but I felt that even so, it was still more
appropriately a Nicaraguan situation rather than an agency situa-
tion in that since there was the private benefactor element.

And so, I brought it up to [C/LA] at that time, after this first
flight, and he said he would go back to Washington, look into it,
and let me know.

Mr. BARBADORO. Let's put this in context.
The person you are referring to at that time currently is the

Chief of the Latin American Division of the CIA.
Mr. CAsrLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. And the meeting that you are describing oc-

curred in April of 1986?
Mr. CASTrLLW. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. It occurred [deleted], didn't it?
Mr. CASTLLO. In my office [deleted].
Mr. BARBADORO. And that was either shortly before or shortly

after [C/LA] assumed his position?
Mr. CASTiLLO. He assumed his position on 1 May.
Mr. BARBADORO. Do you know why he was in [deleted]?

-Mr. CASTLLO. Orientation trip.
Mr. BARBADORO. What did you tell him during that meeting

about your role in the resupply operation?
Mr. CAsTiLO. I told him I was relaying information from the

Southern Front commanders and sending it to the private benefac-
tors via the KL-43, which I had it in a TRW bag that it comes in
behind my desk.

Mr. BARBADORO. Did you point to the KL-43?
Mr. CAmgnLO. Yes.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did you tell him where you got the KL-43?
Mr. CAs'ruLw. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did you tell him it came from Colonel North?
Mr. CAs'r[LwO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. What was his reaction when you told him?
Mr. CABrmLo. My impression of his reaction was he was uncer-

tain of what to do with the information. I had given him a compli-
cated situation, so he responded that he would go back to Washing-
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ton, look into it, and let me know about what I had raised with
him.

Mr. BARBADORO. Ie didn't tell you to stop using the KL-43s?
Mr. CASTLLw. No, sir. He asked me if I was keeping the Ambas-

sador informed and I said, yes, I am.
Mr. BARBADORO. Had you told Ambassador Tambs that you were

using a KL-43 given you by Colonel North?
Mr. CAmSTILLO. I don't think I described it as a KL-43. In fact, I

didn't know the terminology until this year, but that I was commu-
nicating with Colonel North and that I was passing information on
these resupply things, yes.

Mr. BARBADORO. Did you tell Ambassador Tambs that you had
gotten the secure communication device from Colonel North?

Mr. CASTILLO. No.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did you later hear from [C/ILA] about whether

you could continue using that device?
Mr. CASTILLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. When was that?
Mr. CASILO. At a Chief of Station meeting in [deleted] in May

1986 or about 5 weeks after I raised the problem with him.
Mr. BARBADORO. And that was a meeting of the Chiefs of Stations

of the Central American region with [C/ILA] and [C/CA TF].
Mr. CAsTILLO. Well, that was-yes, but at the particular meeting

where we raised this point only three Chiefs, [C/CATF] and [C/ILA],
were present.

Mr. BARBADORO. And who were the Chiefs that were present by
position?

Mr. CASTILLO. [Deleted] and myself.
Mr. BARBADORO. And what were you told in this meeting?
Mr. CASTILLO. Well, [C/ILA], my recollection of the meeting is [Cl

LA] when we were all together said [Castillo] has a problem and
we have got to fix it and how can we get this information from the
Southern Front commanders to the private benefactors without
going through-without going through us.

And so we discussed various ways that we might be able to do it
and I suggested that a Nicaraguan Resistance communicator be
trained in the use of the equipment, of radio equipment, and the
code pads, not the KL-43 [deleted], but their own system, and thct
we place this communicator at [deleted] and then the Nicaraguan
communicator in [deleted) can communicate directly with the clan-
destine communications center in [deleted] and relay messages
from the commanders back directly to between them and the Nica-
raguan communicator at [deleted] could interface with the private
benefactors directly and then we would be essentially cut out of the
operation. We would still, of course, have received the information
because we monitored the activities of the communication center
since we were the communications advisers. So we still would have
derived the benefit of the information transmission without having
been involved in the actual passing of that information.

Mr. BARBADORO. And was that promise acceptable to everybody
in the meeting?

Mr. CAsmLO. Yes.
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Mr. BARBADORO. Was it discussed as to who was going to train
this communicator and who was going to pay for him to be located
in [deleted]?

Mr. CASTILLO. That was to be proposed under the funding we had
received under the communication equipment provision of the
funding period that we were under, [deleted].

Mr. BARBADORO. So you assumed that the expense would be
borne by the Central Intelligence Agency?

Mr. CASTILLO. Oh, yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did anybody say anything to you at this meet-

ing about what Colonel North's role was in the resupply operation
and whether that was appropriate and whether it was appropriate
for you to be communicating with Colonel North in the way that
you were?

Mr. CASTLLO. No.
Mr. BARBADORO. Nothing was said about Colonel North?
Mr. CASniLLO. No, not that I recall.
Mr. BARBADORO. What was done to implement this proposal?
Mr. CASTILLO. Well, we selected an individual [deleted].
We then trained him in the use of the particular radio equip-

ment and how to encipher and decipher using one-time pads, and
then I communicated with the Chief of Station in [deleted] to see
how this fellow could get a visa, because [deleted], it was rather dif-
ficult for these people to come and go in these various Central
American countries without some documentation. And as I recall,
we were all set to do this.

It took about 6 weeks or so, but finally, through various means,
we were able to get the appropriate visa and documentation and he
had the radio equipment-or he had the-his training was complet-
ed. And on July 12, after much back and forth, I received a cable
which instructed me to stand down on the operation of sending the
communicator to [deleted].

Mr. BARBADORO. Who sent you that cable?
Mr. CASL'w. Headquarters.
Mr. BARiADORO. The Central American Task Force head?
Mr. CAmSLuO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did they explain why you were to stand downon thepyroposal?Mr. CASmLwO. Yes, sir.

Mr. BARBADORO. What did they say?
Mr. CAmSLuO. They said, essentially for political considerations,

that we were close to a vote, we didn't want to do anything to jeop-
ardize the outcome of the vote, and, therefore, that this moving
this fellow [deleted] for this function was-I don't recall the exact
wording of the cable, but that is close.

Mr. BARBADORO. Did the cable telling you to stand down on the
proposal for the communicator also tell you to stop relaying infor-
mation from the Southern Front commanders to the private bene-
factors?

Mr. CASTLLO. I would have to see the cable, but that wasn't myimp~ression.
Mr. BARBADORO. Were you given any instructions to stop using

the KL43?
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Mr. CASLLnw. Well, it was understood that-at least I understood
that it-for political considerations, that this was-this could give
us trouble, and, therefore, I should not pass information. I should
avoid that situation.

Now, obviously during July and August, we were not getting-
there was no-the private benefactors were incapable of delivering
anyway, so it was sort of an academic point.

Mr. BBADO:aO. But you did continue to use the KL-43 in Sep-
tember?

Mr. CASTILLO. Well, in September, early September, Colonel
North advised me that they were-that the private benefactors
were ready to empty out the warehouses in [deleted]. I don't recall
if he said it or I assumed it, but the vote had already taken place
in the House and the Senate on the resumption of funding, and I
think it was still scheduled to go to conference at that point. And
so, I assume that the political considerations were really no longer
a factor.

So, I resumed passing the information and reported it-the re-
sults to headquarters-which, in turn, did not say "stop"-and
when they saw the second flight, they didn't say "stop," and, of
course, we were reporting it each delivery as it occurred, and I did
not receive from headquarters any instruction to stop passing the
information.

Mr. BARBADORO. But let's be clear. You reported the fact drops
had been made in those cables.

Mr. CASmLAO. Yes.
Mr. BARBADORO. You were not reporting the fact that you were

again using the KL-43 to communicate--
Mr. CASiLLO. No, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. -the drop zone information?
Mr. CASTILLO. I let them assume that because they knew the

communicator that we had originally planned to send to [deleted]
had not gone.

Mr. BARBADORO. Although you filed intelligence reports after
these drops were made, you did not request flight vector informa-
tion from headquarters for these flights as you had with the earlier
flights. Why was that?

Mr. CASTLLO. Because the private benefactors themselves could
not really use this information. The information that I requested,
the flight path and vector information, was for an L-100 flight
which had the fuel capacity to go the route which headquarters
had recommended [deleted] to the drop zone area, then back, on
completion of the drop [deleted].

The planes that they were using were C-7s and C-123s. The C-
123 simply wasn't capable of flying that distance to avoid Sandi-
nista air defenses, so the private benefactors on their own decided
to fly [deleted]-a very dangerous route.

Mr. B;.nBADORO. I am going to show you the cable in a moment,
it is being passed out now, where you were told to stand down on
the proposal, and we will discuss that.

Let me go on, and I will come back to it. Are you aware of some
resupply flights that stopped to refuel at [deleted] International

Mr. CASmLO. Yes, sir.
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Mr. BARBADORO. How many flights did that?
Mr. CAmSLLw. Two.
Mr. BARBADORO. When were they?
Mr. CAmmuo. They were the two that occurred during that May-

June period-excuse me, 1 am not sure. I think they were, but it
may have been one or two of the flights in September, so I just-
my recollection is vague on that.

Mr. BARBADORO. Ambassador Tambs, I believe, testified that you
went to him and told him to get approval for these flights to land.
Did you do that?

Mr. CASTLwO. No, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. What was your role in facilitating these refuel-

ings at [deleted) International Airport?
Mr. CASTILO. Mr. Quintero told me that the C-123s to carry the

load, that they wanted to send, could not carry the fuel that would
enable two aircraft to make a full round trip without refueling. At
some point I had learned that the aircraft they were using, the C-
123 camouflage aircraft, was identical to a [deleted] Air National
Guard plane which frequently made training flights [deleted] to

With that in mind, I suggested to Mr. Quintero that he file a
flight-that the aircraft file a legitimate legal flight plan, fly into
[deleted] International Airprt, taxi ,up to the flight service ramp,
get refueled, pay for their fuel, cash for their fuel, file a flight plan
back to (deleted] or to [deleted], and treat it as simply any other
flight that would have come in to [deleted] International.

I did stipulate to him that under no circumstances should that
aircraft land [deleted] with any lethal weapons onboard coz any
lethal material at all. I recall he asked me if they would be permit-
ted to carry personal weapons since they would need them in the
event they crashed in Nicaragua, and I answered in the negative.

Well, when he told me this, I said, "When are you thinking of
doing it?" And I believe it was for one of the September flights
rather than the May-une flight. I went to the Ambassador, and I
said, "Mr. Ambassador, the private benefactors need to refuel their
aircraft, and this is what I told them to do." I said, "I want to alert
you to it because it does have some flap potential."

He said, "Is there anything we can do to help them?" I said, "No,
because we really shouldn't get involved in this." He said, "Well,
what if we have the [deleted], military assistance group-officers
out at the airport just to stand by and watch just to see if any prob-
lem comes up.

So, as I understand his instructions to them, they went out there
and simply observed, did not become involved, were just there in
case something went awry, ard that they subsequently reported
back to me, and I reported to the Ambassador that the flight had
landed, refueled and left without incident.

There was no involvement in our-on the part of the mission to
obtain permission or to in any viay facilitate the refueling of that
aircraft. It was obvious that what we were doing is taking advan-
tage of the perception on the part of the flight service people who
thought that this was another flight from the [deleted] Air Nation--
al Guard when, in fact, it wasn t. But the crew was never ques-
tioned, it was just sort of taken for granted.
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It worked once, and it worked the second time.
Mr. BARBADORO. So no permission was asked for or obtained, you

simply had the flight land and refuel?
Mr. CASiLLO. That is correct.
Mr. BARBADORO. And your instructions to the private benefactors

was that they could not come into the airport with any weapons?
Mr. CAsTILLo. That is correct.
Mr. BARBADORO. So---
Mr. CASTJJLO. And I recall that in at least one of those two

flights, because they could not find the drop zone and because of
the instructions, that they could not land with that equipment,
that they kicked the equipment at what they thought was the al-
ternate drop zone. Eventually the forces inside were able to locate
it after many days of search.

Mr. BARBADORO. I want to go back to the cable in which you were
told to stand down, and it has not been marked, but for conven-
ience, Mr. Chairman, I would ask that we simply refer to it as ex-
hibit 14, and then mark it at the conclusion of the testimony.

Chairman HAMILTON. Without objection, it will be so done.
Mr. BARBADORO. That cable was dated 12 July 1986 and it is from

headquarters to you, correct?
Mr. CASmLuO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. And that is the cable you were referring to, is

that correct?
Mr. CAsmLLO. July 12th, yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. I want to read you the last paragraph-the last

several sentences in the paragraph, beginning with the word, "as."
"As ADDEE are aware, there have been numerous allegations of
violations of law by PB's." That is private benefactors, isn't it?

Mr. CAsTILo. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. "We do not have a firm handle on whether all

of the allegations floating around are false, consequently we do not
wish to have [CIA]."

That is CIA, right?
Mr. CAmSTLrw. Yes.
Mr. BARBADORO. --
Provided assistance tied into an entity that may or may not be bad. We have

come too far at this time to let the solid operations that [deleted] has built be jeop-
ardized by elements which we are unable to control.

My question to you is, didn't you view this cable as an instruc-
tion not just to stand down on the proposal for the communicator,
but to stand down on any further contacts that you were having
with the private benefactors?

Mr. CASmLuO. That is a pretty soft instruction if that is what it is
intended to be..

Mr. BARBADORO. How did you take that instruction to be?
'Mr. CAwrLLw. Pretty softly. I mean what it is saying here is,

"Look, it is your call. You use your judgment." Sure that is fie if
you want to cover yourself. You can always say we said so. But
please, gentlemen, don't-you know, that is not cease and desist.

Mr. BARDADORO. If they wanted to.
Mr. CAg u. . If they wanted to they would have said it.
Mr. BARBADORO. OK.
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Mr. CASTIL. Not only that when this cable came to the atten-
tion of [C/ILA] and he did not see this cable as I learned in August
when I went up to headquarters, and he said, [Castillo], I really
apologize for the way this whole thing has been handled, but I did
not see this cable go out and when I saw the come-back copy the
next day later--

Mr. BARBADORO. Would you explain what the come-back copy is?
Mr. CAsTLO. That means a cable goes out from the Central

American Task Force and then it is printed up in this form, and
the next morning these cables are distributed throughout the divi-
sion to components that have a need to know and see.

And obviously, it comes to the division chief's attention, especial-
ly anything to do with the Central American Task Force of an im-
mediate precedence.

He told me he called in [C/CATFJ and he said, "I thought we had
fixed the problem of the communicator. Why did this cable go
out?" And [C/CATF] didn't-as [C/ILA] told me-didn't look at the
cable he was referring to. [C/CATF9 thought he was referring to
the visa problem, so he answered to [C/ILA] "Oh, that has been
fixed."

Mr. BARBADORO. What do you mean the visa problem?
Mr. CAsTILLO. Remember the problem about getting the commu-

nicator to [deleted]. We had a problem in getting a [deleted] visa
for him. So the impression that was left on the one hand of [C/ILA]
was that the problem had been fixed means that this cable was su-
perseded by the answer that [C/CA T29 gave him.

[C/CATF] on the other hand did not understand what [C/ILA]
was referring to, thought he was referring to the visa problem, so it
went on like that until I arrived in August and explained about the
fact that here we had a legitimate politically acceptable, in my
opinion, solution to the problem of the transmission of information,
and yet headquarters came in with this.

Now, this is bureaucratically-that is a nonanswer.
Mr. BARBADORO. Let me just try to clarify something. You say

that [C/ILA], the Chief of the Latin American Division, did not see
that cable when it went out. He saw the come-back copy.

Mr. CASTrLnw. That is right. He normally wasn't because-unless
it is a policy matter of great importance, the Division Chief doesn't
sign off on these. It is the task force chief or whoever he designates
at that time to sign off.

Mr. BARBADORO. And that [C/ILA] went to [C/CATF] and asked
him about the cable, but didn't show him the cable.

Mr. CA&ruw. Asked him about the problem.
Mr. BARBADORO. About the problem.
Mr. CAsmLLO. He said, "I t ought the problem with the commu-

nicator was fixed."
Mr. BARBADORO. OK. And [C/CATF] is--[C/CATF understanding

was what?
Mr. CAmSLwO. [C/CATFJ thought that [C/LA] was referring to

the visa problem, so he says, "Oh, it has been taken care of."
Mr. BARBADORO. But [C/CATF had just told you in a cable that

the whole operation had to stop.
Mr. CAmTILO. That is the answer I was given a month later in

August when I went up and explained about the fact that they had
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taken away what seemed to me-or they had stood down on whatseemed to me to be a perfectly reasonable solution to the problem.
Mr. BARBADORO. Let me go to a different subject. Mr. Castillo, to

your knowledge was the Santa Elena airstrip ever used?
Mr. CASrILw. This Point West, Santa Elena airstrip was never

used in a regular supply operation.
Mr. BARBADORO.. DO you recall a time when a plane tried to land

there and got stuck?
Mr. CAsrou. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. When was that?
Mr. CASLuO. Mid-June 1986.
Mr. BARBADORO. How did you find out about it?
Mr. CAsmIuLO. Mr. Quintero was in San Jose. [Deleted]. I went to

meet him at his hotel room-not 310.
Mr. BARBADORO. You might explain that 310 remark.
Mr. CAsnLLO. I don't know.
Mr. BARBADORO. Do you know what Ambassador Tambs was re-

ferring to?
Mr. CASTLLO. No, I don't know. I am sorry.
Mr. BARBADORO. Please continue.
Mr. CASmLuO. And when I arrived at the room, he was upset

about something, and then he said, look, they don't want me to tell
you about this, but I have decided that I am going to tell you.

He said we have a plane that was to deliver a resupply and ap-
parently it was not, as I recall, was not for the Southern Front. I
assume it must have been for the FDN units in the Southern Front
as the Hasenfus plane was scheduled to deliver to.

He said it couldn't make it, it had engine trouble, and it had to
make an emergency landing at Santa Elena and then he said the
bad news is that it is stuck in the mud.

Mr. BARBADORO. Is it fair to say that you didn't learn about it
until after the plane had landed?

Mr. CAsrIuO. That is correct.
Mr. BARBADORO. And you were concerned about it when you

found out it was being used, weren't you?
Mr. CASTLLO. Oh, not only that it was being used, but that we

had a plane in neutral Costa Rica loaded with lethal supplies.
Mr. BARBADORO. At that point--
Mr. CASmLwO. [Deleted].
Mr. BARBADORO. At that point, had the new administration in

Costa Rica come into power?
Mr. CAsrmLuO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Were you given any instructions by the new ad-

ministration about the use of that airstrip?
Mr. CASTLLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. What were you told?
Mr. CAsrILLd. [Deleted) the airstrip was not to be used for the

purpose intended.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did you communicate that to the private bene-

factors?
Mr. CASLw. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. And so this was being done contrary to your in-

structions, wasn't it?
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Mr. CASLruw. Yes, sir-well, contrary to the fact that they knew
that the airstrip was not to be used. (Deleted].

Mr. BARBADORO. Was there any other occasion where the airstrip
was used to your knowledge?

Mr. CAmTsLLO. Not that I know of, for the purpose of delivery of
lethal supplies.

I think that a plane came in with some drums of gasoline and
certainly I think there were maybe one or two planes that came in
to free the one plane that was stuck there.

Mr. BARBADORO. You met with President Reagan in March of
1986, didn't you?

Mr. CASTILLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. How did that meeting come about?
Mr. CASTiO. [Deleted], who had been of great assistance to U.S.

interests [deleted] who is a great admirer of President Reagan, [de-
leted], he wanted to have the opportunity, if possible, to meet the
President.

I conveyed that to Colonel North and in December 1985 Admiral
Poindexter and Colonel North made a visit [deleted], and during
that stopover he, Admiral Poindexter, requested that [deleted], that
he meet with [deleted]. And he extended the invitation [deleted] to
come to the White House to meet the President.

In March, my wife and I accompanied [deleted] and his wife-by
the way, headquarters was fully aware of this invitation, the trip,
the arrangements hour by hour, as to what [deleted] was going to
be doing here in Washington. And we escorted-my wife and I-
escorted (deleted] and his wife to the Executive Office Building
where we met Ms. Hall, who escorted us over into the West Wing
where we met Colonel North and we were standing outside the en-
trance to the-the doorway to the Oval Office.

I did not know that I was going to go into the Oval Office. That
was not in the plan. When the door opened, the secretary-came out
and indicated to us that it was time to go in.

My wife and I stepped back so [deleted] and his wife could go in
and as is Colonel North's way, he grabbed our arms and brought us
right into the Oval Office, as well, which obviously was a great
moment.

We were in the Oval Office about 3 minutes. [Deleted] presented
the President with a book, picture book of [deleted], nothing more
than, hello, this is a nice book, so forth, and then photographs were
taken, we all left. On leaving, we went over to-the wives left and
[deleted] and I, Colonel North and [C/CATFJ spoke for a few min-
utes outside of Admiral Poindexter's office and then when the Ad-
miral was free after his, I assume the end of his briefing period, we
all, Colonel North, Admiral Poindexter, Colonel North, [deleted]
and I met to discuss the [deleted] situation, to answer the Admi-
ral's questions about [deleted].

There was no mention whatsoever about the Nicaraguan situa-
tion except as how it affected [deleted] political-economic situation.

Mr. BARBADORO. Let's first take the meeting with President
Reagan. Is it safe to say that you had no discussion, either you nor
[deleted] had any discussion with President Reagan about the air-
strip, the resupply effort or anything to do with the Contras?
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Mr. CASrLwO. There was absolutely no discussion, mention, of
anyof those sorts of things at all.

Mr. BADORO. Now, your meeting with Admiral Poindexter,
was there any discussion with Admiral Poindexter about the role
you were playing in assisting the resupply operations?

Mr. C rLO. None whatsoever.
Mr. BARBADORO. After that meeting you and [deleted] had a

meeting with Richard Secord, didn't you?
Mr. CAmSLLO. Colonel North advised us either just before or just

after the meeting with Admiral Poindexter that he would like [de-
leted] to meet with General Secord that afternoon to work out
some questions concerning the property and the airstrip. So that
afternoon General Secord, Mr. Quintero, [deleted], and I met [delet-
ed. I was only an observer.

The conversation-and Mr. quintero and I were only observers.
General Secord and [deleted] discussed [deleted] a letter from the
Udall Corporation, Udall Research Corporation.

Mr. BARBADORO. Was that the first time you had ever heard ref-
erence to Udall Research?

Mr. CASMLLW. Yes, sir. In fact, I don't even think the name came
up at that meeting. It was only afterwards when I saw the letter-
head (deleted] looks like it was done with a typewriter rather than
a printed letterhead.

Mr. BARBADORO. What was the letter about?
Mr. CASTMLO. [Deleted].
[Deleted], General Secord wrote all these things down and ques-

tioned him about certain aspects and then later delivered the letter
that contained the points [deleted] made. That was all that was dis-
cussed.

Mr. BARBADORO. Was that the first time you ever met General
Secord?

Mr. CASLrw. That was the only time.
Mr. BARBADORO. Was that the first indication that you had that

General Secord might be connected with the private benefactors or
the group that was responsible for building the airstrip?

Mr. CASTILLO. I had heard his name from Colonel North before
but in a very oblique way. It was the first time that I knew he had
anything to do with the airstrip and with this corporation and, in
fact, I commented later to Colonel North what I had heard about
General Secord's alleged involvement with Edmund Wilson based
on the book Manhunt by Peter Maas.

And Colonel North assured me that that had been completely re-
solved.

Mr. BARBADORO. Did that concern you? That General Secord was
referred to in Manhunt and was involved in this thing?

Mr. CASrLuO. Well, I didn't know how authoritative Manhunt
was.

Mr. BARBADORO. But you got assurances from Colonel North--
Mr. CAsLrw. I got assurances from Colonel North that his in-

volvement had been resolved.
Mr. BARBADORO. The last topic I want to go over involves some-

thing you said in your opening statement. During the time you
were Chief of Station, [deleted], you had several meetings with Di-
rector Casey, correct?
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Mr. CASTILLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did you ever discuss the airstrip with him?
Mr. CASTILLO. Never.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did you ever discuss your role in resupplying

the Southern Front troops with Director Casey?
Mr. CASTILLO. No, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Did you ever get instructions from Director

Casey to do what Colonel North told you to do?
Mr. CASmLLO. No, sir.
Mr. BARBADORO. Other than that one meeting with (C/ILA], Chief

of the Latin American Division, in which you told him that you
were relaying information using a secure communications device
provided by Colonel North, did anyone at CIA headquarters sit
down with you and ask you what you were doing with regard to
the private benefactors or ask you what you were doing with Colo-
nel North?

Mr. CAsTLLo. No, but there were other occasions when I men-
tioned, for example, ti.o refueling of the C-123 at (deleted] Air-
port--

Mr. BARBADORO. Who did you tell about that?
Mr. CASTILLO. I told [C/ILA] and [C/CATFJ about the [deleted] Na-

tional Guard illusion.
Mr. BARBADORO. Other than that, did you have any discussions

with your superiors at CIA about what you were doing?
Mr. CASTiLL. I don't recall any at this time, but I may have.
Mr. BARBADORO. Mr. Chairman, that is all the questions I have.

Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Eggleston.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just have a few questions. Let me return for a minute to the

airfield and the activities of August 1985. I think you have covered
this, that on or about August 13 a cable was sent from you to head-
quarters reporting on the discussions between the Ambassador [de-
leted] and in a couple of days you received a cable saying this is a
nice idea, but whatever you do, don't become directly or indirectly
involved with activities related to that airfield.

You then testify that within a week or so, you actually take a
trip with an individual in a-private helicopter--

Mr. CASTILLO. I think it needs to be clarified. I guess the cable
was sent immediately after.

Mr. EGGLESTON. I think the date on it is August 17th.
Mr. CASTILLO. [Deleted]. The question occurred to me last night

after I saw the cable, if I had written it immediately after or if I
had waited a few days.

Mr. EGGLESTON. I am less concerned with that timing than I am
with the timing between the time you received the cable suggesting
that you should not become involved and the time that you take a
trip with a private individual [deleted] out to see the airfield.

Mr. Owen, as I recall, has testified, in fact, that you saw two
sites on that occasion and that part of the reason for the trip was
to determine which site was the most appropriate. I take it you
don't remember the events that way?

I
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Mr. CAmsrLO. We only landed at the Santa Elena site. We did fly
over, but it was clear that the site [deleted] had thought about
would not be good.

Mr. EOLESTON. Would it be fair to say that one of the things
happening on the trip was to determine which site would be the
proper site?

Mr. CAs'rILwO. In the terms (deleted] these were two of the most
likely places, and I had not had an opportunity to be in that area
of the country, certainly the area we landed was somewhat inacces-
sible so it was to see from [deleted] point of view if these could
serve that purpose, and I don't know if it was at that time or at a
later time when the notion occurred to me that this might become
a CIA operation site.

In any case, I think that there was just curiosity, there was in-
terest certainly on the part of trying to determine if this was just
some cockamamie scheme that would go nowhere or if it really did
have certain practical applications.

Mr. EGOLESTON. Nevertheless, there is a trip that you took short-
ly after receiving a cable suggesting that you should not get in-
volved in any fashion with this airstrip, is that a fair statement?

Mr. CASrLuO. My interpretation of that would have been active
participation, making arrangements, contacting construction crews.

Mr. Ec oLoSrON. Throughout the fall, you have other- .
Mr. CmsrLwO. Assisting. The cable specifically says in assisting.

Assisting means to help. In terms of going up there, looking at this
place, I don't think that that necessarily meant assisting.

Mr. EGOLESN. Did you offer your opinion on which of the two
sites would be the most appropriate site?

Mr. CAmarLw. That was really not a question. I think anybody
who saw that site would have-or either of the two sites-would
have said that, first of all, that site was the most appropriate.
What would it take, yes, I probably made some statements about
having to knock down some trees, but I wasn't talking to an engi-
neer in talking to Rob in this informal way. Besides that, I have
opinions about almost everything.

Mr. EGOUSToN. Nevertheless, despite any of that, you did not
reprt that trip by cable to headquarters, is that correct?

M. CAmLwO. No. No, I didn't.
Mr. EGOLESTON. And throughout the fall of 1985, you learned

other bits of information about this airstrip. As the process of ac-
quiring the land and getting it ready was taking place, you learned
other things, more about the involvement of Colonel North, about
Rafael Quintero, the owner of the property, the purchase price, but
you didn't report that back to headquarters either, is that true?

Mr. CAsruLLO. No.
Mr. EGGiLzrON. You had indicated that you thought I think that

the establishment of an airfield down in Costa Rica would be signif-
icant in order to be able to supply whatever Contras may enter
into Nicaragua and fight inside Nicaragua, is that correct?

Mr. CAnriLLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. EGOmTON. Let me just ask you, if you could, to explain, you

were asked by Mr. Barbadoro the reason that you didn't report,
and what I think you told Mr. Barbadoro is that you had essential-
ly a passive role and were merely observing.
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What I am confused about is it seems to me the role of any Sta-
tion Chief is a passive role. We have reports that you make about
airdrops inside Nicaragua. Much of your reporting must certainly
be about various activities that take place inside of a country and
are in the nature of a passive role.

Is there a reason, other than that, that you did not report on the
development of this airstrip which was taking place in a corner of
Costa Rica?

Mr. CASrLuO. Let me try and put it in perspective. These were
very precarious times. I did not want to ever give the appet. ance
that lwas trying to circumvent or that I might be circumventing,
that my actions might be misunderstood.'

At the same time, we have had a long standing prohibition
against reporting on any activities of American citizens abroad.
You weigh one against the other and you say well, what are their
activities? They are clearing a piece of land. Whatever their inten-
tions might have been, it is simply that. It wasn't an illegal activi-
ty, it was an activity that I had certain tangential interests in [de-
leted].

I have to look out for his interests in terms of these people might
be a gang of cowboys that come there and start to create problems
or get involved in some sort of illegal activity. I felt that I had at
least a responsibility to passively monitor and be generally assured
that these people weren't irresponsible.

By the same token, reporting to headquarters on something that
essentially did not involve at that time an intelligence activity, it is
a judgment call, and I chose not to. At the same time it was evi-
dent from the conversation even before construction began, the
conversation with Assistant Secretary Abrams, that they knew
about it.

So that either Mr. Quintero or whoever he was reporting to, was
informing Colonel North and that Colonel North was informing As-
sistant Secretary Abrams and [C/CA TFJ.

Mr. EGOLETON. So you are telling me that-if I could parse that
out for a second. You have indicated that there are a couple of rea-
sons you didn't report. You said they were clearing a plot of land
and there is nothing illegal about that. They weren't clearing a
plot of land to establish an apple orchard; you knew they were
going to establish 'An airfield there apparently under the direction
or control of Colunel North, to resupply Contras in the southern
part of Nicaragua.

That is correct, is it not?
Mr. CAarimwO. Well, yes, it was correct that they were going to

construct an airfield. How much Colonel North was involved in the
decision-making process, I don't know. He was connected to it. That
it was an airfield to be used eventually for the Contras, yes, that is
true, but in and of itself, it wasn't necessarily an illegal or an intel-
ligence activity, by my interpretation.

Mr. EooLmsro. And--
Mr. CASmLo. Anybody can fault me on the judgment call on it,

but that is what I decided. I decided not to make it a matter of offi-
cial record.

Mr. EomomoN. You knew as well, though, that this was a "hot
area." This was a hot area-the Boland Amendment-legally, and
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u have indicated several times that it was a hot area politically.
,a part of the reason that you decided not to report on this was

because of the sensitive nature of the area--so there would be
nothing offical reported about it?

Mr. CASFLLO. I am not trying to avoid the question. I simply
don't know what my thoughts were at that time. Probably if there
was anything, it is that I assume-I would have assumed that
headquarters simply wouldn't want to have known about it.

Mr. EGGLETON. You assumed then it was OK for you to know
about it but you should not inform your superiors about it?

Mr. CASTILLO. Sir, as Chief of Station, there are lots of things-
rather there are lots of things that a Chief of Station knows about
that goes on (deleted], that he does not report back to headquar-
ters. It is information that he obtains and files away and if it be-
comes applicable he reports it, but that doesn't mean that he runs
to his typewriter every time he is involved in or hears about a cer-
tain activity.

Mr. EGGLI:SCON. Did you think the reason headquarters didn't
want to know about it is because Colonel North was involved in es-
tablishing an airfield?

Mr. CASLLw. I can't speak for why I thought headquarters
would not want to know about it. That is a conclusion that I
reached. I think that was in my mind at that time.

Mr. EOOLE5TON. I just have a few more questions. Let me move
to the chronology of the KL-43 activity in which you were engaged.
You received a K-43 from whomever in about January or Febru-
ary1986, is that right?

Mr. CASTILLO. January or February, and I received it from Mr.
Quintero.

Mr. EGGLESToN. You continue, you used that to communicate
with the private benefactors and without informing anyone at
headquarters that you have received it until April of 1986?

Mr. CASjLwO. Well, it was only-It was used for the delivery of
the L-100 supplies and then shortly thereafter, within days, I did
inform [C/LAJ.

Mr. EGGL ON. Well, I will rephrase it. You had the device
which you had received from Colonel North between January and
February 1986 until some time-you probably know the date-in
April 1986, without informing anyone at headquarters that you re-
ceived it?

Mr. CASmLUO. That is correct.
Mr. EGOLmTON. You did not at that time work for Colonel

North?
Mr. CASLW. No.
Mr. EGGLESroN. Is there a reason that you decided not to tell

headquarters that you had received a KL-43 device or an encryp-
tion device, from Colonel North?

Mr. CA zLw. Again, I am trying to recall what I thought at the
time or my reasons for not doing so. Let me give you an explana-
tion. I was communicating on political matters with Colonel North
over a long period of time on general things, keeping him informed
on what was happening from an "on the ground' perspective. How-
ever, the communication system [deleted], the secure phone, as it is
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called, I think it is a [deleted), the communicators go off duty at
4:30 in the afternoon.

Press of business and so forth, usually involved talking with
Colonel North when either he was free or I was free and that usu-
ally occurred late at night. And on occasions we had found that
communication by open unsecure line in double-talk was very un-
satisfactory.

So, I think that the KL-43 was intended really for that purpose.
as well as for the fact that there was to be this resupply passage of.
information. That is essentially--so when he gave me the piece of
equipment and I saw that it was U.S. Government equipment, I ac-
cepted it and said, "Fine, when we need to use it, we will use it,"
but normally we would talk over the telephone [deleted] during
working hours, and this was an emergency unit.

When it was necessary to pass the information on the L-100
flight, I did so and subsequently informed my superior.

Mr. EGGLmTON. When you had the conversation with Colonel
North where he asked you to serve as his communications conduit
between the private benefactors and the FDN, you did not report
that conversation to headquarters?

Mr. CASrLO. No, sir.
Mr. EGOLEMN. Was this another area where you thought that

headquarters would not want to know that you were involved in
this type of activity?

Mr. CASrLw. Yes.
Mr. EGCLEMTON. In April 1986, you indicate that you did tell [CI

LA] about the encryption device.
Mr. CAmrTLw. Yes.
Mr. EGoLSTON. Are you aware that [C/ILA] disputes your version

that you told him that you used it to communicate with Colonel
North?

Mr. CASTILWO. I told him.
Mr. EGGLmTON. Are you aware that he disputes that?
Mr. CAsrILw. That is his recollection.
Mr. EGOLESToN. In May 1986, he told you that you have a prob-

lem and he is going to work to solve the problem. By June and
July there are attempts to solve it and in July the problem is not
solved, and the cable sent you indicates that these private benefac-
tors may be in fact violating the law; is that correct?

Mr. CASTA=O. The last part, sir?
Mr. EGOLESTON. I just read that on the cable that was provided

to you, which has been deemed to be exhibit 14.
Mr. CASrLwO. I don't see where it says anything about a viola-

tion of the law.
Mr. EGOLETON. As "ADDEE" are aware, there have been nu-

merous allegations of violations of law--
Mr. CASTILLO. By the PB's, certainly not by us.
Mr. EGLESON. I asked you whether the part of the cable where

you were told that the problem was not going to be solved you were
also informed that one of the problems was that there were claims
of law violations by the private benefactors, and since headquarters
didn't know whether that was true or not you were being asked to
stand down.

That is your recollection--
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Mr. CAmLsw. That is what the cable says, but I knew of no alle-
gations of violations by the private benefactors and certainly none
where it involved the activity of the air resupply or the passage of
information from the commanders to them.

Mr. EGGLUTN. I take it you have not, but on this date you re-
ceived a cable from headquarters suggesting to you that there have
been these allegations, it is a problem, we are not going to get in-
volved in it.

Mr. CASTLLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. EGoo msON. The problem remains unsolved then. When I say

the problem there is no way to communicate, the agency has no
method of communicating between the private benefactors and the
UNO south commanders, in effect and yet in September 1986 you
begin using the KL-43 device again.

Mr. CAmLLO. As I explained when I was questioned by Mr. Bar-
badoro on this point, this was not a cease and desist cable. This
was headquarters going on the record saying this is our preference,
but essentially it is a soft way of saying or it is a way of saying-
not soft, but it is a way of saying it is really-you haven't done
anything wrong. There is nothing basically wrong with what you
are doing.

We would prefer that there be another way to do this, but they
are not saying cease and desist. That is the way I interpreted it,
and that is-when you see that, as you read that cable that certain-
ly is a valid interpretation.

Mr. EGOLSTON. But nevertheless before deciding to start using
the KL-48 again, you did not cable to headquarters and ask wheth-
er you could resume its use?

Mr. CASmLLO. No sir.
Mr. EGGLETON. Ind in September 1986, it was your testimony to

questions in response to Mr. Barbadoro that you just assumed that
headquarters knew that you were back in the communications loop
because after all you were providing intelligence reports on therops; is that true?

Mr. CASTmLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. Eorn ON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't have any-

thing else.
Chairman HAMILTON. We have one other questioner from the

staff, Mr. Van Cleve. After he completes his questions, we will con-
clude the morning session. I understand a Senate vote is in
progress. We will begin with Senator Nunn at 1:30 this afternoon.

Mr. Van Cleve.
Mr. VAN Czvic. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Castillo, in May of 1986 you have testified that you had a

meeting that was attended by [C/LA] and three Chiefs of Station
other than yourself, and at that meeting, you testified that he said,
"ICastillo's] got a problem, and we need to fix it." Is that correct?

Mr. CA&rxLo. Yes, sir.
Mr. VAN Cizvs. What kind of problem did you have?
Mr. CASrLUO. The problem of my-of taking the time, being di-

rectly involved in the transmission of this information from -the
commanders to the private benefactors.

Mr. VAN CLzE. Was it ever suggested to you that that activity
was illegal?
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Mr. CASLw. No, sir.
Mr. VAN Cm. Thank you.
I would like to turn your attention to the cable that you received

dated July 12th that Mr. Eggleston has just been questioning you
about. I am going to refer to a document that is in the books of all
the members of the committee. I don't believe that you probably
have a copy of it, so I am going to read you the entire excerpt from
the document.

For the convenience of the members, I will be referring to the
chronology that was supplied to the committee by the Central In-
telligenc Afency. It is in the books with a label that says "CIA
Chronology.

I am going to read you the entry in that chronology appearing on
page 8 referring to the date July 12, 1986, and ask you a question
about it.

"12 July 1986, [Castillo] is notified that a review of agency policy
does not permit him to continue his efforts to place a UNO south
communicator at [deleted]."

There follows after that a bracket and this statement in the
bracket: "Some have interpreted this cable as directing the COS
[deleted] to terminate his contacts with the PBs," end of bracket.

[C/LA] questions the cable after it has been transmitted and is
told that NO south has solved the problem itself.

Doesn't the bracketed statement-"Some have interpreted this
cable as directing the COS [deleted] to terminate his contacts with
the PBs"-doesn't that confirm your view that you were not given
instructions to cut off those contacts?

Mr. CAzLruw. I can only speak for myself. That was the interpre-
tation. My answer was the interpretation I gave it. I am glad
others agree with me.

I have not seen that chronology. I think I saw that chronology
K esterday for the first time, andwe scanned it and then it was

anded back to Mr. Barbadoro.
Mr. VAN CXVz. I represent that I have read you the entire entry

for 12 July 1986. 1 guess I have two additional questions, Mr. Castillo.
Turning now to your participation in the resupply operation in

September 1986, I believe you testified that in September you did
not request flight vector information; is that correct?

Mr. CASTiLO. Correct, sir. -
Mr. VAN CgvE:. What is the purpose of flight vector informa-

tion?
Mr. CASLrw. The purpose is that, based on the best intelligence

available to CIA from all of its collection capabilities, it would be
determined what would be the best route, altitude, speed that an
aircraft could use while flying over hostile territory to avoid detec-
tion by radar, surface-to-air missiles, ground fire, and to accomplish
the safe delivery of the equipment aboard that aircraft to its in-
tended recipients.

Mr. VAN CLEV. Your testimony was that only L-100s had the
necessary range to follow the CIA flight vector route; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. CAmSTLLO. That is correct, sir.
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Mr. VAN Cumv. Couldn't flight vectors have been developed for
the C-128 route that you have described to us?

Mr. CA rLw. No, sir.
Mr. VAN CLZvW. And why is that?
Mr. CAsLw. It is my understanding-and I am not an expert in

this field-that the C-123 simply doesn't have the fuel capacity to
make a trip of that distance.

Mr. VAN Cuzvz. Your testimony was that it could not have made
the same flight as the L-100, and I am sure that is correct, but the
question was given that you knew the intended route by which the

-123s would enter Nicaragua; could flight vectors not have been
developed for that route?

Mr. CASILLO. I don't think so.
Mr. VAN CizvW. And why is that?
Mr. CAmLw. Because the C-123s were flying right into the teeth

of Sandinista radar and surface-to-air missile capabilities.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. But I believe you previously have told us that

you have intelligence information that describes those Sandinista
capabilities; is that correct?

Mr. CAsTILLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. VAN CLzvs. And why would flight vectors not have been

good for the C-123s using the southern route?
Mr. CAsTILLO. Let me go back to the L-100.
The L- 100's approach and departure from the drop zone inside

Nicaragua avoided the Sandinista radar capability. In other words,
it came in; using the earth's curvature, it slipped in under radarcoverage.

[ Deleted].
Mr. VAN CLEV. I believe I understand your testimony.
Let me just ask one final line of questions.
You testified earlier that Eden Pastora was a charismatic figure

and, obviously, the one Resistance figure capable of mustering pop-
ular support inside Nicaragua necessary for political success.

However, you said he had negative characteristics that out-
weighed his obvious strong points. Specifically what were those
negative characteristics? You gave an example about his erratic be-
havior, but could you give more examples about the problems he
had?

Mr. CASrLuO. Eden Pastora never had a clearly defined political
philosophy. He would pander to whatever happened to be-or
rather what he thought was where he could obtain support.

If it was from the Social Democrats, from the Social Democrats.
If it was from American conservatives, it was from American con-
servatives and he would give to each of them whatever line. That
kind of inconsistency, as well as an exaggerated egocentric attitude
made it very difficult for the other traditional Christian Demo-
crats, Social Democrats of the Nicaraguan political spectrum to
work with and to--

Mr. VAN Cizvi. If you wouldn't mind, Mr. Castillo, in order to
save the time of the committee, is there a specific action or actions
that you would want to use as examples of these problems as op-
posed to his personality in general terms?

Mr. CASrLLO. There are many and it is perhaps the accumula-
tion of all of these actions that in the political area, that form that
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opinion. Would you like to know about one specific one or do you
have one in mind?

Mr. VAN CLzvz. No, I personally don't and I think perhaps, Mr.
Chairman, I will leave-

Mr. CAStw. Let me give you one, and that is the kidnapping of
the Witness for Peace. An organization consisting of American
pacifists came together in San Carlos which is on Lake Nicaragua
and the terminal end at Lake Nicaragua, the San Juan River, and
they wished to, by sailing down the San Juan River through this
combat zone, express their legitimate concerns about the conflict in
Nicaragua and Central America.

They *ere accompanied by a rather large number of American
and foreign journalists. It was obviously intended to seek publicity
as well as to make their feelings and their views known.

When they reached the part of the San Juan River where it then
becomes the border with Costa Rica, they were intercepted by Pas-
tora's troops and taken into the jungle about 3 or 4 hours walking
distance from the river. The embassy was reporting on-reported
on this situation as-in a complementary fashion to the way the'
press was handling it. The station had no involvement in trying to
get information because all of the-information then available was
being amply reported.

I received a telephone call from Colonel North and he said can
you give me some updated information on the situation. We have
just convened the group that deals with terrorists and hostage situ-
ations. And I said that is rather extreme, isn't it, given the circum-
stances of this situation?

He said, it is not, we are extremely concerned about the safety of
American citL ens and so forth. I said, well, let me get back to you.
I picked up the telephone and made a telephone call and got a mes-
sage to Pastora to call me back, and he did so.

I said, are you out of your mind, do you realize that you are
going to be labeled an international terrorist bandit?

He said, I am sorry, my commander took action without my
knowing that he did. I said get on your radio and immediately
communicate to him to release those people immediately and there
better not be a hair out of place.

And he said, yes, I will, thank you very much for telling , Ae

about this, I am very sorry I did it. And within 6 or 8 hours t,ey
were released.

This is the kind of unthinking, as Ambassador Tambs would say,
unseemly behavior that made it impossible for us to deal in a polit-
ical sense with Eden Pastora.

Long story, but that is an example of how this man would take
advantage of what was a perfectly legitimate situation and turn it
into what could conceivably have been a terrible, devastating event
for the Nicaraguan Resistance.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. I would advise Members they may leave

materials at their desks. There will be security people here
throughout the lunch hour.

We will reconvene at 1:30 with the principal questioners begin-
ning.
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Thank you very much, (Mr. Cstillo]. We will reassemble at 1:30.
We stand in recess until then.

(Whereupon, at 12 o'clock noon, the Select Committees recessed,
to reconvene at 1:30 p.m., the same day.]

AFTERNOON BUION

Chairman HAmLTON. The joint hearings of the two Select Com-
mittees will begin.

We turn now to the principal questioners, and the first question-
er is Senator Nunn.

Senator Nunn, you may proceed.
Mr. NUNN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to go back to an area that has been gone into al-

ready. I would liketo just clarify, from my own point of view, this
cable that you received, dated July 12, 1986. Who was the preparer
of this cable, as far as you knew? Who did you think you received
it from?

Mr. CAsrnuwo. From the Central American Task Force.
Mr. NuNN. From?
Mr. CAsrLo. The Central American Task Force.
Mr. NUNN. Out of Washington?
Mr. CAmLw. Yes.
Mr. NuNN. And who was head of that task force?
Mr. CAnLw. .[C/CA TF.]
Mr. NUNN. Did you believe this was coming directly from him?
Mr. CAriLzw. Well, in the field we don't know who signs a cable.

We assume that it is he or his designee.
Mr. NUNN. No doubt it was coming from CIA lawyers?
Mr. CASmw. No doubt.
Mr. NUNN. These sentences here, it seems to me, you have de-

seribed "th-i sn oft instruc-tion-s. You describe it In youir own words
as nothing wrong with what you are doing. You also said that you
did not take this as a cease and desist order. The words right here
at the top; is that correct? Am I categorizing your statements cor-
rectly?

Mr. CAs'Lru. Yes.
Mr. NuNN. It states, the cable states here we have taken a

second look at the COMMO LINK. To date we have maintained our
distance from the private benefactors (PB), who are providing as-
sistance to the Resistance and have repeatedly briefed Congress
that we do not have any relationship with the Pis.

Now it seems to me that the way I would read that, if I were
you-perhaps you did, I think that is what you are saying-is that
what you are doing so far is perfectly all right?

Mr. CASmLrw. Yes, sir.
Mr. NUNN. Isn't that what it is, "To date we have maintained

our distance from the PBs, and have repeatedly briefed Congress
that we do not have any relationship -with the PBs."

It seems to me. they are saying, Mr. Castillo, in your capacity you
can keep doing what you are doing. Am I overreading that?

Mr. CA rui. Perhaps I am not understanding. What you are
saying is what you thought I thought; is that correct?
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Mr. Numr. I am saying what I would have thought had I been
you and it seems to me that is what you thought when you said

is a soft instruction.
Mr. CA4s1riu". Yes, sir.
Mr. NUNN. And you said in your own words, nothing wrong with

what you are doing. And it seems to me those words justify precise-
ly your interpretation that the lawyers are saying to you, nothing
wrong with what you are doing?

Mr. CANU. Yes, sir.
Mr. Num. Is that fair?
Mr. CAsmLuO. Yes, that is fair.
Mr. NUNN. Then they go on to say, hold off on implementing a

new communication link which you proposed in your meeting [de-
leted]; isn't that what they are saying?

Mr. CAsmLuw. Well, the proposal that we had come to an agree-
ment on?

Mr. NUNN. Yes. That you had come to a tentative agreement on.
Th say, hold u on that; right?

7r. CAm o. Yes, sir.
Mr. NUNN. So as I read this cable then what we have here is you

go to [deleted] to a meeting, you lay out your concerns about
whether what you are doing goes too far under the law, and so
forth?

Mr. CAmwro. [Deleted]-excuse me, it wasn't (deleted], it was[deleted].Mr. NNtN. Excuse me, and you sit around and have a bull ses-

sion about how you provide an alternative link that would be even
more--

Mr. CAmwu . Distancing.
Mr. NUNN. -- distancing, and they come back with a cable and

they say, don't go with the more distancing type procedure, stay
whereou are?

Mr. IJARTia". Yes.
Mr. NUNN. So they are saying in effect that what you all have

sat around and decided was a more distancing type of procedure,
moving the CIA further from this kind of contact with the private
benefactors. Indeed, in their view, at this stage it was taking you
ftirther rather than moving you more distance, taking the CIA fur-
ther into the contact with the private benefactors? It seems to me
that is the logic of this. Is that the way you received it?

Mr. CAsnuo. Yes.
Mr. NUNN. Isn't that strange? Didn't you find this cable to be a

strange cable?
Mr. CAmsuto. Yes.
Mr. NUNN. Didn't you also have second thoughts when they used

the words "to date we have maintained our distance from the pri-
vate benefactors?" Wasn't that exactly what you were concerned
-about when you went to that meeting in [deleted], whether you
were indeed maintaining your distance far enough?

M r. Crio. yes
Mr. NUNN. Now, they are coming back and stating as a matter of

fact, that your concerns in (deleted], have no basis?
Mr. CAmLO. Yes-well, no, it was-I thought it was a reflec-

tion, a repetition of the same problem that I had brought to their
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attention a good 2 months before in that I felt that my position in
that transmission of information was unorthodox and there must
have been-there must have been a better way to do it.

Mr. NUNN. To provide more distance?
Mr. CASmLw. Well, to at least take me out of it-I am thinking

in very personal terms-take me out of that unorthodox position I
found myself in.

Mr. NUNN. And take CIA out of that?
Mr. CAsLrw. Well, by extension, of course.
Mr. NUNN. Right.
Mr. CASmLw. So they are being a bit redundant when they came

back to tell me that, about the second look. The second look is the
same as the first look. I mean, the only problem was that they
were standing down on what was clear to me to be--

Mr. NUNN. A better alternative?
Mr. CASLLO. A better alternative.
Mr. NUNN. They were saying keep your closer relationship with

the private benefactors and don't take that step of removing your-
self further from them?

Mr. CAmSrLw. Well, I didn't say it that way.
Mr. NUNN. Well,-
Mr. CAmsTLw. They were not telling me to maintain the status -

quo.
Mr. NUNN. They were saying to you the status quo was all right.

They were saying we are maintaining our distance from the PBs?
Mr. CAS LLO. But by the same token they were turning down

what I thought was a perfectly acceptable alternate solution.
Mr. NuNN. So it is a crazy telegram, isn't it?
Mr. CAmSrLwO. Yes, sir.
Mr. NUNN. It is not only strange it is almost crazy?
Mr. CAsrLLO. Well, [C/LA], the following month when I went up

to see him, also heard my views concerning this because I was obvi-
Only ltfll irked that the roblem had not been solved-

Mr. NUNN. Well, -I aee with you. I am -agreeing with you. I am
agreeing with your interpretation of it.

The second point that strikes me is we have repeatedly briefed
Congress that we do not have any relationship with the PBs. They
are telling you they have been briefing Congress that there was no
relationship right after you had had a meeting with them discuss-
ing in [deleted] that the relationship was unorthodox and in your
view, too close?

Mr. CASTrLuO. Yes, sir.
Mr. NUNN. They are basically telling you here that what you are

doing is not what they are telling Congress, isn't that right?
Mr. CAnSTLLO. Well, it is for them to answer first of all, what

they were thinking when they sent this cable. My reading from my
personal standpoint was I wasn't going to get subjective about the
degree of what they had told or what the relationship was, all I
know is I had that problem. I wanted the problem resolved. This
cable said--

Mr. NUNN. Said you didn'thave--
Mr. CASrILLO. We are nowhere.
Mr. NUNN. It also said to you that they are basically misleading

Congress, it seems to me.
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Mr. CAmqUJ. Well, I wouldn't have taken it that way because
the relationship was not improper. The relationship was proper.

It was passing of information during the time that the Boland
Amendment permitted it.

Mr. NUNN. But it was something that you felt was unorthodox,
and you wanted to be moved out, you wanted the CIA to get out ofit by extension, so there was something in your mind causing you
concern or you wouldn't have raised these points. Something was
causing you serious concern, and you shared that with your superi-
ore, as you should have, and they basically came back with zero.

Mr. CASULO. Yes, sir.
Mr. NUNN. Let me move on to one other point. Let's just summa-

rize this. You have been in the business a long time. Isn't this cable
in effect a CYA cable?

Mr. CAsLwto. Yes, sir.
Mr. NUNN. They were covering their rear end back in Washing-

ton, weren't they?
Mr. CA wUo. Yes, sir.
Mr. NUNN. And they were putting it all on your head?
Mr. CAs"uo. Well, they just weren't resolving my problem.
Mr. NuN:-. Leaving it all on your head?
Mr. CAzrLw. They were satisfying their situation, but not mine.
Mr. NUNN. They were leaving you hanging out there wherever

you were before you raised the problem, you were still hanging out
tere by yourself, weren't you?

Mr. CASLruw. Well, that is perhaps one way of looking at it.
Mr. NUNN. Did this make you feel uncomfortable that sort of the

folks back in Washington are covering their rear ends but my rear
end is still exposed?

Mr. COHEN. Would you clarify that, Senator?
Mr. CASTULO. Well, Senator, there are times in this business

when we realize that perhaps that is the way things work.
-M-rNuNNtLtmesK yowoneoher-ine of-questioning and

then I will turn it over to others.
I won't go over all this that you have been over, but essentially

in terms of the resuply fights you were providing-would you just
enumerate briefly the kind of information you were providing for
the resupply flights, the role you were playing there, without going
into detail. You were providing flight vectors, weather information,
et cetera.

Mr. CA. sLrO. The flight vector information wds transmitted-
was received and transmitted to the private benefactors for the
first flight; I think one subsequent flight. After that, the only infor-
mation we provided were the coordinates of the drop zone, how
long the Resistance forces would maintain security of that particu-
lar drop zone, and in return from the private benefactors I trans-
mitted the information of what time, or the window of a half hour
to 45 minutes that flight would be expected, the date, the number
of bundles, but never what the bundles contained, because I

--thought that it would be one form of confirmation from the- com-
manders inside that they had, in fact, received the items that the
private benefactors said they sent to have the commanders invento-
ry. the items, so I didn't tell the commanders what they were re-
ceiving.
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When the commanders reported back then, I would compare
with what the private benefactors said they sent and what the com-
manders said they received. Generally they coincided.

Mr. NUNN. How would you categorize what you did in the resup-
ply effort? Would you say you were assisting?

Mr. CAZ FIL.. No-well, assisting in the sense that, yes, I was
providing the information that the amendment allowed us to pro-
vide.

Mr. NUNN. You were contributing some value to the resupply
effort, you were giving them assistance, you were facilitating their

CAmsLw. In this sense, since we didn't have the communica-
tor in position, it was the only way they could ever receive that in-
formation.

Mr. NUNN. I am trying to get the right word for it, basically you
were facilitating, were you not, the resupply effort?

Mr. CASmLwO. By providing the information to both ends of the
system, yes, sir.

Mr. NUNN. Would you agree with this statement or disagree with
it made October 14, 1986, and I quote, and I will read it carefully,
"The CIA is not involved directly or indirectly in arranging, direct-
ing, or facilitating resupply missions conducted by private individ-
uals in support of the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance."

Mr. CAmSTLrO. I would have to disagree with that. My participa-
tion did facilitate because it provided the information. I couldn't in-
terpret that to mean otherwise.

Mr. NUNN. This was a statement made on October 14, 1986, to
the Intelligence Committee of the House of Representatives by the
DOD, Mr. Clair George. I think I would read it the same way you
read it.

Mr. Castillo, I have a whole lot more questions, but my col-
leagues do, also. I also just want to say that I have a certain degree
of sympathy with those out in the field who are given vague con-
flicting instructions by people back in headquarters who are basi-
cally covering their own rear end and leaving those in the field to
make their own judgments at their own risk. So I have some appre-
ciation for the position you are in.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you, and I hope I did not exceed my time.
Chairman HAMILTO. Mr. McCollum.
Mr. McCOLLUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Cas-

tillo, I have a few brief questions I would like to get through as
everybody else does here. One of them I would like to clarify, I
think I know the answers, but I haven't heard you say today-let's
lay a predicate.

You were pretty chummy with Colonel North. You got to be
pretty friendly with him over the course of all this; is that correct?

Mr. CAmsL'w. Yes.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. At any time did Colonel North ever tell you that

he had said anything at any time whatsoever to the President of
the United States about the Contra resupply operation?

Mr. CASTLLO. Not that I recall.
Mr. McCoLLUM. At any time whatsoever did Colonel North tell

you that he had ever discussed with the President of the United
States anything about the Iranian arms, or the hostage operation?
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Mr. CASTUJL. No, sir.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. With regard to this KL-43 device I am very con-

cerned about the device in terms of what happened to it. You told
us earlier today that at some point you sent it back. What hap-
pened? Would you repeat what happened to that?

Mr. CASTLL. After the last flight in late September, I don't
recall using the device again and after-since the Hasenfus flight,
of course the entire resupply operation came to a standstill. Ten
came the dismissal of Colonel North from the National Security
Council, and I frankly didn't know what to do with if. device, so
on a trip I made to Miami in December, I brought it !Pack to the
States, and I left it at [deleted] home [deleted] wrapped, packed in a
box.

Mr. McCOLLUM. Is that where it is today?
Mr. CAzrLLw. I arranged for it to be turned over to the agency in

January of this year.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. At any time in the fall or at any time last year,

maybe I should say at any time at all, ever, did [C/CATF], Chief of
the Central American Task Force, ever notice that KL-43 device in
your office [deleted] when he was present there and asked what it
was for and tell you to get rid of it or anything like that?

Mr. CAsTLLO. No, sir.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. You described in some detail the meeting you

had with [C/LA] in August regarding the message that has been
discussed so much from July about what your participation should
be, the various resupply connections and so on.

In the sequence of events, notations that the CIA gave to us in
part of our briefing book, I think you said you saw these briefly, I
don't know if you have seen these. But in any event, they are in
our briefing books today what the CIA has as their briefing se-
quence of events for us.

There is a discussion of a lot of what you said today and that is
in outline form. There is a notation of the Hasenfus flight in Octo-
ber.

Then there are a couple of notations that really puzzle me in
light of what you said. It says mid-October, [C/CA TFI during a trip
[deleted] learns that a U.S. reporter has information about tele-
phone calls between [Castillo] and the PBs, [Castillo] describes
these contacts with the PBs, upon his return [C/CATFJ reports the
matter to [C/LA] who asks [Castillo) to return to headquarters.

Now, are you familiar with that sequence of events that oc-
curred?

I guess there was a safe house there were telephone calls or
something that [C/CA TFJ was involved with or learning about here
for the first time. Are you familiar with that?

Mr. CA ~wn'. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCOL UM. Did he make that trip down there then?
Mr. CmLwO. Yes, sir. I accompanied Assistant Secretary

Abrams and General Galvin for a meeting with [deleted] and
... - during the course- of- the- evening I had a few moments with [C/

CA T29 and I described an article which had appeared in the [delet-
ed] press which recounted a story about telephone numbers being
found at the private benefactor's safe house [deleted] as a result of
the Hasenfus airplane crash.
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Mr. McCoLLuM. During this trip down there in October, you did
not bring up nor did [C/CATF] or did anyone else on that trip the
KL-43 device, an discussion of it at all?

Mr. CASLO. Don't recall. I don't think so.
Mr. McCoLLUM. The next notation in this sequence of events we

are given sa 24-28 October 1986, when [C/LA] learns the details
about the K-43 during your visit to headquarters?

He directs you to return the communications device to North.
How do you explain that in light of what you just told us about

what happened to this device?
Mr. CAS'rLnw. I don't recall-or I have a vague recollection that

he said, "Get it back to North, get the KL-43 back to North." But
before I could-before that could happen, because of course North
was in Washington, and I and the KL-43 are [deleted] and I
couldn't just mail it back to him. I had to-I thought on some
future trip to the States that I would bring it up.

Of course, what intervened is his dismissal from the NSC.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. (C/LA] knew about the KL-43 long before that?
Mr. CASTmrL. Since April.
Mr. McCOLLUM. And you had quite a discussion with him in

August about this whole problem.
Mr. CASTjLzO. They all knew I was communicating with the pri-

vate benefactors. They knew it in the meeting in May-the whole
purpose for the communicator was to get me out of the loop.

Mr. McCoLLUM. And they knew what you were doing way back
then, [C/LA] and [C/CAT

Mr. CASTrLwO. They knew that this information was being provid-
ed to the private benefactors.

Mr. McCoLLUM. If they were meeting with anybody during this
time and told them they didn't know about it, they weren't on the
up and up?

Mr. CASrLLw. You will have to ask them.
r- Mc. -vt-. have-a-questionbout-exhibit8-intthe bookt

is a document, a memorandum. It should be 13 there, dated March
2, 1987, to the CIA general counsel from associate counsel setting
forth a legal opinion on the parameters and tremendous restric-
tions of the Boland Amendment regarding CIA activities in support
of the Contras? Have you seen this before?

Mr. CAsLw. I have not.
Mr. McCoLLuM. On the first page, paragraph 23 a summary, and

at the conclusion of that paragraph, the associate counsel providing
this opinion says on the second page,

In my opinion the law provided authority for CIA to provide information involv-
ing safe delivery sites, weather conditions, hostile risk assessments and the like to
assist the Nicaraguan Resistance in their resupply activities where CIA's role did
not amount to participating in the actual delivery of material or in planning, direct-
ing or otherwise coordinating deliveries during the course of or in the context of
specific military engagement.

At the end of this exhibit, the end of the memorandum, the last
2 pages, 7 and 8, there is a conclusion, paragraph 9. In that conclu-
sion there is quite a discussion of various things. The second sen-
tence says,

CIA also could provide on such matters such as the effective delivery and distribu-
tion of military equipment so long as this did not amount to participation in paia-
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military operations in Nicaragua either in their planning or execution or in logistics
activities integral to such operation, advice could rise to the level of participation if
CIA took an active part in planning or coordinating resupply missions for specific
paramilitary operator as.

However, merely passing intelligence on Sandinista gun or radar placements,
weather conditions, flight vectors or other information to assist in the delivery of
supplies for general maintenance of the forces in the field would not seem to be pro-
hibited both because this would not constitute participation and because this would
not be integral to paramilitary operations as contemplated by Congress.

He talks about Mr. Hamilton's interpretation, and then says,
Accordingly, the same kind of information sharing with the public benefactors for

general resupply of logistics activities not integral to specific military or paramili-
tary operations as that term was contemplated by the statute also would not be pre-
cluded by law.

That is an interpretation obviously issued fairly recently with
regard to the operations that you may or may not have been in-
volved with. Having read that, Mr. Castillo, at any time did you do
anything to assist the resupply operation beyond the kind of things
that this memo says were legal?

Mr. CAsrIuo. I did not, and I certainly would have liked to have
had this. It would have made me feel more comfortable had I had
this kind of legal opinion then. But I can't, and I fortunately stayed
within what that opinion says.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Thank you.
From listening to your testimony, one might conclude, Mr. Cas-

tillo, that you spent a great deal of your time providing informa-
tion to the resupply operation and otherwise doing things that you
described to facilitate it.

Could you estimate for us what percentage of your time was ac-
tually spent providing any kind of information or assistance to the
resupply operation in the context of all of your duties?

Mr. CyILwO. It was very, very mimimal because of course we
are only talking about 9 flights and other aborted flights over a

p~~~rk&a Af 1"1 m~ttIw Uld-aone tenth-of 1F peMn ofm ime%
Mr. MCCOLLUM. That is u pretty fair statement. Do you know

from your experience-
Mr. CASTILLO. Sir, I would-I have been reminded by counsel of

my previous testimony in deposition. There was one incident which
did not have anything to do with resupply which could conceivably
be interpreted as having been outside of the stipulation of this
opinion.

Mr. McCOLLUM. Was that the airstrip-
Mr. CAmTIw). That was extricating an American private benefac-

tor who had been sent dovn by the private benefactors to conduct
a training activity in Nicaragua of the Nicaraguan Resistance, and
who in making the arrangements that they made placed himself or
was placed in a situation that I felt was very dangerous to him and
I got him out of that situation, which could have resulted in either
his incarceration or very serious problems for himself.

Mr. McCOLLUM. What did you do to get him out?
Mr. CArLwo. Well, it really wasn't whatI did to get him out. He

had received-to conduct this training that had been arranged by
the private benefactors for the Resista, ce-they had provided him,
and I don't know how or what it came from, or who delivered it,
some explosive materials, and they delivered it to his hotel room.
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And when he notified me that he was about to leave his hotel room
to go off to perform this training activity, somehow or other it
came up and he told me that he had these materials with him.

When he told me this, it surprised me and I realized that he
could be in very serious trouble since he didn't even know who had
delivered these materials to him and it could have been anyone. So
I went over to his hotel. and took the materials, [deleted], took the
materials myself, put them in my car, put him in my car, and got
him out of there, and eventually just turned him and his materials
over to the Nicaraguan Resistance, and I never saw him again.

He completed the training and returned to the United States.
Mr. McCOLLUM. That was an activity that you perceive as a little

beyond providing information--
Mr. CAsriLLO. I justified that here was an American citizen who

perhaps, through no fault of his own, had placed himself in what I
considered possible jeopardy and I felt that that was my first obli-
gation.

Mr. McCOLLUM. One last question. I want to ask about something
that because of your answer I didn't get earlier.

Whose idea was the airstrip anyway? I asked that question yes-
terday of Ambassador Tambs, and you have beat around the bush
with it today; [deleted], whose idea was it?

Mr. CASTILLO. In consideration of the needs of the Southern
Front Resistance, under an ideal situation, in other words, full
funding by the Congress, an airstrip would be an essential or inte-
gral part of any supply effort.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. I understand that, but who came up with the
idea? Do you know? Was it you, Ambassador Tambs, [deleted]? I,
you know, I would like to know. Maybe you don't know.

Mr. CAmSruLo. I think I was probably the first to express it.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. OK.
And I know my time has expired, but I have a followup thing.
In your experience in Central America and your work there in-

volved in this whole Contra-Sandinista issue, do you know, or could
you give us an estimate, if you do know, how many KGB agents or
Cuban intelligence agents are assisting the Sandinistas or have
been in the last year?

Mr. CASrLwO. In Costa Rica?
Mr. McCOLLUM. I was thinking about inside Nicaragua, too. But

do you know how many in Costa Rica?
Mr. CAsrLO. [Deleted] we found that the network of Cuban-sup-

ported Sandinistas operated network ran back to the midseventies,
when, in fact, the present commandantes, who wete in exile then
in Costa Rica had set these things up and these networks were for
the most part still functioning, still active, still effective in Costa
Rica.

[Deleted].
Mr. MCoLLUM. How many?
Mr. CASmLuO. Nicaragua as well?
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Can you estimate at the present time or the last

time-
Mr. CASTILw. In the hundreds.
Mr. McCoLLuM. In Nicaragua or in Costa Rica, or both?
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Mr. CAsrzo. In Costa Rica. I assume by now it must be [delet-
ed[r. McCoLLuM. These are KGB, or Cuban, or just trained?

Mr. CA~nww. Trained and supported.[Dleted].
MCcOLLUM. What about in Nicaragua?

Mr. CA&TLL. In Nicaragua, the Nicaraguan State Security is the
most pervasive organization, and in terms of members of their
staff, I would assume they are in the thousands. They were, of
course-

Mr. McCoLLUM. They have given enormous assistance over a
period of time to the Sandinistas, even prior to the Sandinista over-
throw.

Mr. CA STLO. Since the day they took power.
Chairman HMLTOw. Senator Cohen?
Mr. COHEN. Mr. Castillo, Senator Nunn suggested, as a result of

that cable of July 12, 1986, that you were left by the CIA out to
dry, that your posterior was hanging there exposed. Why were you
exposed if in fact everything you did was consistent with the law as
we understand it, about providing communications and that is all
you did. Then what did you do wrong?

Mr. CASTLLO. I didn t do anything wrong and I would assume
that Senator Nunn was referring to the possible consequence as it
has come to pass.

Mr. CommN. Isn't it a fact that if you violated anything in your
judgment, it was the CIA's stated policy of no contact with the pri-
vate benefactors, is that what the concern about violation is all
about? From the cable that we referred to you didn't violate any
law because you were allowed under the Boland Amendment to
provide communication?

Mr. CAmmLwO. That is correct.
Mr. COHEN. And you did that?
Mr. C srLLw. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. You also maintained contact with the private bene-

factors, which, according to the cable, was inconsistent with what
the CIA represented to Congress?

Mr. CASmLwO. That is correct.
Mr. COHEN. In your opening statement you indicated that one of

the reaso-,i you were claiming the fifth amendment was because of
inaccurate press accounts?

Mr. CASTLuw. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. If the press accounts had been accurate you would

not be claiming the fifth amendment?
Mr. CAsTrLLO. Yes, sir. I would not be claiming the fifth amend-

ment.
Mr. COHEN. An item appeared in the Los Angeles Times on May

17, 1987, that said, "Faced with dismissal, a very bitter Castillo told
investigators early this year that several superiors knew of and at
least tacitly approved his work for North." Is that correct or incor-
rect?

Mr. CsLrO. That is incorrect.
Mr. COHEN. Several superiors did not know about your activities?
Mr. CASrILwO. No, I was referring to the bitter.
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Mr. COHEN. So you were just upset about the bitterness? As far
as the statement about the superiors knowing, they knew?

Mr. CAS rLo. I have testified as to what they knew.
Mr. COHEN. Those he named reportedly include the head of the

agency's Latin American Division, true or false?
Mr. CASTLLw. True.
Mr. COHEN. The head of the Central American Task Force?
Mr. CAsTILLo. True.
Mr. COHEN. Duane Dewey Clarridge?
Mr. CASTILLO. Mr. Clarridge already left the division. He had no

knowledge about what I was doing.
Mr. COHEN. Claire George?
Mr. CASTILw. No, sir, not that I know of.
Mr. COHEN. So those were the only officials that you agree

with-the Latin American Division andCentral Task Force-they
knew?

Mr. CAsTULO. Yes, sir.
Mr. COHEN. So the statement is correct to that extent?
Mr. CASTILLO. To that extent.
Mr. COHEN. When you were told you were going to be disciplined

or at least recommendation of discipline was going to be made
against you pursuant to the Inspector General I guess--

Mr. CASmmLw. I have not been told that. I have not been told any-thing.
Mr. COHEN. Why were you placed on administrative leave?
Mr. CASTILLO. Because of an article which appeared in the New

York Times which alleged that I had committed improprieties or
illealities. I don't remember now what it referred to.

Mr. COHEN. Have you had any conversations--
Mr. CASTILLO. Let me correct that. One moment.
[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. CASTiLw. Let me correct that, sir. I was wrong. It wasn't be-

cause of this. This had to do with another matter. I was asked to
appear before the-an FBI agent on the staff of the independent
counsel, and I decided to seek guidance, legal guidance, before ap-
pearing at that meeting. And when I sought counsel, I was advised
that I should not appear before that staff-with that FBI agent.

The reason that I had decided to seek counsel was because the
staff officer of the inspector general's office told me that the idea
was being bandied around in the inspector general's staff that I
might be charged with violation of the Boland Amendment.

Well, this came just before I was supposed to go see this FBI
agent downtown and I thought that that was-that I might not
have full recourse, so I then sought counsel and that is the reason.
Not because of the article.

Mr. COHEN. Has anyone in the agency ever represented to you
that if you did not implicate them in any way in terms of your
communications with the PBs, the private benefactors, and that
you communicated that up the line, that your job would be saved?

Mr. CAsTLO. Absolutely not. I haven't seen that article, but I
understand that it said something about trading testimony for fa-
vorable treatment. I would like to make a comment about that. I
haven't-my relationship--

Mr. COHEN. Yes, or no.
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Mr. CASrLLO. No, sir, it never happened.
Mr. COHEN. You also said in your statement that the rejection of

activities that were permissible by Boland because of the political
fallout, that certain activities that were permissible by Boland
were rejected because of political fallout. Is that the statement con-
cerning getting you out of the loop that you referred to?

Mr. CASRLLO. That was one of the cases.
Mr. COHEN. Are there other cases?
Mr. CASLw. Disapproved, I said.
Mr. COHEN. What are other examples?
Mr. CASLrLw. At one point, we had a bad problem with a disease

called mountain leprosy in the Southern Front. This is a terribly
debilitating disease, and I had asked our Office of Medical Services
for assistance in locating a serum. It is only fabricated in France
and Brazil, and it couldn t be found, so I called Colonel North and I
asked him if through his contacts he might not be able to get some
of this serum. It is very expensive, and it is only manufactured in
limited quantities.

In any case, he was able to get and somehow transport to (delet-
ed], I think it was, 1,500 ampules or doses. The Agency disapproved
the transport of this serum from [deleted] to [deleted] to [deleted] to
be delivered to the PBs who would have included it in one of the
drops, because they thought that it would have or, as I understood
it, that it had political ramifications.

Mr. COHEN. You indicated that you had at least one meeting
with Rob Owen, perhaps several?

Mr. CASLLO. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. And you regarded him as Oliver North's man?
Mr. CAST'LOw. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. Did you have discussions with him concerning an in-

vestigation conducted by a U.S. attorney in southern Florida?
Mr. CAsrLLw. No, sir.
Mr. COHEN. Have you had contact with a Kevin Currier, a

George Kzynski?
Mr. CASLLLw. I don't know those names.
Mr. COHEN. You are not aware of any investigation being con-

ducted by the attorney for southern Florida?
Mr. CASTLLO. I am.
Mr. COHEN. You never had a conversation with Mr. Owen as a

result in connection with this investigation?
Mr. CArLnw. I have no recollection of talking to him about it.
Mr. COHEN. Did you make a statement that Mr. Feldman, who is

the U.S. attorney, looks like he is trying to build a career based on
this case?

Mr. CAmSrLuO. I have no recollection of saying that.
Mr. COHEN. That he, Mr. Feldman, showed you and the Ambassa-

dor a diagram with your name at the top, with Owen's underneath,
with John, I assume, Hull's name under Owen and a line connect-
ing the various Resistance groups?

Mr. CAmsrLw. With my name, no, sir.
Mr. COHEN. A diagram with Oliver North's name on the top;

Owen underneath; and John Hull under that?
Mr. CASTILLO. I have heard this in the testimony that has been

given you about a diagram. I met Mr. Feldman in the office, in the
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Ambassador's office with the Ambassador present, two FBI agents,
the FBI agent from Panama, the Embassy political section officer,
and he went into his subsequent investigation. He may have,
during that brief meeting, shown us a diagram. I don't remember
it.

Mr. COHEN. Did Feldman state to you that they were looking at
the big picture and not only looking at a possible violation of the
Neutrality Act, but the possible unauthorized use of Government
funds?

Mr. CAS ro. If he said it, I surely don't recall-I recall when he
asked me specifically about individuals, such as John Hull, and I
gave him answers that I could give under the circumstances of who
John Hull is or was.

Mr. COHEN. What did he tell you about the nature of his investi-
gation?

Mr. CASriuO. That there were some Cubans in Miami that had
been suspected of gun smuggling to John Hull's property in north-
ern Costa Rica.

Mr. COHEN. You were familiar with Mr. Hull?
Mr. CASmLLw. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. In fact, hadn't Bill Casey inquired about his--
Mr. CAnsrmLO. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. Not only about his presence, but didn't he indicate

that President Reagan had some kind of support for what Hull was
doing?.

Mr. CASTLLO. Colonel North asked me that.
Mr. COHEN. But Director Casey was with you at the time, wasn't

he?
Mr. CASTi=O. No. It was during a Chief of Stations' meeting in

[deleted] and North asked me if John Hull was all right, indicating
that the President was interested, and on the next day, Director
Casey asked me what was the name of the farmer who lived up in
northern Costa Rica that was helping the Resistance.

There were two separate occasions but in the same timeframe.
Mr. COHEN. One day. after the other?
Mr. CAmSrLLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. COHEN. And after Ollie North told you the President was in-

terested and supportive of what John Hull was doing, and Casey
asked about him, you reaffirmed that Hull was all right?

Mr. CASTiLO. Yes, to the best of my knowledge.
Mr. COHEN. You talked to the U.S. attorney in the summer of

1986--
Mr. CsrmLw. This is 2-years later, sir.
Mr. COHEN. I understand. You have a U.S. attorney inquiring of

you about activities John Hull may have been involved with?
Mr. CAsTiLLO. That is correct.
Mr. COHEN. What did you do as a result of that contact after you

were brought into that meeting by a U.S. attorney indicating that
he was investigating the possibility of illegal conduct on the part of
John Hull, what did you do?

Mr. CASTILLO. I think I cabled headquarters and told them about
this investigation. I think I may have told Colonel North about it,
but it was not-this was not a major thing in terms of something of
great interest.
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He had his-the U.S. attorney had his investigation to carry out,
I helped him as much as I could. It was primarily connected with
Americans.

I could not be involved in dealing with these Americans. It was
an embassy problem primaril because these Americans that he
was investigating, a couple of them were in jail in Costa Rica.

It was not the [deleted] responsibility.
Mr. COHEN. But you nonetheless-Did you call Oliver North?
Mr. CzArui. At sometime I may have. I am covering myself be-

cause I don't remember if I did or didn't, but it would have been
something that I would have mentioned to him because of the con-
nection to John Hull.

Mr. COHEN. Would you have cabled the CIA?
Mr. CArLO. Oh, yes, because of Hull's-I think I sent a cable,

because of Hull's-the inquiry into Hull.
Mr. COHEN. But you wouldn't have talked to Rob Owen about

this?
Mr. CAsLw. I have no recollection of ever talking to Rob Owen

about this matter. He may have talked to another [deleted] officer
and confused that with me.

Mr. COHEN. Did you talk about opening up [deleted]?
Mr. CASTIL.W. Yes, sir.
Mr. COHEN. Did you ever indicate to Rob Owen that it was time

to send down Bill Kenny?
Mr. CArLuo. That name came up but not-I don't know who

Bill Kenny is. I have never met a Bill Kenny. I remember the
name in that either he or somebody else, Quintero or somebody,
raised the name with me, but it never came to anything because no
base was ever established or went beyond just a simple thinking
about it.

Mr. COHEN. When Singlaub approached you or you learned that
General Singlaub had struck a deal with Pastora, right?

Mr. CAmSLuO. After the fact.
Mr. COHEN. What did you do about it knowing what you knew

about the CIA's attitude toward Pastora?
Mr. CASLLO. I had originally when the Ambassador called me in

[deleted] I had no knowledge that General Singlaub was there and
he told me why General Singlaub was there, I tried to dissuade
General Singlaub from contacting Pastora, citing all the reasons I
have given you before.

I left the room convinced that he had been persuaded. I came
back later to find this cable outlining the text of the agreement
and I immediately went to the Ambassador and told him that the
use of the term "United States" as the entity or as the entity with
which-they were striking a deal with Pastora was simply uncon-
scionable, and that it was wrong.

And then the Ambassador and I sat down and tried to draft out a
cable that would respond to the reaction that he had received from
the State Department.

Mr. COHEN. Let me refer you quickly to the incident involving
the potential killing of two Senators. You mentioned that Pastora
was the one who orchestrated the attack upon the airport in Nica-
rW.CASmLw. Yes, sir.
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Mr. COHEN. Who approved that particular raid?
Mr. CAsLwLO. I don't think it was ever-Pastora didn't submit

hisplans for approval.
r. COHEN. Would it surprise you if I told you that [a CIA offi-

cial] informed both Senator Hart and myself that that had been ap-
proved?

Mr. CAsrLLO. It would be a surprise to me. Well, I wasn't in the
approval area, but it would have been my impression that he didn't
submit his plans for approval to CIA.

Mr. COHEN. One final point. You mentioned that Chamorro, who
apparently wanted to cross the border some 30 meters, came under,
quote heavy fire. Do you want to explain what that heavy fire con-
sisted of?

Mr. CASTILO. Mortar fire from the Sandinista Forces and coun-
terattack after he had attacked the border post at Estellie-excuse
me-not Estellie. I forget the name of the place.

Mr. COHEN. Final point. October 1985, Abrams asks you about
Point West and said tell me about it.

Mr. CAsTILrw. Yes, sir.
Mr. COHEN. You said you were surprised that he knew about it

or knew that you knew about it, right.
Mr. CASmLLO. I was surprised he knew about it.
Mr. COHEN. And you also said you were surprised that Abrams

knew that you knew about it.
Mr. CASTILw. Yes, OK, yes.
Mr. COHEN. And Abrams came back and said the Central Ameri-

can Task Force Chief also knew, right?
Mr. CsmLLO. In response to my question.
Mr. COHEN. Right. Now, he said tell me about it. What did you

tell him about it?
Mr. CAsTuLO. Where it was.
Mr. COHEN. What else?
Mr. CAsTILLO. As I said earlier, my recollection of that time, the

construction hadn't even started and [deleted] and that-that is
about it.

Mr. COHEN. Thank you very much.
Mr. CASILLO. I don't recall anymore.
Chairman HAMILTON. Before going to Chairman Rodino, may I

say that after reviewing the number of persons who want to ask
questions, Chairman Inouye and I have decided that we will start
with Assistant Secretary Abrams at 9:30 on Tuesday morning and
[Mr. Castillo] will be our last witness today.

We have one housekeeping matter to resolve and if Chairman
Rodino will excuse us for just a moment, we want to have a declas-
sified version of today's transcript released and to release an execu-
tive session transcript of the two committees requires adoption by
each house of a motion.

Accordingly, I will move that the House Select Committee re-
lease a declaftified version of today's transcript and I will ask for a
vote at this time.

All in favor say aye.
opposed, no.

ayes have it.
The motion is carried.
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Chairman Inouye.
Chairman INouy. I would entertain a motion.
Mr. RUDMAN. I so move on behalf of the Senate committee.
Chairman INoum. All in favor say aye.
Against, nay.
The ayes have it.
So ordered.
Chairman HAMILTON. That matter is resolved.
Without objection, exhibits TC-1 through TC-14 will be made

part of the record.
The chair recognizes Chairman Rodino.Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Castillo, you have been asked several questions by Senator

Cohen regarding the Hull episode. Were there any other occasions
on which you discussed John Hull or the Hull investigation with
North other than those that you have already described?

Mr. CASLLO. None that I recall, sir.
Mr. RODINO. Did you discuss him with Ambassador Tambs?
Mr. CASmLLO. Only as it applied to some matter that might have

been in the press. But not other than that.
Mr. RODINO. Like what?
Mr. CAsrILL0. Well, Hull was very active in supporting the Re-

sistance people with food and medical supplies. He was getting
large amounts, shiploads of rice from the Christian assistance orga-
nizations, and he would invariably run afoul of the leftists in that
area of Costa Rica and there were always problems.

Mr. RODINO. Was there any indication that he was involved with
gun running?

Mr. CASmLOw. Well, when we were supporting Eden Pastora, his
P p o Ai we "°re used for the dieli,,of , applies. After-that,_1
never heard of John Hull being involved with any illicit activity at
all.

Mr. RoDMO. When did you first learn of the FBI investigation re-
garding the Contra gunrunning involving John Hull and others?

Mr. CAsrILLO. When the U.S. attorney appeared with two FBI
agents at the embassy.

Mr. RoDINo. Were they the ones that told you?
Mr. CASL'rw. They told me about the allegations against John

Hull, yes.
Mr. RODMO. And what were the allegations?
Mr. CASTILLO. That this-That these individuals in south Florida

had somehow transported weapons from south Florida to John
Hull's property in Costa Rica, and they named some names. They
asked me about some of these people, and I gave them the informa-
tion that I had available to me at the time.

Mr. RODMO. Did you ever learn of it before that time prior to the
prosecutor letting you know?

Mr. CAmsuw. There had been allegations of two or three people
in the press, but-

Mr. CODINo. Did anybody tellyou beforehand?
Mr. CAmLLO. Not that I recall sir
Mr. RoDmo. Not that you recall.
Mr. CAsmuw. No.
Mr. RODINO. You don't know whether you were told or not?
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Mr. CAsniLL. To the best of my knowledge, sir; there was no offi-
cial CIA [deleted) interest or investigation in John Hull or any of
the other allegations.

Mr. RODINO. Well, for other than the CIA [deleted] interests, did
anyone else tell you other than the prosecutor?

r. CASTLrO. No sir.
Mr. RODImO. Did you have any communication with Colonel

North regarding this?
Mr. CASrLLO. I don't recall
Mr. RODINo. After learning of the investigation by the prosecu-

tor, did you report this to your headquarters?
Mr. CAsn 'o. No, sir.
Mr. RODiIo. There was no reason to?
Mr. CASTmLLO. No reason to. It was an embassy matter.
Mr. RODINO. Is that routine?
Mr. CAmsTLw. Yes, sir.
Mr. RODINO. You don't, notwithstanding the fact that there

might be some criminal violation, you don't do anything?
Mr. CAnSrLLw. Sir, this was an official FBI investigation into

these allegations concerning either American residents in the
United States-foreigners who were resident in the United States,
or American residents in Costa Rica. Therefore, that is all handled
either through the Department of State or through, with cables
from Costa Rica originating from the Consul General's office or
through the legal attache or FBI agents.

Mr. RODINO. You don't monitor it?
Mr. CASmLLO. Pardon me?
Mr. RODINO. You don't monitor the investigation or follow it in

___anvy wa?
- r. & LO. Only to the extent to learn if it in any way in-

volves anyone [deleted] who may be involved in an operational ac-
tivity that we have a part to play in. There was none in this case.

Mr. RODINO. Do you know whether or not there were any steps
that were taken by Colonel North to limit this investigation?

Mr. CAmSLrO. I do not know, sir.
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Castillo, the committees have received some evi-

dence that on one or two occasions in 1986 airplanes used by vari-
ous people involved in the resupply operations may have been
seized by local countries because the planes had been involved in
narcotics trafficking. Did you have any role on any of these occa-
sions in getting these planes released to the owners.

Mr. CAsmLLO. No, sir.
Mr. RODINo. There was no occasion at all?
Mr. CASTILLO. Of a seized aircraft?
Mr. RODINo. Rglht.
Mr. CAs LrO. NO, sir.
Mr. RODIo. Did you ever have it called to your attention that

some of these planes which were being used in the resupply oper-
ations were planes that had been used actually in drug traflicfin-f

Mr. CASnILLO. I heard in the testimony of one of the witnesses-
and I don't recall who it was, I think it was Rob Owen-that, in
fact, one of the NHAO planes that was used in a resupply or at-
tempted resupply had, in fact, come under suspicion of theDEA or
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one of the countries that it had some connection with drugs. But I
did not know of that until that testimony was given.

Mr. RODINO. Knowing just that, was there any further concern
on your part that this might be the case and that these same re-
supply planes would be trafficking in drugs and going back and
forth to the United States with them?

Mr. CASTILLO. I had no reason to believe that at all.
Mr. RODINO. Was there any evidence that you were aware that

any of the Southern Front commanders were involved with individ-
uals who were engaged in narcotics trafficking?

Mr. CASmLLO. We had received reports from time to time that
that was so.

Mr. RODINO. Did you report this to the CIA lawyers?
Mr. CASTILUo..ToCIA lawyers and to the DEA. Each and every

time, regardless of whether it was confirmed or unconfirmed, or
whether it was a rumor, every hint of it was immediately transmit-
ted to the appropriate agency, and the reason for that is that I
knew that any taint whatsoever of drug trafficking with the Ptesist-
ance would be the death knell for the Resistance.

Mr. RODINO. Were you aware of what action was taken when
you-when this was reported?

Mr. CASTILLO. Yes.
Mr. RODINO. What action was taken?
Mr. CASTILL. Well, the DEA conducted a very active investiga-

tion into several people who were connected with Eden Pastora,
several of his pilots, several of his lieutenants.

I understand that several cases have been made against them or
that they were in the process of, as of the fall, summer or fall of
1986, in the process of bringing to fruition several other cases.

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Castillo, you as the Chief of Station and as a
CIA operative, I know that you have been very careful about the
conduct of your operations and I detect this throughout your testi-
mony. Yet-and I would like you to respond to this in the best way
you can-you talked about your having been surprised at Elliott
Abrams knowing about Point West. Then in talking about Owen,
Robert Owen, who came down to see you, and Robert Owen, who
you said knew as a collaborator; as a friend-that is as far as I
was able to detect, that you hadn't any more knowledge about him-
but that it seems to me he was able to come down there, film.

Did you know whether or not he had any security clearances or
was this of any concern to you?

Mr. CAmSLLO. Well, for the approximately one year before I actu-
ally met Robert Owen in the Ambassador's office, we had heard
that Rob Owen was a contact of a number of the Resistance people.
Some of these people we could have no contact with because they
were American mercenaries. Some of these people, and American
mercenaries working with Eden Pastora's people, or the Indians, or
the Creoles, or-the-Negro-Chamorrogrolp. some people where they

_--had contact-withfor one reason or another, we had never been abe-
to establish in our normal routine way of doig-bsinessbeb1 t.
contact because they were always up in the bush.

But he did. And he had a very good reputation among these
people as being a good listener, sympathetic to them, and so forth.

75-421 0 - 88 - 3
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I met him in the Ambassador's office and he volunteered the in-
formation-as you know, sir, Americans can volunteer for the CIA
without having to, or they can't be asked to do so.

When he volunteered this information, I readily accepted it. I
met with him on a number of occasions after that; introduced him
to one of my officers who regularly met with him when he was in
town so he could volunteer that information.

We found it extremely useful for background, for rounding out
the parts that we didn't know.-

I might add, that [C/CATFJ at one time was so impressed with
Mr. Owen that he was being considered as a possible applicant for
the clandestine service.

The man is-has all of the attributes that we want in our offi-
cers.

Mr. RODINO. You were satisfied though from all of this despite
the fact that we have heard very much of the helpful activities of
Mr. Owen in regard to support for the Contras, but nonetheless,
didn't this raise some question in your mind as to whether or not
he was a genuine operative or not?

What bothers me is you said you were concerned when you
learned that Elliott Abrams knew about Point West but with Mr.
Owen he was down there, he was filming, doing all of these things,
which in my judgment at least-I may be utterly mistaken-would
have raised some questions.

Mr. CAsLLw. Sir, when a lower level U.S. official speaks to an
official of the rank of Mr. Abrams, a senior foreign policy State De-
partment representative, and he hears about what he thought was
an activity being carried out by private Americans with the conno-
tation that there is an official connection, it is cause for surprise.

It is not cause for surprise to have a private American going
about what he-what is-in pursuit of his own personal interests
as in the case of Robert Owen.

The fact that I had accompanied Robert Owen is not necessarily
a surprising thing, but to have the Assistant Secretary of State
query me out of the clear blue sky in front of two of my officers
about something they didn't know about, yes, that surprised me.

Mr. RODiNO. Well, that surprises me. But let's go on to something
which I think is even of more consequence to me. You started off in
your statement this morning, and in answer to one of the ques-
tions, too, you stated, "My view was to develop political organiza-
tions," and you talked about your role as passing passive informa-
tion, and it seems to me that you alluded to this line because it
seems this is the way you felt you would be within the Boland
Amendment. Is that correct?

Mr. CASTnwtO. That is correct, sir.
Mr. Romo. Now, let me ask you, on exhibit 6, there is a mes-

sage sent by (Castilloj, 4-12-86, and it is apparently sent by you,
and I read from it this. Do you know the third sentence from the

_-bottom?-It-says,- .-.-.
- -My obJective is creation of 2,500.man force which can strike northwest and link
up with quiche to form solid southern force. Likewise, envisage formidable oppose.
tion on Atlantic Coast resupplied at or by sea. Realize this may be overly ambitious
planning but with your help believe we can pull it off.
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Does that seem to be passive information?
Mr. CAsnuw. Sir, that portion of that cable has caused me a

great deal of concern.
Mr. RODINO. It causes me a great deal of concern.
Mr. CAmsruO. And it should. And I would like to explain it

within the context in which it was written.
Mr. RODINO. But it was written?
Mr. CAsLmw. Oh, yes, I wrote that.
Mr. RODINO. OK.
Mr. CAmSrLw. It was done-first of all, let me explain that the

communication between North and I-and this is one of many
either telephone or on the KL-43 dealing with political matters. It
is an informal communication.

In other words, I wrote this late at night, to a friend, not to head-
quarters, not formal, wasn't going to be read by hundreds of people
as our other staff cables are.

It was written in an off-handed style. It was written in an off-
handed style. This certainly should-there certainly should have
been more appropriate wording. Let me say that essentially what it
was, it was representing or I was advocating the views and taking
the words as my own or making the words my own, but I was actu-
ally advocating the views of the Southern Front commanders.

Iam not a military officer. I have no military experience. I have
no military background. This was their expectations, and I as-
sumed them in terms of this particular message as my views in
that informal method of communication that I used with Colonel
North.

Essentially, where it said, "your help," essentially what it was, it
was a pulling together of all the U.S. Government elements for the
purpose of what this was. But it is brainstorming. It was nothing
more than that.

Mr. RODINO. Well, it is a message that you sent to Colonel North,
who was involved in this effort, and you concluded in that para-
graph by saying, "Realize this may be overly ambitious planning,
but with your help, believe we can pull it off."

Mr. CASnLLo. That is correct, sir.
Mr. RODINO. I mean, you are very careful in the way-in the

manner in which you prepared your testimony here, I know, and it
seems to me that this is a choice of words that if you were especially,
as you say, sending this message at night, informally, at a time
you might think even better, that this was something that you
thought out; and when you talk about my objective is creation of
2,500-man force, which can strike northwest and link up with
quiche to form solid southern force, and then conclude by saying,'with your help, we can pull it off" you know, it leaves, as you
should well be, concerned, some of us concerns.

Of course you offer this explanation at this time, but if one were
to view this, it certainly doesn't in any way come within the orbit
of what you have been trying to say you have been attempting to
ddt provide information .

Before you go further, there was another portion of this which
was sent on-4-15-86-which seems to be an elaboration and I don't
understand that, but nonetheless, you use the words "when and
where do you want this stuff? We are prepared to deliver as soon
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as you call for it. Is there a UNO foreign communicator being
placed in (deleted]? If so, please have this guy coordinate with
Raph so that we have things wired together. Also, wish to note my
gu are fling without any Intel."

ygUys"
Mr. CASTLLO. Sir, this was written by Colonel North, not by me.

The 4-15 cable is addressed to me and it is signed B.T., Colonel
North. And I need to go back and respond to your other observa-
tions on the question ofthe creation of the force.

Mr. RODINO. I am happy to have that explanation as to that. You
tell me you want to respond?

Mr. C4STLLw. With all due respect, I am sure you are just as-
and I certainly don't mean to equate myself to you-but I am sure
you are just as careful in your writing and in your speaking in a
public forum as I would be when I am communicating with my
headquarters or in an official capacity. But I am talking to Ollie
North, Colonel North in terms, in this informal-

Mr. RODINO. Who is your friend?
Mr. CAriLuO. My friend, not my superior. I don't take orders

from him.
Mr. RoDINo. But who is involved and who is directing this effort?
Mr. CAmWLw. No, sir, not in my estimation. I never considered

him as a Commander in Chief.
Mr. RODINO. You didn't report to anybody else?
Mr. CASTILLo. I most certainly did, sir. Reported to the Central

Intelligence Agency. I was sharing with him a view as I would
share with you, had you come [deleted] and wanted to know about
the Southern Front. I would have given you the same kind of open,
candid, frank remarks that I gave to many of your colleagues who
came (deleted].

Sir, to discuss this with another American official, a U.S. Gov-
ernment official of higher rank who had a key role to play in the
policy of the United States," concerning Central America, was to me
a very important duty of mine and to be openly candid and frank
with him to share my views with him. Even to adopt the views of
the Southern Front commanders, as my own, was essential to that
responsibility that I had.

I was not talking to a Nicaraguan. I was not giving a Nicaraguan
military planning advice. I was talking to the Deputy Director of
Political Military Affairs.

Mr. RODINO. Let me-
Mr. CAsmTw. I don't mean to be contentious, sir, I apologize.
Mr. RODINo. No, no, no. I understand, but let me ask you this-

this is my last question. Did you cable to your headquarters the
text of the message that you were sending to Colonel North?

Mr. CAsruhW. No sir, I did not. However, in this particular case,
the question of the creation of a strike force as a brainstorming
concept, I did, I actually sat and expanded on that particular idea
of what was needed in the interest of the resumption of funding.

I w~te-this-r-a- Ing- ae-view of-how-the Southem Front
might be successful. In fact, that I fortunately did cable to head-
quarters.

Mr. Roimio. I want to say, Mr. Castillo, I appreciate what you
have got to say to me and my time is up, but it seems to me in
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your expanding, as you say, you were the Station Chief, you were
the man in charge at that particular time in that particular area,
and this was an important element that was being put into the
whole thing, it seems to me, and coming from you, it had to be seri-
ously considered.

I am advised, Mr. Castillo, and you can correct me, you said that
this was done at night but the message that we are talking about
was sent at 10:30 a.m. Now, it may be that your memory is not cor-
rect on that. Is it?

Mr. CASrLuw. Generally I wrote these messages at night. Some-
times I can't make a connection at night with the telephone lines
and I would just leave it stored in the machine and send it out
whenever the next available time was. I don't remember, but the
general idea was after the long day at work is when I had my con-
tacts with Colonel North and I would just sit down and sort of
write the thing up.

Mr. RODIro. Thank you very much, Mr. Castillo.
Chairman HAMILTON. We turn now to questions under the 5-

minute rule and Senator McClure.
Mr. McCLuRE. Mr. Chairman, I don't have a question of the wit-

ness. I have a question of the process. You had earlier identified
the fact that we had taken action to release a declassified version
of the transcript and in that connection, made certain exhibits part
of the record. I assume by that order that the exhibits also will be
made part of that release. My understanding is that the exhibits
are also subjected to the same kind of declassification as is the
transcript.

Chairman HAMILTON. That is our understanding, yes.
Mr. MCCLUR. And that if any portion of a message or the mes-

sage itself would be violative of the security requirements, then
that portion of the message or the entire message would not be re-
leased even though the exhibits have been made a part of the
record?

Chairman HAMILTON. I think the Senator's understanding is cor-
rect.

Mr. MCCLURE. I thank the chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Mitchell.
Mr. MrrCHELL. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Castllo-
Mr. CASTILLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. MrrcHELL. This morning you described in some detail the

role you played in the area of resupply operation, which was that
of transmitting information between the two parties, that is the
Southern Front forces on the ground, and those who were going
to-who did, in fact, drop the supplies to them, and you described it
in some detail.

Is it fair to say that your role was one crucial to the success of
that resupply effort when it did succeed in that it provided a vital
communications link between the resupply effort and those on the
ground receiving it?

Mr. CAsruw. Possibly. There may have been-if it hadn't -been
done that way, presumably some other way would have been found.

Mr. MrrCHELU. Clearly there had to be some method of communi-
cating between those who were delivering the supplies and those
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who were receiving them. You supplied that link, acknowledging
that if you had not done so, some other route would have been
found. Nonetheless, to the extent that you did supply it, would it
not be fair to describe it as a crucial role but for which the oper-
ation would not have succeeded?

Mr. CAmSrILw. Terms of security. This was not something that
could be done by open telephone line, so there had to be somebody
with a mechanism to be able to handle the messages coming from
the commanders, we knew that was coming securely by one time
pad, but then to get it to the private benefactors, it wasn t a matter
where somebody could pick up a phone and call them and tell
them, so in terms of security and the safe security of delivery, the
answer is yes to the cruciality of that operation.

Mr. MrrcMHu. And to the extent that, as you describe it, safe se-
curity was required, it made the ability of the participants to get
someone else to perform that crucial role more difficult or limit-
ed-the additional requirement of security, if you follow my
point-

Mr. CAsnLLrO. Yes, sir.
Mr. MrrcHEa. If you had not been available and had not per-

formed that crucial role, it would have been difficult because, as
you said, you couldn't just pick up the phone and do that.

Mr. CAzrnw. Correct.
Mr. MrrcHu= You testified this morning that you heard of Rob

Owen before you met him on that occasion when he came down,
and you went to visit the airstrip at the Point West, but you didn't
know him.

Mr..CAmSLLO. That is correct.
Mr. MrrcHLL. How had you heard of him previously?
Mr. CAmSLw. Through reports that we were receiving [deleted].
Mr. MITCHELL. I see. And had you heard that he was acting in

behalf of Colonel North?
Mr. CAzrLuO. No, no.
Mr. MrrcHELL What had you heard of him?
Mr. CASmLw. That he was an American who was meeting with

people throughout the [deleted] and that he was somehow connect-
ed to private supporters. I don't recall that Rob Owen specifically
came to-the connection between Rob Owen and Colonel North
speo.ifically came to my knowledge until Ambassador Tambs madeconnection.

Mr. MrrCHsUL. So your initial impression was that he was associ-
ated with the private benefactors. Then when you met him and Mr.
Tambs made it clear to you-

Mr. CASmLLw. Privat- benefactors being people who supplied. I
don't think I had connected Rob Owen with them. It was with pri-
vate organizations, and there are a number of them, the Heritage
Foundation and so forth-those were people that I connected Rob
Owen with more than with private benefactors.

Mr. MrrcH.u. But you later learned when you met him that he
was, in fact, acting in behalf of Colonel North?

Mr. CAmSLwO. Yes.
Mr. MrrcHm. You also said that you had known Rafael Quin-

tero prior to the time that he became involved in this, did you tes-
tify to that?
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Mr. CAsILLO. No. I only heard of Rafael Quintero when Colonel
North told me that he was coming down to oversee construction of
the airstrip. I had not known of him or heard of him before then.

Mr. MrrCHLL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Fascell.
Mr. FAsczLL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Castillo, were you a CIA asset prior to April 24, 1967?
Mr. CASTILLO. No, sir.
Mr. FA8CELL. Is that.your lawyer on your right-hand side?
Mr. CASLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. FAsCuE. What is his name?
Mr. CASILLO. Thomas Wilson.
Mr. FAsmi. Is he your lawyer?
Mr. J'S LLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. FASCELL. Paid by your funds?
Mr. CAsrILO. We have an arrangement.
Mr. FASCwLL. To your knowledge is he a CIA asset?
Mr. CASTmiO. Absolutely not.
Mr. FAwSCELL. Is anybody in his law firm, to your knowledge?
Mr. CAmSLLO. I don't believe so, but I would like to defer to coun-

sel to answer the question.
Mr. FASCELL If he cares to.
Mr. WILSON. I would be happy to, Mr. Congressman.
You have to understand I am Mr. Castillo's counsel for purposes

of these hearings only. I have no relationship whatsoever with the
CIA, nor have I ever had since I left the service.

Mr. FAscm. Which service?
Mr. WILSON. The Army, sir.
Mr. FAScEL. I was curious, because I have never seen so many

babysitters for a witness before any committee in the Congress. I
don t mean to be derogatory about it at all, just curious. We have,
as I understand it, a representative from the CIA who is a congres-
sional liaison representative, is that correct, in the audience? We
have a White House counsel in the audience. We have three or
four CIA representatives here somewhere. One representative.
Were there others here earlier, Mr. Chairman, that I didn't know
about?

Chairman HAMILTON. I am not aware of any others except the
ones immediately behind the witness, Mr. Fascell.

[Deleted]. I am with the General Counsel's Office. [Deleted] is
with me.

Mr. FAScEU. Mr. Castillo, are you testifying under any instruc-
tions, directions, guidelines or threats?

Mr. CASTILLO. am testifying under advice of counsel. And I am
telling you the truth.

Mr. FAsCELL. I understand.
I just wanted to find out what is going on. Do you know whether

the deputy director-excuse me, acting director of the agency made
a public statement that those persons who had gone to the inspec-
tor general on round number one, should now take advantage of
the opportunity to correct their testimony?

Mr. CASTILLO. I remember reading it in the press.
Mr. FASCELL. Did you take advantage of that opportunity?
Mr. CASTILLO. I had already retained counsel at that point.
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Mr. FAscLL. Did you go to the IG twice or three times, I am not
quite clear on that?

Mr. CzrLw. I had several interviews with the IG.
Mr. FAsCE. Do you know how many other members of the

agency went to the IG with regard to this investigation?
Mr. CAsmLw. No, sir. I do not.
Mr. FAscig. I am looking at a chronology, Mr. Castillo, that was

prepared by the agency. I don't see any date on it and I don't know
who prepared it. Do you have any idea?

Mr. CAms u u. I saw it together with counsel yesterday for a few
minutes for the first time.

Mr. FASCn. You did not participate in the structure or the con-
struction of this particular chronology?

Mr. CA Lw. No, sir.
Mr. FAscj.. Who is responsible, to your knowledge, is it in the

agency to prepare a chronology?
Mr. CA&sTuo. I don't know.
Mr. FAwcuL. Do you know whether or not this is an original or

an amended one?
Mr. CAgruo. I have no idea.
Mr. FAscuj. Was there a working group in the CIA which was-

a restricted working rup to which you had any access?
Mr. CArtLw. In relation to what matter, sir?
Mr. FAscLL Central America?
Mr. CAeni o. Yes, sir, the Central American Task Force and I

was on that task force officially from February of 1983, until July
of 1984 and [deleted] is under that task force.

Mr. Asc zu. Who chairs it?
Mr. CAs w. At the present time it is [C/CA TFJ.
Mr. FAscE .. Were you Station Chief when [deleted.
Mr. CASmILLO. I would like to consult with counsel for a moment.
[Witness conferring with counsel.]

r.tWILSON. Mr. Fascell, our concern is only a source and meth-
ods concern and presumably the people who review the transcript
will take care of that.

Mr. FASCKL. I am sure the agency will strike out [deleted] or any
information with regard to the fact that (deleted].(Dleted.]

at is all, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Rudan.
Mr. RUDMAN. I wonder if Mr. Barbadoro might get exhibit TC-

15, just give a copy of that to counsel.
Mr. Castillo, a few moments ago, and I will refer to the exhibit in

a moment, a few moments ago, you talked about Mr. Owen, that he
might be an ideal member of the clandestine service. Was that
your statement or somebody else's statement?

Mr. CASmLwO. No, I was repeating [C/CA TF] statement.
Mr. RUDMAN. Did you agree with that?
Mr. CAsrILwo. Yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. I want you to look at the TC-15. The statement

gives me trouble because it is in conflict with your testimony. I am
not drawing any conclusions as to who is right or wrong.

The first four paragraphs-it is to "Wfliam"-that is North-
from TC, the courier-Owen--dated April 7, 1986. The investiga-
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tive team was headed by Jeffrey Feldman, Assistant U.S. Attorney,
Southern District of Florida. He had with him u special agent from
Panama and two from Miami. They are Kevin Currier and George
Kzynski, who is with the antiterrorist task force.

In the past he had followed and been assigned to watch [deleted].
According to [Castillo]-I assume that is you-Feldman looks to be
wanting to build a career on this case. He even showed [Castillo]
and the Ambassador a diagram with your name at the top, mine
underneath and John's underneath mine, then a line connecting
the various Resistance groups in Costa Rica.

Feldman stated they were looking at the "big picture" and not
only looking at a possible violation of the Neutrality Act, but at
possible unauthorized use of Government funds-which if I were
Colonel North getting that memo it would make me decidedly per-
sonally nervous.

Now you have testified that you did not say anything whatsoever
to Mr. Owen.

Mr. CASTILLO. That is correct, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. That is not what this says.
Mr. CASTIJO. I know that is not what it says, and I stand by

what I said, to the word. I don't know where he got this from. I
don't recall ever saying-if I said anything about building a career
on this case, it is-it was not in any way-does not in any way
resemble that.

I do not recall ever seeing a diagram. He may well have shown a
diagram to the group, but it made no impression on me and I don't
ever recall saying anything to Rob Owen about that meeting in any
way, shape or form.

Now I have a pretty good memory, and I admit that I have for-
gotten some things, and will forget, but I have absolutely no recol-
lection of talking to Rob Owen about that meeting.

Mr. RUDMAN. We accept your testimony. We accept everyone's
testimony.

Mr. CASTILLO. Certainly you are doubtful, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. You are reading something into my question. I like

to clear up conflicts in testimony.
Mr. CASTILLO. I apologize.
Mr. RUDMAN. I am not casting doubt on you, saying I believe you

or don't believe Owen. I am trying to find out the truth. We are
not prosecuting anybody here.

Did you talk to Owen about anything to do with Mr. Feldman?
Mr. CASTxLLO. I don't recall mentioning anything about Feldman

to Owen.
Mr. RUDMAN. [Deleted]?
Mr. CAzrLuw. Who [deleted]?
Mr. RUDMAN. Yes.
Mr. CASmLrO. No, sir, I did not. I wasn't about to interfere in a

U.S. Federal investigation [deleted]. That was up to him to resolve
by himself.

Mr. RUDMAN. See the problem reading your testimony and your
deposition and looking- at this statement, Mr. Castillo, I haven't
had any trouble with your testimony. The only time I had a prob-
lem is when we got to this terrible conflict.
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If you look at the situation as existed, you would agree with me
that at the time April 7, 1986, you had an ongoing relationship in
an official capacity with Colonel North?

Mr. CAsTiLLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. You got to know Owen pretty well?
Mr. CAsnLLO. Yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. [Deleted]?
Mr. CAmSrLw. Yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. And these three feds come flying in from Miami

brandishing badges and are about to launch investigations against
three of your friends. It is not illegal that meaning no harm you
would say to Owen or to North, "You fellows better watch what
you are doing because there are people who think you are doing
something wrong." That wouldn't be unnatural, and it might not
even be wrong.

Mr. CASmLLw. Correct.
Mr. RUDMAN. You want to stick by your testimony?
Mr. CASmnLO. Absolutely. Let me explain to you, first of all-be-

cause I happened to have this relationship with Colonel North
doesn't mean that I run to him and tell him about the three feds
flying in. Secondly, Owen, for the most part, didn't meet with me
after the fall of 1985, or so. He met with one of my officers.

When he was in [deleted], he would occasionally drop in. We
would chat and he would be on his way, but he met with one of my
officers, because I simply didn't have the time to deal with him. So
to be specific about this particular thing, I know that I just never
talked to him about it.

Mr. RUDMAN. Do you know who did tell him, because somebody
obviously told him.

Mr. CA TuLo. Somebody told him and I don't know who it was.
My officer wasn't present, wouldn't have seen Feldman-it could
have been somebody in the Embassy, I don't know, but it wasn't
me.

Mr. RUDMAN. It is a fair assumption it was somebody in the Em-
bassy?

Mr. CAsriLLO. It could have been the Ambassador-I don't know.
Mr. RUDMAN. Well, you have already told us who was at the

meeting and I believe you said the Ambassador, yourself, and sev-
eral other people, counsel down there-

Mr. CAsTLw. The Consul General-
Mr. RUDMAN. He was there. There were a number of people but

Mr. Owen doesn't say that any of those people told him, he says
you told him.

Mr. CAsrLLO. There was another aspect to this case. I don't
think this thing amounted to a hill of beans anyway because they
were talking about people who were sitting in jail and would
change their testimony, from what I heard second hand from
others, they would change their testimony depending on whether
or not they felt like it.

Mr. RUDMAN. You may not think it amounts to a hill of beans,
but I assume if anybody showed you a diagram with Oliver North's
name on it and told you it was a subject of a Federal investigation,
that would amount to a considerable hill of beans, I would think.
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Mr. CASTILLO. They were telling us about allegations that people
in jail in Miami or in jail in San Jose were telling them. That
doesn't give, in my view, any authenticity or substantiation to an
allegation.

Colonel North wa constantly being draged into the press as
being one of the poobahs involved with the Contras.

Mr. RUDMAN. I couldn't agree more that allegations don't
amount to anything, but the reason I asked the question is we are

going to write a report. The report is going to become public. If I
have anything to do with writing the report, I am going to make
sure of one thing, the substantial conflicts of testimony that are
unresolved will be clearly shown in our report.

We have an obligation and I thought you would have an ampleopportunityMr. CAniLLO. If I could remember if this happened, I would tell

you. I have no recollection of ever saying this to Rob Owen.
Mr. RUDMAN. I would say, Mr. Chairman, that the reason this is

terribly important is because as this investigation goes on and as
we get into other witnesses in Phase II, this is going to be impor-
tant, not particularly as to Mr. Castillo, but it is going to be impor-
tant generally as to our investigation into who knew and what they
knew and what they did, which Chairman Rodino referred to.

I think Mr. Castillo is giving an honest recollection, but it will
all come together as we look at other factors involved.

Thank you, Mr. Castillo.
Mr. CASTILLO. Thank you. I apologize.
Mr. RUDMAN. Don't apologize; it is a closed hearing and you are

an animated man and I am a little animated myself. That doesn't
have to be in the record, but I suspect that it may be.

Chairman HAMILTON. [Deleted].
Mr. Courter.
Mr. COURTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't have a whole lot. To your knowledge, was the Hasenfus

flight that went down the only resupply airplane that was shot
down inside Nicaragua?

Mr. CASTILLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. COURTER. When you communicated-if you would elaborate

on the substance of your communications with the private individ-
uals, the PBs, if you would, I know that you had contacts at least
through the operation of giving logistic information, but how about
the private network? What type of communications did you have
with them?

Mr. CAsriLw. The private network? I only communicated with
Rafael Quintero.

Mr. COURTER. He was the only individual that you communicated
with-how many times or how often would you communicate with
him9

Mr. CASrLlo. Well, it would be one or two messages before a
flight and one message or so after a flight.

9r. COURTER. What would the substance of those messages
before and what would the substance of those messages after be?

Mr. CAmSrLw. It concerned the geographic coordinates, time,
date, from the private benefactor side, number of bundles, what
they contained.
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From the commanders' side it would be receipt of the bundles or
the information that the commanders had given me concerning the
receipt of the bundles or the non-receipt, as it was.

But there were messages which anticipated a flight and they
were later aborted.

Mr..COURTER. Would you characterize your communications with
the private benefactors as one of a conduit of information or would
you be-giving advice with regard to the operation?

Mr. CLATILLO. It was a conduit, sir.
Mr. COURTER. How did you communicate to the private benefac-

tors? How was that done?
Mr. CASTLLO. Using the KL-43 and a telephone line.
Mr. COURTER. And were those messages transcribed?
Mr. CASmLO. I did not know that any of these messages were

transcribed tntil they were shown to me by the Tower Commission.
Mr. COURTER. When they were shown to you by the Tower Com-

mission, did it appear as if all the messages were transcribed or
were some left out

Mr. CASrLnw. I was only shown a sample and I still don't know
how many messages or what were transcribed.

Mr. COURTER. And your testimony is that the contacts you had
with the private benefactors were more in relationship to a conduit
of information rather than the participation in planning activities?

Mr. CAmSLw. Yes, sir, with Mr. Quintero.
Mr. COURTER. With Mr. Quintero.
Were you, Mr. Castillo, shown any legal opinions by anybody

during- the-tme-you -were-assiged-[deleted .s .chief ofStation-,
that would be legal opinions on your activity vis-a-vis congressional
mandates, Boland Amendment, revisions of same--

Mr. CA rnLO. Not that I recall.
Mr. COURTER. Did you not testify a while back that the-an indi-

vidual that assured you that your activity and contacts with the
private benefactors and contacts with the Contras-that Oliver
North assured you that your activity was within the law?

Mr. CASTIULO. Yes, sir, in response to my question.
Mr. COURTER. Did you ask anybody else besides Oliver North or

did anybody else, give you an oral opinion as to the legality of your
participation besdes Oliver North?

Mr. CAmsLrO. On several occasions when we had Chiefs of Sta-
tion meetings, we would discuss it and the understanding that
headquarters officers had would be conveyed to us.

Mr. COURTER. Who was the headquarters officer that would par-
ticipate in that meeting which would convey to you basically an
oral leal opinion as to the legality of your actions?

Mr. O [C/CA Th].
Mr. COURmr. Was it only [C/CA TF?.
Mr. Cizr~rL.Lo. To the best of my opinion.
Mr. Cot RTuh. Did he read from a written opinion or was it basi-

cal yan cra statement?
r. Cmwo. An oral statement within the context of a discus-

sion.
Mr. COuRTER. Was this something that you would solicit or did

he spontaneously assure you that your activities were within the
law?
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Mr. CAsTrLw. Both ways. We would ask questions.
Mr. COURTER. Was his legal opinions or repetition of legal opin-

ions, was it ever transcribed or any contemporaneous memoran-
dum written by you or anybody else with regard to those opinions?

Mr. CAmsrLw. No, sir, no recollection and that wouldn't be the
way we work anyway.

Mr. COURTE. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILToN. Senator McClure.
Mr. McCLuiz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Castillo, do you know Felix Rodriguez?
Mr. CAsTLLO. Yes.
Mr. McCLuRz. I suppose you know that he was involved down

there, may still be?
Mr. CAsTLLw. Yes.
Mr. McCLuRz. Did you have contact with him with respect to his

operations there and what he was doing?
Mr. CASmLuO. I made a telephone call to him in Miami, from

Miami, to express a sense of camaraderie with him, but no discus-
sion of his operation or mine.

Mr. McCLURE. Did he speak to you about Mr. Quintero?
Mr. CAmsLwO. No, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. So his opinion of Mr. Quintero was never trans-

mitted to you?
Mr. CAzrILw. No, sir. I knew him when he was an agency officer

and it was just a good-will call, there was no business discussed.
Mr. McCLuiz. Did he discuss with you any question with respect

to the private efforts of the people that were involved in it, General
Secord, the various people who may have been at one time associat-
ed with Mr. Wilson?

Mr. CA5rILLO. No, sir. There was no discussion or no talk about
this at all.

Mr. MCCLURE. Did you know anything about Mr. Wilson and
the-his involvement with Qadhafi in Libya?

Mr. CAsLrnw. Only what I have read in a book. The New York
Times magazine, a Sunday magazine, I think, had something on
that.

Mr. MCCLURE. It must be an unimpeachable source. Were you
aware of the persons who were associated with Mr. Wilson by
name that might have shown up or did show up in connection with
these private contributors?

Mr. CASTLLO. The only two people that I knew that I had any
contact with were Mr. Quintero and General Secord.

Mr. MCCLURE. And there was never expressed to you by anyone
the concern over the coincidence of personalities?

Mr. CASTLLO. I raised that concern with Colonel North about
General Secord after I had read the reference in the book to him,
and as I testified earlier, Colonel North assured me that the matter
concerning General Secord's relationship with Wilson had been re-
solved.

Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Foley?
Mr. Fouzm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I believe you testified, Mr. Castillo, that it was your suggestion
that the airstrip be considered. You were the first person who sug-
gested it; is that correct?

Mr. CASTILO. In an evolutionary way in my discussions with
Ambassador Tambs, yes, sir.

Mr. FoIzy. And it was your-it was [deleted] who suggested the
site?

Mr. CASrwLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. Foum. And facilitated the cover for the airstrip?
Mr. CAS LO. Yes, sir.
Mr. FoLry. And agreed to provide the continuing circumstances

under which the airfield would be operated?
Mr. CASrLw. Yes, sir.
[Deleted].
Mr. Fom. When you testified about being up late trying to help

coordinate and plan these airdrops-
Mr. CAswuiO. Not coordinate and plan, sir.
Mr. Foizv. What were you doing?
Mr. CASLnw. Passing information.
Mr. Fojzv. Do you have to remain up to 2:00 or 3:00 in the morn-

ing to pass information?
Mr. CAzrLwO. Given the nature of the telephone service in Cen-

tral America to get through one message would take several hours.
Mr. Foizv. There wasn t anybody else that could do this work?
Mr. CzriLLO. And then wait for the response from the communi-

cations center that the flight had actually made the delivery and
that-

Mr. FoLEY. Isn't that a fime line between passing information and
planning and coordinating?

Mr. CAm.TLLO. Planning and coordination is when you, when I, if
I had control over the timing, the flight, the area where it is to be
received, having the people in that area, that is correct. That
would be coordination or planning.

I had no control. We were told when a shipment would come.
Mr. FoLzY. Were you the only person in the station who was au-

thorized to provide this information?
Do you have anybody in the station that could assist you in any

way with this?
Mr. CASruw. I had officers who routinely went to the communi-

cations centers.
Mr. Fomy. I guess, my question is I don't quite understand why

it took you, the Station Chief, to 2 or 3 o'clock in the morning to
pass routine information that dealt with weather, vectors, and so
north, when any officer of the station could have done so.

Was any judgment involved in passing that information or was it
just the passing of information?

Mr. CASmTw. No, sir, just the passing of information.
Mr. FoLuY. Let me ask you if you were so busy that this was a

requirement that kept you up to the early hours of the morning,
wouldn't you pass it off to an officer?

Mr. CASTILLO. Because I had the KL-43.
Mr. FoLmy. And that you alone could utilize that instrument as

far as you were concerned?
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Mr. CASmLOw. As far as I was concerned, I was the only one
that-it was given to me.

Mr. FoLsv. As a person and not as a CIA Station Chief?
Mr. CASTmLO. As-well, I don't think I ever saw it in that light,

but-
Mr. FoLEY. My time is up.
Did anybody else in the station know about the device?
Mr. CAsLrw. Others may have seen it because they might

have-it was next to my desk in the back or--
Mr. FoizY. But you didn't tell anybody else about it?
Mr. CASuLO. Not purposefully, no.
Mr. FoLzy. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Sarbanes.
Mr. SARBANES. Mr. Castillo, just to followup on Congressman

Foley's questioning, how many messages did you send over your
KL-43?

Mr. CAsruzw. On the low side, 30; on the high side, maybe 35-40.
Well, around 30.

Mr. SARBANES. To whom did you send them?
Mr. CASTruao. To either Colonel North or to Mr. Quintero.
Mr. SARBANES. So your communications on your KL-43 were to

either North or Quintero, is that correct?
Mr. CA rLw. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. How many messages did you receive on your KL-

43?
Mr. CASmLO. About the same number.
Mr. SARBANES. And from whom?
Mr. CASruL. Mr. Quintero and Mr.-Colonel North.
Mr. SARBANES. Only?
Mr. CASmuo. Only.
[Deleted].
Mr. SARBANES. Who was at that meeting with the President?
Mr. CASTiLLo. The President, of course, Mr. Regan; Admiral Poin-

dexter, Colonel North, [deleted], my wife, the photographer and
myself.

Mr. SARBANES. Did the President address Admiral Poindexter at
that meeting as you recall?

Mr. CASmLO. No, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Or Colonel North?
Mr. CASrLLO. No, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Now, on the airstrip, you said in response to a

question, earlier, that it was never used in a regular resupply oper-
ation, as I recall your testimony.

Mr. CA LO That is correct.
Mr. SARBANES. How much was it used, however?
Mr. CAsLTw. As far as I know, it was only used for that emer-

gency landing when the plane got stuck in the mud.
Mr. SARBANES. That was the only time it was used?
Mr. CASTiLO. For a resupply plane, that is correct.
Mr. SARBANES. Was it used for other purposes?
Mr. CASrLw. As I testified earlier, I think that they brought in

some construction material, wood planks, or wood board, boards of
wood, gasoline drums to operate a generator, and a generator. I
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think that is-that may have been one flight, one constructionsupply flight.Mr. SAPmBS. I take it you would have known if it was being

used, would you not?
Mr. CAzrLwO. Well, there is no guarantee, because I didn't have

any control over these people.
Mr. SAPWANai. Well, that was part of your intelligence gathering.

Didn't you regard it as a responsibility to know what was happen-
ing at that airstrip?

Mr. CAsruo. Well, I would like to think that my intelligence
gathering was at a satisfactory level, but there obviously are times
when we have gaps.

Mr. SARBANnW. Do you think we can take your statement as to
how much it was used and by whom as an accurate statement of
what happened at that airstrip?

Mr. CASLrw. I would hope you can.
Mr. SARBANES. Now, just as a matter of curiosity, because it was

raised by the Ambassador, was this room 310 at the hotel there?
Mr. CAmSrLw. I have no idea.
Mr. SARBANES. You have no idea?
Mr. CAMsrLLw. I have no idea. I heard it, and I wondered what he

was talking about. I don't know.
Mr. SARBANiS. Now, would you say that the Ambassador was

giving you direction and orders in all of this matter about estab-
lishing a Southern Front?

Mr. CASILLO. No. No, sir.
Mr. SAPDANES. Were you doing it on your own? Were you work-

ing as an independent operator from the Ambassador?
Mr. CAsLrw. Sir, the Ambassador had his own concept of what

he would like to have accomplished in terms of a political unifica-
tion and military activity in the south. His desires and his expecta-
tions were, of course, limited by what was possible, and while he
may have desired something, it was not possible to accomplish it
because of the restrictions.

I followed the restrictions. I think the Ambassador followed the
restrictions. I can't speak for the Ambassador, and he has to speak
for himself, but if he said something, as in the case of the Pastora-
Singlaub agreement, that I felt was wrong, I told him, and I told
him it was wrong in that case.

Mr. SARBANIS. All right. My fimal question: Since you have been
back, where have you been located and what have you been doing?

Mr. CASTILw. I was officially recalled to Washington to serve on
a promotion panel. I did so for approximately 2 weeks of the 4 or
5-week length of the panel. At the end of 2 weeks, because of cir-
cumstances I described earlier, I was placed on administrative
leave. I have done nothing-excuse me-I have had no activity, no
work activity.

Mr. SARBANES. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Stokes.
Mr. SToKS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Castillo--Y,Mr. CAmLwO. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SToKS. During the 20 years you have been employed btlhe -
CIA, on how many occasions have you worked with the National
Security Council?

Mr. CAmnuw. This is the only occasion, sir.
Mr. SOK. Being familiar with the term "chain of command,"

didyou. consider that a Colonel, such as Colonel North being a
stafmember of the National Security Council, was inside or out-
side of your chain of command?

Mr. CAms=w. He was outside the chain of command, sir.
Mr. Sow. If a case officer working under you were to be secret.

ly in touch with the National Security Council staff would he be
inside or outside the chain of command?

Mr. CAmSrLO. He would be acting improperly.
Mr. STows. Now, you were interviewed by the OIG and also the

Tower Commission, were you not?
Mr. CAsrmw. Yes, sir.
Mr. STone. And in the case of the OIG, when you were first

interviewed by them, were you entirely truthful with them?
Mr. CA'rtuL. No, sir.
Mr. STKoS. And in the case of the Tower Commission when they

first interviewed you, were you-
Mr. CAvTLw. Pardon me
Mr. SToxe. The Tower Commission, when they interviewed you,

were you entirely truthful with them?
Mr. CAs'u . No, sir, I was not.
Mr. So~s. OK.
Mr. CASnuDo. However, I was acting within the guidelines that I

understood both with the IG and with the Tower Commission, con-
cerning my participation in the resupply activity.

Mr. SOKmS. You say you were acting within the guidelines that
you understood. You mean you understood from whom?

Mr. CAsru)o. That is correct. I understood it from the division
chief, [C/LA], and I believe I also discussed it with a staff officer of
the Central American Task Force, and it was my understanding
that the Deputy Director of Operations had negotiated with the IG
that I would be questioned only about my participation in the air
supply activity. And when I was queried by both the IG and the
Tower Commission, I responded in that, within those parameters.

Mr. SToKaS. But no one ever told you, did they, that you were not
to tell the truth?

Mr. CASruw. Pardon me?
Mr. STOKas. But no one ever told you, did they, that you were not

to tell the truth?
Mr. CAsrLLw. Oh, no, not to-no.
Mr. STOKEs. No one told you that you should be deceptive, did

they?
Mr. CASTILLO. That is correct, sir.
Mr. STOKES. Now, they did ask you-the IG did ask you whether

or not you had any contact with Quintero?
Mr. CATLLO. I don't remember the questions that they asked me

but they may have.
Mr. romss. Do you recall them asking you about the nature of

your communications with North?
Mr. CAvrmo. Yes.
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Mr. ST*KS. What did you toll them?
Mr. CASrILw. That it was limited to political matters.
Mr. SToms. Did they ask you about the airstrip?
Mr. CAmLw. No.
Mr. SroK . They did not ask you about the airstrip?
Mr. CASLW. I don't believe they did, no, sir.
I believe the only question-of course that is January and a lot

has happened since then-but to the best of my recollection they
only asked me about the resupply flights and the passing of infor-
mation and how I did it.

Mr. SToKs. Did they ask you about General Secord and whether
you knew him or not?

Mr. CASTILO. No, sir, I don't recall that question.
Mr. SOKES. Well, I want to read to you from the OIG in your

interview and ask you this question: In his first OIG interview,
[Castillo] was not entirely truthful about the extent of contact with
Quintero and the nature of his communications with North. In
regard to construction of Potrero Grande, he was at least evasive and
probably misleading when he said that the airstrip was a Costa

* Rican initiative, they had only monitored its progress.
When asked to describe his contacts with General Secord in 1965,

he responded, "I never had any."
Was that correct?
Mr. C roLw. Sixty-five through-sir, I don't remember that

question ever.
Mr. SToKs. I am sorry, 1986. I am sorry. My mistake.
Mr. CASrLuO. If they asked me, I don't remember that they

asked me. Obviously if they wrote it down then they did ask me,
but I don't remember it.

Mr. STmS. Well, did they?
Mr. CASmLrw. I am giving you what I recall, to the best of my

ability.
Mr. STKES. Well, did the Tower Commission come back to you a

second time and confront you with the KL-43 traffic between you,
North and others?

Mr. CASrILLO. Yes, sir.
Mr. STom. And when you were then confronted did you then

tell them the truth?
Mr. CASTwuLO. Yes, sir, immediately.
And subsequently, when I appeared before the Tower Commis-

sion, apologized for the misstatements and corrected any impres-
sion that I may have left with them concerning my testimony
before their investigators.

Mr. STKE. So whatever you now finally told both of them would
be the truth, is that correct.

Mr. CASFILLO. That is correct.
Mr. SToKss. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Inouye.
Chairman INouYE. Senator Boren.
Mr. Bowm. Thank you very much.
Following up on what Congressman Stokes has just asked you,

why, again, did you not indicate the true nature of the communica-
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tions between yourself and Colonel North when you were first
asked about it?

Mr. CAurmw. Well, I can't recall now exactly how the conversa-
tion went with [C/LA], but he essentially said something like, look,
all they are going to ask you about is the air resupply flight. They
wanted to go into the whole thing of the Nicaraguan program, but
it has been worked out so that all they are going to ask about is
the question of the resupply flights, and that is what I-when they
asked the question that is what I answered.

Mr. Bowl. Soyou-
Mr. CASrnw. Stupidly, sir.
Mr. BoRI. You answered only about that, but obviously the

questions ranged beyond what you expected to be asked.
Mr. CAffrw. I was-
Mr. BoRN. Did you make a decision on your own?
Mr. CA~nuw. Yes, sir.
Mr. BoRmE. That you felt you should only stay within the bounds

of what-
Mr. CAgTIL. That is correct. It was my decision. Nobody told

me to do something or not do it. I decided then and there when
asked the question that I wasn't going to allow the thing to go any
further.

Mr. BoRmN. Now, why didn't you? Again, going back to what
Congressman Stokes just asked you, why didn't you-or did you
report to [C/LA] or (C/CATF] or others within your own chain of
command the nature of your contacts with Colonel North; the fact
that you were communicating with him separately?

Mr. CAmsuo. In political--on political matters I felt that some of
the--some of my views, some of the developments among the polit-
ical people in the south such as Alfonso Robelo and Arturo Cruz
and some of the others were not being fairly represented at the
RIG level.

I felt-and this in no way should reflect on [C/CATF. We had
professional disagreements. I respect him fully. I think he is a very
professional officer, but we did have difficulties. He was inclined
more towards the FDN and the military, and I was inclined more
to the political and the broader spectrum that they represented.

So I frankly enlisted Colonel North as an advocate for my views
at the RIG level.

Mr. BoRmN. I understand that, but now officially he enlisted you
in his o ration more than you enlisted him.

Mr. (;ArLLO. Oh, no, sir. I had contact with him from 1984
until-well, throughout this period, and the balance between politi-
cal and military was much greater on the political side. The con-
tacts that we had, as I said, it was one-tenth of 1 percent of my
time involving the air resupply and even of that concerning the
military side was infrequent.

Mr. Bowl. Did you assume [C/LA] knew about your contacts
with Colonel North; is that the reason-

Mr. CAw=o. Certainly, [C/CATF.
Mr. Bowi. [C/CATII knew?
Mr. CAsrIw. And (C/LA] didn't come into the division until

May 1st of 1986 and on the previous-2 weeks before when he had
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visited [deleted] I had told him at least about the military side, and
he knew that I had a relationship with Colonel North.

Mr. BoRN. You mentioned the DOD, Mr. George. That part of
your anticipation of the range of the questions, the kinds of mat-
ters about which you would be ex to respond, you said that
you understood that the DOD also had indicated that that would be
the range of the questions.Mr. CAmLwO. Tht is what [CILA] told me.

Mr. BoEN. [C/LA] told you that?
Mr. CASnz. Yes. George-I had not seen Mr. George I don't

think since Au of 1984.
Mr. BoRE. So that was a representation purely from [C/LA.]
Mr. CAsTmw. That is correct.
Mr. BoEN. Let me ask, in essence you have indicated that you

did not feel you were breaking any laws, but you were staying
within the bounds 6f communication and intelligence and the other
things that you were authorized to provide. But it was your under-
standing when you were asked to stand down that it was for policy
reasons and/or political reasons primarily. And I presume that
partly that is because the Intelligence Committees were being told
that no one in the agency was having coordinated contact with the
private beneficiaries among other things; is that correct?

Mr. CASMruLO. That ia what that cable says. I didn't know that of
my own personal knowledge.

Mr. BoREN. Did anyone indicate to you or did you have any
knowledge about who it was in the agency that was making these
representations to the committees?

Mr. CAsnLnw. No, sir, butI understand that [C/CA TFJ is the one
who regularly came down and briefed the committees, as well as
the director. And [ don't know who else in the in between.

Mr. :o-EN. [Deleted] from nine to noon during which time you

met with Colonel North and General Secord [deleted].
Did you know you were going to have those meetings at that

time?
Mr. CAmLOw. No, no, [deleted].
Mr. BoEN. You met with General Secord and Colonel North

during that period of time, though, did you not?
Mr. CAgsrw. But it was 3 o'clock in the afternoon.
Mr. BOREN. Oh, It was three in the afternoon.
Mr. CASTLL. Yes, sir. At the Four Seasons Hotel.
Mr. BoREN. I see. So you knew you were meeting with them. [De-

leted].
Mr. CA4Luw. We didn't know until that morning.
Mr. BoRE. OK. [Deleted].
What about this me e which I presume you sent, here is this

message February 26, about the flight [deleted], with pilots
[deleted], anid the anti-narcotics unit and the civil airplane, and
DEA called in before we knew anything, [deleted], suspected the
planes and asked DEA to check, et cetera--is that your message?

Mr. CAsmLL. Well, yes, it was shown to me and it is obviously
my message but again I have a mental block about those two
names. I don't ever recall writing those two names, but I guess I
did. It is my message.
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Mr. Bowm. Was this sent to Colonel North?
Mr. CASnu. I don't know. It may have been sent to Quintero. I

just-I would have to see the message again and I am nbt- -maybe
that would give me a hint.

Mr. BoRw. [Deleted] is aware of the foregoing, told me some of
the details. So on.

Mr. CAruw. Let me explain what happened.
The private benefactors had these Maule airplanes, fabric-cov-

ered little airpltnes.
Mr. BostN. Yes.
Mr. CAgn=. And the Southern Front commanders inside were

be ng us to find a helicopter for them so that they could immedi-
atey evacuate their wounded. Of course, the helicopter is out of
the question. But they did have a very serious need to bring out
the wounded, especially those with stomach wounds and other life-
threatening wounds because the overland [deleted] was 10, 12 days.

Quintero said they had one of these Maules at [deleted] and he
suggested that at some time in the future they would send one of
these Maules down on a test flight to see if it could at least make itto [deleted].

Without knowing it-without my knowing it, he went and made
arrangements with [deleted], the fellow handling construction of
the airstrip for [deleted] to be at the airport, not the airstrip, the
airport, at [deleted].

So this plane came in and it landed there. [Deleted] wasn't there
to clear it, the authorities at the airport stopped the plane and
asked them for registration and so forth and apparently they didn't
have the right kind of documents, didn't have an insurance certifi-
cate, et cetera, so the authorities told them to fly the plane to [de-
lthen it got to [deleted], tLey called, they called Quintero and

Quintero called me but in any case, I got involved and apparently
there had been, because here is a strange plane showing up, they
thought it had to do with drugs.

So I asked the DEA office to investigate these fellows, the two
people because we didn't know who they were, and to assure the
authorities if, in fact, they had nothing to do with drugs which was
the case.

Anyway, this 1sco ended with these two fellows getting back
into the airplane, cranking it up and flying it back to [deleted] and
that is the lapt we saw of any Maule.

Mr. BoRWO Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairmoi i&AwLmom Mr. DeWine.
Mr. D*Wmu. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Castillo, thank you very much for your testimony today. The

last couple of days we have been t a lot about the Southern
Front. We have been using this term Southern Front. It strikes me
that that may not be the most accurate way to describe-what did
you understand by the use of the term Southern Front? Was this
rely a front in its classical warfare sense?

Mr. CAwsruo. This was a term that came about out of a hope
that again Pastora and the other units, including the Creoles and
the Indians and the Blacks and the Chamorro group, could all even-
tually come into a single military-effort.
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Now, that Southern Front concept came about during the period
of the 24 Mil-that was the first I think-no, the second incarna-
tion or the Boland Amendment-in hopes that through unification
that the Congress would be more understanding and that this was
a unified Nicaraguan effort.

But it never came to pass until a month ago.
Mr. DzWmz. You have testified about the problems you were

having with Eden Pastora, about your goal to get him and the
people that were with him [deleted] into Nicaragua and to fight. I
understand and appreciate the testimony.

Weren't there also though a good number of Nicaraguan Free-
dom Fighters who were actually inside Nicaragua who you were
concerned about and you were concerned that we would break
faith with them if we were not able somehow or somebody some-
how wasn't able to supply them? As you made your daily or weekly
decisions and questions came up about this situation as you testi-
fied, didn't that affect you in some way and weigh on your decision
process?

Mr. CAsrLLO. Yes, sir. There were approximately (deleted, per-
haps as high as [deleted] people inside who never came [deleted],
who were true guerrillas in that they obtained their supplies by at-
tacking the Sandinistas, who received the help of the peasants
inside, who survived by their wits and their bravery.

There were communications with these people and they included
Indians, Blacks, as well as Pastora's people, and a few others that
Chamorro claimed. These people maintained communications by
runners, by open radio, and we learned of their-what was happen-
ing inside as well as through refugees.

We found, by the way, and I think you may be interested, Con-
gressman, a definite correlation between the lack of supplies and
increased Sandinista activity against the civilian population and a
lot of human rights abuses.

As things got worse for the people inside, human rights abuses
increased because that was the time that-I am saying as things
got worse for the military people inside, the Sandinistas increased
their repression of the population, because they knew that these
people were supporting through food and whatever little medicine
they could find, and some money, they were supporting these
people inside. So as we received our intelligence of what was hap-
pening inside, obviously it had a great deal of effect on us, and our
concerns for what was happening and there were some very, very
serious problems.

Mr. DEWiEc. What were you hearing, what did you know and
how did it affect you?

Mr. CAmww. Well, the Evangelical Church, the Moravian
Church, and small fundamentalist denominations were being deci-
mated by the Sandinistas. We have documented evidence of a case
of an Evangelical minister and his family being tortured, decapitat-
ed, because the Sandinistas said they had evidence that they were
supporting [deleted] that they were supporting the Resistance fight-
ers inside. Of course this situation achieved its worst period du rng
1985 because that was the period that they had already been de-
prived of assistance for almost 1 year.
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As resupply went in the repression was reduced and, of course, it
was an on-again-off-again thing as supplies lasted or resupplies
were received. So we saw the benefit or the good that came from
resupply, and we saw the results, which they didn't have enough,
so it obviously became a very grave moral imperative for us to at
least on the political side do everything possible to convince the
decisionmakers that in fact these people needed the assistance that
only we could give them.

Mr. DEWINE. Thank you very much.
Chairman INouyB. Mr. Castillo-
Mr. CASTLLO. Yes, Senator.
Chairman INouyE. If my recollection is correct, in response to a

question by Senator Boren just a few minutes ago as to why you
were less than candid in your interview with the Tower Commis-
sion, you said, among other things, that [C/LA] told you that "ar-
rangements have been worked out with the Tower Commission."

Mr. CArnLwO. No, sir, I don't think that that is what I said.
[C/LA] was only referring to the questions that I would be asked

by the Office of the Inspector General concerning my participation,
and obviously I'm paraphrasing what he said, but that is what I
recall, that the questioning would be limited only to the matter of
resupply, and that it had been worked out that they wouldn't go
into all the other matters concerning the Nicaraguan situation.
And I acted accordingly in responding to the questions that they
asked, and when they asked a question which was beyond it, I
made the decision, personal decision, to be-not to tell them the
full-all the details. And it had nothing to do with the Tower Com-
mission, sir.

Chairman INoUYE. Who worked out the arrangement with the
OIG?

Mr. CAmrLLO. As I understood (C/LA], that Mr. George had
worked it out that the questions would be limited to the air resup-
ply.

Chairman INouyz. In looking over your deposition, and I am
trying to refresh my memory on that, I gather that from the time
of your arrival as Chief of Station [deleted] you felt that your most
important job was to convert this ragtag army in the Southern
Front into some effective group.

Mr. CAmwnLw. No, sir. My-I don't recall now just what I said in
the deposition, but if I said that, then I misspoke. My most impor-
tant Job, and I always thought it was, was the development of a
unified Nicaraguan political organization and political program,
which as-which the military would be obviously an adjunct of, but
because of the constraints on us we could do nothing in terms of
developing this ragtag military grouping, these groups into any-
thing. So where we could do our work was in the political action
area, and that is what I concentrated on, as well as in the intell-
gence collection related to it.

Chairman INouYz. During this time I believe the CIA was (delet-
ed] ag ainst Pastora. Can you explain that to us?

Mr. CAmLw . Sir, that is an unfortunate-it is an unfortunate
term to use, [deleted]. What we essentially-

Chairman [NouYlu That was your term I thought.
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Mr. CAsTnLLO. It was my term, but it is an unfortunate term.
There are some things that I can explain well and others that I
can't.

This is one of those. As I testified earlier, it was very important,
in our view, to establish this unified opposition to the Sandinista
regime and to have that opposition credible to the Western world;
Latin America as well as Europe. We had done everything possible
to bring Pastora into that unified opposition and he rejected all ofour efforts. (Deleted].

Chairman INOUYE. So you began to-
Mr. CASrmuo. Well, you all decided on cutting him off as far as

the money was concerned. As far as the political side of it was con-
cerned, since every-effort had been made to bring him in, and he
had rejected it, then we found ourselves in a situation where we
had no choice except to diminish his political influence, and at the
same time increase or work to increase the political stature of the
other democratic Nicaraguans such as Arturo Cruz, Alfonso
Robelo, Adolfo Calero, Joaquin Chamorro and other legitimate
leaders of the Nicaraguan Resistance.

Chairman INOUYz. And in that process the CIA began to dis-
seminnte information on his drug trafficking?

Mr. CASrMLO. No, sir, that was never the case. We attempted to
diminish his influence by showing other political leaders that he
was an irresponsible person and so forth, but never did we ever use
narcotics or even the rumor of narcotics trafficking or anyhing
like that as a means of bringing about this diminishment. When-
ever we did, however, hear, and there were certainly substantiated
cases, and we can name names, if you wish, of people in his coterie
of supporters and his lieutenants that did have connections with
drug traffickers and, in fact, he himself received funds from a
person who was know to be affiliated with drug traffickers. And I
think who may even be under indictment in the southern district
of Florida.

Chairman fNoUY. Are these men still serving in the Contras-I
mean with the Resistance fighters?

Mr. CASTLLO. No, sir. That was one area that-we took-that we
dealt with very carefully. As soon as anyone had even an allega-
tion of drug trafficking-the allegation of drug trafficking existed
we no longer had any contact with them, and they were separated
from the movement. There was, in my recollection, only one excep-
tion to that, and that was a matter of higher authority over me.
But in almost every other case, we reported it immediately to DEA,
and we separated contact with them.

Chairman INOUYE. You were the Chief of Station [deleted] and
the chief gatherer of intelligence. I am certain you must have
looked into the assassination attempt on Mr. Pastora.

Mr. CASLLw. Yes, sir, we did.
Chairman INoUYE. Who do you suspect?
Mr. CAsr . We spent months trying to track down the leads

that we had, [deleted), we were never able to identify the individ-
ual that we felt was the leading suspect.

Chairman INOUYE. [Deleted].
Mr. CASmTw. [Deleted].
Chairman INOUYE. [Deleted].
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Mr. CAmw . Yes, sir. He is a suspect. There is a gratdel of
circumstantial evidence.

Chairman INouyu. Is he a Nicaraguan?
Mr. CAmnLo. [Deleted] our efforts have led us all over Western

Europe, Latin America, and as it stands now, the case is still open,
and we have been unable to identify who this individual is.

Chairman INouYz. Who was the high authority that overruled
you on that drug case?

Mr. CAmrw. For political considerations, there were two indi-
viduals who were associated with Pastora who had allegations
against them for drug involvement, and [C/CA T.F wanted [deleted].

I objected to it in cable traffic in person, and it was deemed nec-
essary [deleted), at least since these were only allegations and not
proof, and so I was overruled, and we proceeded to do it, and we

Chairman INOUYZ. But in your mind, it went beyond allegation,
didn't it?

Mr. CA=sLw. Yes, sir, in my mind. [Deleted] there were indica-
tions that our suspicions might be more well founded than-

Chairman INOUYK. [Deleted].
Mr. CA nrLw. (Deleted].
Chairman INOuYz. Are they still Freedom Fighters?
Mr. CmuLLw. Oh, no, none of Pastora's people have any relation-

ship [deleted]-either they have come over and have declared
themselves to be within the Nicaraguan Resistance organization, or
they have dropped out completely.

Chairman INOUYE. I thank you very much.
Mr. CA&n~w. Yes, sir.
Chairman HAMILTON. Without objection, TC-15, exhibit TC-15

will be made part of the record.
[Mr. Castilo], we thank you very much for your appearance. You

have had a very long day before the two Select Committees, and
the information you have provided is most helpful to us. We thank
you for it.

Mr. CAmLw. Thank you, sir.
Chairman HAMILTON. The committees will stand in recess until

9:30-
Mr. CAmLOw. Mr. Chairman, I would like to express my appre-

ciation, counsel's appreciation for the excellent cooperation of the
Sergeant at Arms, Jack Russ, and the very effective, at least until
now, and efficient way in which we have been brought in and out
of this building. I sincerely appreciate that, and the committee's in-
terest in my personal security.

Chairman HAMiLTON. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator Rudman.
Mr. RUDMAN. I just want to make one comment. It is my under-

standing that the transcript is going to be made available some-
time tomorrow to the press?

Chairman HAMILTON. That is correct.
Mr. RUDMAN. It is also my understanding that under the rules of

Congress and the Intelligence Committees that it would be inappro-
priate for any members or staff or anyone else to comment on
these proceedings without specific permission in some way from
the chairman.
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Chairman HAMILToN. That is correct. Under the rules of the
House Committee at least, you cannot release classified informa-
tion without a vote of the committee, and in the Senate my under-
standing is it is a comparable procedure.

Chairman INouyz. That is correct.
Chairman HAMILTON. The committees stand in recess until 9:30

Tuesday morning.
(Whereupon, at 4:20 p.m., the Select Committees were recessed,

to reconvene at 9:30 a.m., Tuesday, June 2, 1987.]
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(X Irr TC-6)

__ RCLASSIFIEO
The unit w which we wanted to drop in the southern quadrant of

Nlc~raua Is in desperate need Of ordnance resupply. We had

planned to do a material 4r2p from the Supplies We are bringing

Into m but the aits - headed by'

Mcaniot Wait. Have therefore developed an alternative

plan which has been briefed on and in which he concurs.

The L-aO0 Which flies froamtq~on Wednesday should

telminate it's NUM Mission on arrive.LaA At that

point it should load the supplies t which * theoretically

isasembling today at - and &ie theam to

Thee itea should then be transloaded to the C-lr3

after being properly rigged. On any night between*Ujuesday,

Apr 9, A friday, Apt It thes supplies should be b

the C-1i3 in the vicinity of

Th A/C shd penetrate Nicaragua across the Atlantic

Coast shout of Call signs freqs and gone making

light diagram to be provided to Ralph a by the now

UnO Sue operator we ar taking care of. ope we can make this

happen the right way this fte. if we are ever going to take

the pressure off the northern front we have got to get this

drop in - quickly. se make sure that this is retransmitted

via this channel toi Ralph, Set and Steele. Oven already

briefed and prepared to go wl the L-lO0 out5lof this will

help. Please advise sonest.

"a regards,

UNCLASSIFIED £f'Al 'rc '6
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V-h -fUOMMA3ttED

3/24/86 1100

2413202 Nea If. Ralph should have held discuIILonl v5L hUy

now to L-l00 drop to Ilackles troops. If you have ILA up Rob

Owe. to go tolm n the L. suqqo.t you call ec.,.
and e.suce he does all possible get load released from

-- also emphasize ve ought to drop eomethLng besides ".q, e* .

grenedee, medical supplies, etc. I vill be at Too Green ' Of.tee

for next three hours. Regards, Dick. It

i S'i '.1. ,,t.

4.

- - - - ., ..'.'

- UNCtA81SIO ,:. 0% Va

4
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UNCLASSIFIED

Lane, 3/27/66 1130

part 11 lS2715553 Nar S*. L-100 is returning'to KIA tni

apparently, Sob and y". are trying to york up clean out of

tut L-l00 must come home. ?oom many cooks In this

broth and 0a44 and Sat very unhappy. Ralph talked to tcaano at- not sure vhich -- yesterday at 1400L..

Romano said rON totally unavare Of any agreement to send anything

to lackle0 troops. 10D needs all its stuff Wo Itsell.

hole mss is resul% oC inocmpetence on CIA pan t eorse.

:G. "ues to express surprise. eanvbAleBy ikbility to sell

.hiiL. type iW continues to erode because of lack of.

professional Wim. This cannot be totally attributed to recent ,

44bat sine:4 Ilaia deal was put together long ago. %

U ge
POOR no
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S.2u' 419/li 1745

0922151 Apt 04.

1. L-100 still not i I ISST. C-123K and L-O0

special drop crev in place t nd arT prepared to Make

drop yet tonight, it Miracle occurs and L-100 makes it into
n next few heurs vLLh chutes, rle;i4q, ad oi'ance as

AvX1 as qood Ln-commisilon status. C-13K Lu ready and mission

capable. Ralph is in good contact vith me via IL-43.

2.Walso in contact with Ralph via IL-43 and is passing

current intelligence for drop crew.

3. Ralph reports they have olv problem - don't

know whether they shot him, paid him, eected his or what.

4. Mr. Jses fixed q*d recorder on my phone fory if and

when he ever calls aqatfn. Allah AWkar. Cick. IT

ie Itoow. sodA
• - i..l 'a mA ..

On ~ '

F L g t pyc0
4W4I U

..I ell

9 '%.% 
.%.

19.to^ 0%&

4A%~.

1"163fm
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1030 boas local APr' .. Fer South ror..e"-rop"
succew*'l' " cmp1dtM iiu ...- orct reqir s.dt to Send
full roportl inventory. When told, Imoet cld in
grateful appreclaticn. Our plans du In t 2-3 weeks includes

air dro
maritime deliveries OW supplies to se, WAO air drop to m
South, but v/certified air worthy aircraft, lethal drop to 110
South sviit to L0 South Force with photoge, 110

news papen. claps end sh4rtes ai" transfer 0 of SC UO/VU recruits

innrying all remaining cached lethl materiel*JiI "to oinU MSouth force. myobjective is creatioe of 24,00 an
C orves which taa itrike northwest and link-up with quiche to form

- sikeoie, eouthirn sorce. fLio,'eLve otiiAable opposition
on Atlantic Cosat resupplied aWe by this iy be
vierly amitious PUtLang but with your help. believe we can pull.

q itOle.,

mew subject. ArP Story appeared in Morning ppe

U.S. attorney south Florida Investigation ams, dT"Ve W fic

involving Insurgents and .S. sympthisisers. Terrell, CPA
named. focus on Kaer lss shipment ft.. Lauderdo1

Nov subjeet. tf ¢ra split. Why not offer Cnt provisio-al-

presidency in secret agrent signed by pritipals?
Regard@# DV. at

flisi ;gA819
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. 1ils/m ia.0o

Delivered t'by 707 yesterday is a plans load of

ordnance for your friends. AMao aboard Includesulds of

7.62 x 39 and a like aat of $1. Also havU 9-34 hnd

grenades, ancillary items for the C-4 plastic exploeiyes --

blasti cap$, dot cord, tc., an light machine qmnds ,

rds of linked auao and a anto-oersonnel mines tor

use In ambushes. When and where do you want this stuff. Me are

prepared to deliver as soon as you call for t. Is there an

UWO/rANI communicator being placed In .I so, pleae

have this guy coordinate with ralph so that ve have things wired

together. Also wish to note my guys are flying without any

Intel. Can ve do something about getting then the radar profiles

of Vic Am radars. ste. o?

. . . .. q1S .

UR 4 .1W ofi . 2356by3:Resi NN"SKcUdy cow., -

1444F, Ed
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SC S, s$:16 1045 This Jlut received fto. Ralph. I Undert eir.

it all. think you probably v ill

1. we have 30 men equipmea ft 0CcP t*b1sobas

delayed operation rbcuee IeC
a.re being eehdod hee ot us to

take the& to strip other than Ours, then ve proceed With Cps.

2. All t0 drums transferred to vest together vith support

equipment. C-123 made three succ e ftl runs vlthout pr. blx.

3. Successful L convinciA l ins n it need to keep

i n h ee . e e need nov the riflee and

support vespoa.

(* 14. Agency hqra backed Up OWvy cotrolli I I ccomo mA they

vant h at eit a nd difteftAt pad but uslng

radio.5iiy5 not to lght It.

S. Request approval~ to send C-U)3 tin to york as vs

don't have any use for it here right nov. Will keep caribu here.
for vest support vhen needed. Advice.

6. U.S. LTCOL nominated

for mil group commander fo cn ope ue the door there

vit neV military top. In very good relation vith

i It ye or Ollie can

help him he can be our Steele t h e. A?

IIPI Aetllrh
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4CpILl-3 1300 Costa RLga. Ket WL Wue ownining.
to 04 voatpofte, no tures* date o -"

2- Otop '06 20 idA1noo in C. Rica reshedulo for pits drop but
still for end of tJis Week. Ivluate ift Possible giving
rnge Cf distance to C€ i nd lack of ilUMlnAtiw

Will need kiN light$ for thi r e

-aule tun teat acmoplish. N reports from ir crew Yet t
ground reports success.

w f lalICLyL dislised -from post a@
may Oth. Ambassador tfOngiv Working at it. !Osults
Night be sign of our future wjt new adiaiLstattin.
-WestiatO time for big drop with lIo to I an* is 10

to S days aftes we aCOsMI t S0 Indiana drop in 0.3. phase.

IJInCe.gS has*
ttedict, Oatli Of.oo

%.0
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(EBrr T-7)

NUrML S~TtJzI
1141" hations of 844A Pastorekin ttlties by Re0bee of
Oigan atlon

lof hs aIncorporaton into the Ulcagua
Project La Pasotole pI@Vol'I -be a destablliulsg
oieeent vithisthe e oaa ow oUittos eaeet, Ie
eoblona.. a articu lairy his tomlie. comeator frequently
to, p 44 the Sndialotaa with peopagande banMdtU, patticularly

hie otatements about alleged Vattonal.006 oscontrol of the no
end USI atetoitls. MUile VPastoreuobjestivet ar* Rove
Gloat, his actions were probabi mtivated by aesie tobecome the I li UM -: mr

toes eh aiie @1 i1o such
t"P stk t has401 &.ete Cm Com Mokloo _ who @bag"

vItbN devloplal Imb lose I U SIPa okes. ltu,
ottatef or- 1"Nor¢e teprogra.i

2. here tos o firm 6 ole lin wekPatredietl
• to drug trafficking aotivirttlel to 1 1O

isl"oebors of bPASto a eatomnij ~ llwo soti lo I N telldly

to of t" drug traflje eg OptiviU ool O i Ioboldimatoo.

IOA

5

UkfiA-efir

/I wt

TIM1;7 F.r 11 .1
44%c. 6syc; ;
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(EXHIBrr TC-8)
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(EXHIBI TC-9)
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(EXHIBrr TC-O)

pTtAD uiF? I O[ A C5

Rift 01ICTO 661M
1. ACTION AtPIRtG P TwINt

Is IBAOJoqT TO ArrtiT ¢1 O a

OF TH'14 FIAlL| CAP

u F --)~ o FROF0Ct ' TO ' aT CTON

0~ ~ I~v aissfnsnos'lt TO ACT.

UNCLASSIFIEDil.al

cat$ s
-flAJj tq
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(EXHIBIT W-18)

0CC-7- 10$7 1
Sra:ch its?

Y.MOP M FOR General Counsel
7R .George Jameson

Society General Counsel
SUSUCT A sMP sIstance to IilLtary Resupply Activities

.of the NIcaraguan Democratic Resistance

1. You have asked for an opinion on CIA's authority during
Fiscal Year 1i94 to provide a is once to the military resupply
efforts of he Nicaraguan de A Ic resistance. The question
arises because of al1egation sIU a CIA officer during thattime provided Information to fjq rs of the restance and to
persons, the so-called *priva-q7 nefactotsoo aiding thea toenable the resistance to rece weapons ammunition, and other
supplies inside Nicaragua duro , a period of a congressionalinvitation on the expenditure t.unds to support paramilitary
operations in Nicaragua. Thi a s wnd was provided to, and
discussed with, you in draft p January 111 P It Is
substantially identical to th that itincorporates editorial coimeng , provided to me onS February il9.

2. During ?local Tear 196. CIA was autborised to provide
limited information and advice to support the effective
delivery and distribution of military equipment tresistance. It is both the degree of CIA's imvol and the
nature of that involvement that is determinative ov
authorised CIA to share Aalligencis with the I*

QNCIM D an 01 _!!!



UNCLASSIRID0
including infsemation that would have potential military
significance.. Yheoag roeliOnIl report language states that
CIA could not, however. engate in activities *that amount to
participation in the planning o eiecution of military or
p r amilt ry operations in Vcarague by the ica alguan
democratic resistance$ or to participation In logistics
activities Integral to such orsatioan. Jnm opinion, the-
Iev provided authority ot CI rto provide in, gotU' 1in 6ing
sate delivery sites, weather conditions, hostile risk
asessaents.,end the like to slsist the Nicaraguan resistanceIrkn their goesply activities. wbere Class tots, did not amount

to participeAing 1n the actual delivery of materiel or In
planning. dircting, or otherwise coordineting deliveries
during the course of or in the contest of specific military
engagemelnt.

LZOMlAlIM 511TOlI

3. The applicable ststutofp0ovislon is found at section
101 of the intelligence Authorlltion Act for fiscal Tear 1915
(P.L. 99-169, 4 Dec 1915). whtehprovldesl

2' .t

(a) funds available to.tbe Central Intelligence
Agency, the Department of Defene 4tor any other
agency or entity of the United States Involved In
intelligent activities may.bi, obligated and
expended durng llscal yeOA ASSl to provide funds,
ateriel, or other assista'oe-o te Iicaraeuan
democratic resistance to mip~okt slltary or
psranilitory operation In IZegea only as
authollsed In section 101 id as specified in the
clemifled schedule of Aetlboisatioss referred to in
section 102, ot pursuant to ecto 102 of the
National Seurity Act of 19470 or to section 104 of
the 8upglemental Applopriations Act, 1IM0 (public
Law 9-1 .

(ib) Nothing in this Section preludeos--

luanitarin Assietnc Offin. establish b
SIeeetive Ordo 1250. of the program o IW
humanitalan assistance to the steers i 1a A~' b
democratic resistance provided for lankth _ '5 i.
Supplemental Appropritlios et, l 91

act .

S, S C.
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UNCLASSIFIED
,."(2), activities of the Department of state

' to 9olic't such humaniterian assistance for the
Nicar1 e\democratic resistance.

The" .oint Explanatory Statement'that accompanied the conference
report to 3.R. 2419. which was the souse version of this
provision. @tatd s.

The conferees note that under current law end
the .reltL~htion contained in Section 10S of this
Conference report, the intelligence agencies say
provide advice, including Intelligence and counter-
intelligence Information, to the Nicaraguan
democratic resistance. Section 10 does not permit
intelligence agencies to engage in activities,
including training other then the communication$
training provided for pursuant to Section 105, that
amount So participation inetwq planning or execution
of military or paramilitat operations in Nicaragua
by the Nicsaguan democrats c'fesistance, or to
participation in logisticesactivitios integral to
such operations. 11. Rlep 'ii. 99-373, 99tb Congo*
1st less. 16 (I9s).

4. in his presentation of thq bill, SISC! Chairman
lamilton stated that trainingg. an other activities--
including advice--that amucnt|5to rtloipation in the planning
or execution of military activities by the Contras, or acting
as military advisors to the coatras, is prohibited." Cong.
Rec. 1.10294 (daily ed. It Nov. 1951).

section 105 represents a small stop forward
toward full support for the resistance by permitting
Coopereto in the areas of Information sharing,
advice. tjansportation, and buanitarian aid. Vdi09
at 11.10296'.

The transportation assistance referred tol above a
Namilton was to be provided by the State Depar A

VNsUNK..1 ILU.
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ClA- [0hr.UYL31"l of humanitarian aid, and wold mtitete
patic ties'tather thans mte provision of advice. It was in
this c'testthft Representative sIonio specifically addressed
... the restriuion M A's participation La ectivitiee 0ucb as
training, or anything eluding otistical support, that would
amsuet ttrpaCti4Cipti on in the pleasing of esCatlon Of
pr :Il'ItsrY of allitay operations in Vcareg:." Vo4dfeWv thedistiction betveen-pernissible and n1oprr.i soiblo involvent

as follows$ ./

Yhis.~~. Speaker, the intelligence authorization
conference rqpot has dravn a cleat line between, on
the one hand, the sharing of intelligence Information
with the Centres. which U.S. agencies involved In
intelligence activities are pecritted to dos and, on
the other hand. planning for. partiuipetion in, or
providing advice on any peramilitary or illitaTy
operations, which U.S. a8tgglts involved In Intelli-
gence activities are eaprssoly prohibited from
doing. Id. at 3.039.7.

congressan ailtoie agreed. '

S. Iwo days later, Senator Durcnberger. in presenting the
bill to the Senate for passage, attempted to clarity the intent
of the provision$

Clearly, the intelli i n-ageaies will be
providing lforlatie aJ advice o matters of
concern to the wicaragulaf democratic resistance. such
s inforsation on Snd iste capabilities. cesowces

and intentif0sa Sad advice on Matters such 88
effective delivery wad distribution of materiel, The
conferees have. bovever, specified that the
intelligence aesnies are Not to estage In activities
that actelly amount to petipetcn in the plullng
or enecutioo of military or par~stltury operf.tios'
in vicaralm bythe icaragusn democratic aeT t&*P
or to participation In logistics activities ,
to such0operations, Coal. Se. 31 6074 (de} ] Naw.
21 Nov. Hl*.,A 4-1

L..
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The 1091; -0. history, therefore,. seems to draw distinctions
between, @n..the one hand. participation. planning, &ad
providing advice (which would not be permitted in support of
paramilitary operations) and. on tile other and. information-
sharing. including advice on the delivery of supplies. This
Information-aharing would be asthorised een if it Vould have
potential military significance so long as it did not amount to
paticipation. ,lim'hing. or military advice. There is no clear
indication that Congress intended to prohibit CIA from giving
advice on.Tpply operations, nd some indication that it did
intend, to distinguish between sore Information-sharing and
actual participation in such operations. Fertberaore, there
would appear to be a valid distinction between perissible.
general military resupply operations and operations in the
contest of specific military operations, which vere not
author ited.

C VIKWS2
6. with this tn mind, the Orfice of General Counsel,

following enactment of the billl .ato lov, took a
forward-leaning although gu dned1positLon on the provision of
information relatingtO the seppy of resistance forces.

-t essentially. OGC interpreted thea lsw not to distinguish between
information or advice of a lolstical mature snd advice in
general. except for advice o e.9pecific military operations. on
19 December 1985. then Geaerl'Couasel Stanley Sporklm noted to
the Aerector of Central Zmto!bIgemce In the content of this
congressional restriction thK&jwbile advice on logistical
matters sot 'Integral' to MiXT Uy operations voeld be
acceptable, there isa lime lime to be drawn and greater caue
for concern the closer the CIA role approaches the provision of
advice that supports specific military operations' (Tab A). In
addressing the- implietloe of any eforts for CIA to give
advice on the effective delivery and distribution of military
equuipmeto Ir. spochin Seod to say that GC could legally
defend CAk's authority to 40 so. al though that this
would have to be worked out with the iatelllgencinlttees In

note wee given in the face of disgremsent thst a. tveen
I1SCI Chairman sailto and SR Chairman Oure allowing

-9-- 1 r
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the enactment tOfosaetia 1 to sa is light of the latter'sa tatoeet tothe doett."

7. Chairman eailiton. in a letter to the 0CI on 4 December
1SIS. Stated that-tb. law intended to preclude advising the
resistance on *loItical operatios epon which military or
parmi~ltduyvoperatione epdGPd for their Offectivenets@ (tab
i). Seaat~r urqaerger d laISed aed, In a letter to Hatilton
dated S'beeeber' gl90. stated that he believed the law woald
preclude advice o logistics activities Itegral to the
effeetivensd of partticlr military or patamilItary operations
if it Vould amount to "partcipatioa. in euch activltes, even
if that participation were not physical . However, he
distinguished between ;general logatical advice (or logistical
advice related to huanitarian or omuicatioss assistance)
and advice that am0onte to pat.jjepatioe In logistics
activities integral to military.o paramilitary operational
(Tab C). Clearly. senator Durez "r, in responding to

Congressman lamilton, intended toe rit a wider range of
advisory activities than Cbsirmao.WienLtoe. In a reply, on
9 December 1085 (Tab D)o Chairmani"Ilton epreSSed his
continued disagreement. Ie a oiplied that this was because
any logistical advice could beusea to support parailitary
eperatione, sad be seen as prohibited military advioca

It would ill serve the:'ge c to become embroiled
In controversy at this JWvIture regardiag a matter
&boat which Coanrese has eapresed such repeated
reservations.

setting aside for a moment the purely bortatory nature of this
language. if Chairs" IsAllto's view wret adopted, It would
mean that Congress intended hat CIA provide no si -related
information to the resistance. (See Tab a for 0CCM Won on
authority to share istellivence of potetial mill
iifica -e- 3 , La. nmdf$~omkatabe I--
8dvice and military advice, betveea inforaAtion-

ctieiptt tin, or piaMiag for military opera
etweem aetivit e integral to military ope atli tln

•V. 19. 
. -
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of infot-atsionto support logistics activities in a more generalcontest If, .is; 'ot involving a specific slitary operation o
enIaeent.s osd to routine Or periodic resupply), 'btis
Agency.' in act.adopted an interpretation mose in line vith the8SCK..posi[tios,

COOUZ$ lOlJL IfkllG|

-Yt Vebsvwry S196, Chairman lsmilton requested an
lnterprbtali6a of the phrase effectivee delivery end distribu-
tion of )Aeriel to the resistance*' and asked how CIA would
%ensure that advLce you n*y jve does not rise to training
resistance forces In logI" I activities.' ne Agency's
amponse. mde clear tht t t considered the provision of

ads ice to support resupply efforts to be atubotted, including
'gceeal advice that is not apel Ie or essential to planning or
executing military or parenilitary operations In vicaragus
(Tab F), I believe the echnge4ndic&te a clear NFECI
recognition that CIA would Siog resistance information and
advice relating to resistance. ctivities.

COICLUSIONS1

- . In conclusion, in I1iacl gsot IMI0 CIA was ath"ied o
provid sle. omlta A- ddmftiuk.- istafte %Sat
could Wtorer imtelineee0 ila-o4nf f Pt ri 011t1My
significance: for example, Ia tio e on Sdinista
capbilities, resources, "n tions. CIA also could provide
advice on matters such as the festive delivery and
distribution of mlitsty equipment o long as this did not
amount to participa tie in paramilitary operations in Nicaragua#
either is their planning or emecetone or in logistics
activities integre to such operations. Advice could rise to
the level of participation if CIA took an active pert in
planning or Coodinatint resupply miesions for specific pare-military opetatie. the t e,~csandftle a gs a :J ta pecf
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j*A faa.'tIlSdOPt the Note restrictive view of 1PCR Chairman

v ~ el to letermme hethe the

aetivttls of a epeeff io CiA employee wets colcsteat with thestatute dua th'e ifraoanb-e pearod.

Attachments, 6/s
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n
BEFORE THE

SENATE. SELC COM ITTEE ON SCRET MILITARY ASSISTANCE
TO IRAN AND THU NICARARJAN OPPOSITION

AND THIE
HOUSE SELnCT COIITT99 TO INVESTIGATE

COVERT ARMS TRANSACTIONS WITH IRAN

Statement a

May 28# 1987

Mr. Chairmen and Members of these Select Committees, I

have exercised my Constitutional privilege not to testify

without benefit of immunity concerning my participation in th'e

matters which are under investigation by these Committees. I

have done so on the advice of counsel and because I became

persuaded that it was the only way in which I could be accorded

every possible measure of fairness under the law. Media

speculation which has been grounded on few facts and an

extraordinary amount of entirely misguided and irresponsible

supposition has convinced me that my decision was both prudent

and correct. Having said that, I appear before you today with

a sense of peace that I have been true to my conscience and to

my profession. Accordingly, I am fully willing, indeed eager,

to testify as to the facts of my participation in the matters

under Inquiry. UNCLASSIFIED
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-- UNI
I Sope I will be able to convey to each of you a clear

understanding that I and the other men and women of the CIA'8

Clandestine Service, both those under my command at the Station

JP ~and those at CIA Headquarters who

supported our efforts, performed our duties in the best

tradition of the Service. To the best of my recollection,

neither they nor I ever intentionally violated any law of the

United States, in spirit or otherwise. To the contrary, the

deliberate, persistent and resourceful efforts over a two-year

period of my superiors, as well as the officers who served

under me, in particular given the constraints and changing

national policies under which we were required to operate, are

a testimonial to the high standard of conduct which this

country expects of its intelligence officers. If there were

any lapses, they resulted from decisions made under the

pressures of fast-moving events, from the characteristic "can

do* attitude of Clandestine Service operations officers, or

simply from emotional concerns for patriotic Nicaraguans, whom

the United States has supported, albeit intermittently, in

their efforts to pursue the ideals of peace and freedom which

we in this country not only enjoy, but often take for granted.

I believe that it would be grievously harmful to the

morale of the CIA officers who were working with the

Southern Front of the Nicaraguan Resistance to suppose without

any basis in fart that they ever engaged in a conspiracy to

violate the laws of the United States. These honorable men and

UNC!A .
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UIEF 0
women were Placed in an extremely difficult situation which was

not of their own making. Specifically, they were required as

an integral part- of their duties as intelligence officers to

gather intelligence and to carry out political action

operations in order to hold together the many diverse, even

opposing, factions within the Resistance. The very fact that

the Resistanc ss more focused and politically and

militarily viable than it ever has been is a remarkable

You may question whether my officers and I understood

the legal constraints of the Boland Amendment. Of course we

did -- or we thought we did -- notwithstanding the fact that

there were no lawyers assigned to my Station and the cable

guidance from Headquarters on these matters was understandably

terse and narrow and did not pretend to address every

eventuality. The application of the Boland Amendment in

humane, rather then legal, terms in the field operational

environment led us to feel we were in the middle of a minefield

with each step becoming a critical decision. My officers and I

diligently tried to adhere to the constraints of the Boland

Amendment as we understood them, and I believe we generally

were successful.

In addition, we in the field were impacted greatly by

the political considerations which attended the various

incarnations of the Boland Amendment -- considerations arising!HCLI S tFIEfl
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out of PoIticsl sensitivities here i Washington which were
difficult for us to appteiste While we were doing our best
to keep faith with the legal constraints of the Amendments and
at the sae time carry out our duties with respect to the
Nicaraguan Resistance, we were faced with the political
dimensions of the broad issue of support for the Nicaraguan
Resistance. Those dimensions adversely affected our operations
on several occasions. It, often seemed to us that the next
upcoming vote in the Congress on support for the Resistance was
the most important consideration governing the perceptions of
what activities were permissible, regardless of the urgency or
necessity of a beneficial operational action. I can recall CIA
Headquarters disapproving certain operational activities which
were acceptable under the term of the Boland Amendments
themselves because of a possibly negative political Impact at
home. You can imagine my difficulty in trying to reconcile
such decisions with the duties of my office. Regardless, as
Chief of Station, I was directly and specifically involved in
all of the operational activities concerning the icaraguan
Resistance, and the officers under my command followed my
guidance and direction. Therefore, I m fully and
unequivocally tesponaible for all of their actions,

As you will learn from m7 testimony today, my
association with Lt. Col. Oliver L. North came about as a
result of our respective positions, and because of the
coincidence of oi~r interests concerning the political and

UNCLASSI I[I
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military status of the Nicaraguan Resistance. Throughout this

relationship, Col. North never asked me to undertake any

unlawful activity. Nor did he ever inform meoof any sale of

arms to Iran or any diversion of funds to the Resistance.

Given the events of recent months, I am eternally grateful that

he did not. I hold Col. North in high esteem because, in my

judgment, he has been faithful to his country, his duty and his

word, and loyal to his beliefs and his comrades. I admire his

intellect and his commitment to the human beings who 'emirise

the Nicaraguan Resistance. He is my friend and, whatever

happens, he will so remain.

The press has speculated extravagantly concerning my

possible involvement with Director William Casey in connection

with the Nicaraguan Resistance. I met with Director Casey o a

few occasions during my tenure as Chief of StatiotI

briefed him, as did my officers, on Station operations as it

was our duty to do. That is all. During those briefings, Mr.

Casey never suggested or implied -- nor did I ever infer-- that

he expected as to undertake activities which would violate in

any way the laws of the United States.

I wish to close this statement on a personal note.

Since my return to Washington in January, I have ezperienced

some of the worst moments of my Ife

Their absence, the imposed isolation,

the interruption of myroaan4, the unfounded press and mediaUNCLASSIFIED
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speculationlbout my participation in possible violations of

the law, and the possibly irreparable damge to a career I

cherish and have dedicated the last twenty-years of my life to

are all factors vhich have made the last few months very

difficult. On the basis of my actions a Chief of Statio

over the last two year, it should not have been so.

Thank you Mt. Chaitmen.

to your questions.

I look forward to responding

0
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